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PROTECTING THE PRIVACY OF CONSUMERS' 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2004 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, TRADE, 
AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 

2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon Cliff Stearns (chairman) 
presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Stearns, Barton (ex officio), 
Schakowsky, and Green. 

Also present: Representative Shaw. 
Staff present: David Cavicke, majority counsel; Chris Leahy, pol- 

icy coordinator; Shannon Jacquot, majority counsel; Brian 
McCullough, majority professional staff member; William Harvard, 
legislative clerk; and Ashley Groesbeck, minority research assist- 
ant. 

Mr. STEARNS. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Good afternoon. I am pleased to hold this important hearing on 

H.R. 2971, the Social Security Privacy Identity Theft Prevention 
Act of 2003. The committee received a referral on the bill, and this 
subcommittee will take a good look at the issues which surround 
this legislation. 

My colleague from Florida, Congressman Shaw, has done a great 
deal of work on this bill and in this area. I commend him for his 
work as an advocate for protecting the privacy of consumers and 
maintaining the integrity of Social Security numbers. 

Balancing the benefits that accrue to consumers from private use 
of Social Security numbers with the harm caused by identity theft 
is a difficult feat. Now, my colleagues, identity theft is a very im- 
portant consumer protection issue. Federal Trade Commission data 
indicates in a 1-year period, from September 2002 to September 
2003, over 10 million people were victims of identity theft. That 
also means 297 million hours were spent in the year 2003 cleaning 
up the identity theft problem. So people talk about the numbers in 
terms of people and money spent, but the hours are also a great 
deal. 

I also point out that the loss to businesses were $48 billion in 
2003 and $5 billion in 2003 to individuals. So, frankly, this is a sig- 
nificant cost to consumers and businesses both in terms of money 
lost and time spent trying to clear up their names and, obviously, 
correct their credit reports. 

(1) 



The Federal Trade Commission has done a tremendous job in 
gathering important statistical information regarding identity 
theft. This will help us in policy decisions we have to make as leg- 
islators. I look forward to a general update from the Federal Trade 
Commission on the state of identity theft today and would like to 
hear what ideas the Commission itself has for reducing the occur- 
rence of this problem. 

This committee has extensive knowledge on issues relating to in- 
formation privacy and information security. In fact, ladies and gen- 
tlemen, this will be my eighth privacy hearing on this sub- 
committee in the past 3 years dealing with privacy and information 
security. I have a privacy bill, which I introduced in the 170th Con- 
gress and which the committee has had extensive dialog on, pro- 
viding privacy and security protection for Social Security numbers 
and other personal identifiable information. So I will continue to 
work on this problem in this Congress and, God willing, the next 
Congress. 

The anti-spyware bill that was reported by the full committee in 
July also came through this subcommittee, provides for strong en- 
forcement against spyware practices that, frankly, facilitate iden- 
tity theft. Phishing and keystroke logging are explicitly prohibited 
in the bill, and the bill provides that the Federal Trade Commis- 
sion will have strong enforcement tools to go after these practices. 
We expect this spyware to be voted in the House this week, hope- 
fully, on the floor under suspension. 

So our subcommittee and Congresswoman Mary Bono, who au- 
thored the bill and went through our committee, and the great staff 
we have have made this possible. So we are hoping it will be on 
the floor this week. 

I know the chairman of the full committee, Joe Barton, has in- 
tense interest in information and privacy; and I expect this com- 
mittee will continue to work on it in the 109th Congress. 

The heart of this committee's jurisdiction over H.R. 2971 obvi- 
ously is the Federal Trade Commission and its enforcement prac- 
tices, and that is going to be a piece of this legislation. That provi- 
sion makes it an unfair and deceptive act or practice under the 
Federal Trade Commission for any person to refuse to do business 
with an individual because the individual will not consent to that 
person's receipt of his personal Social Security number. The section 
provides an exception for any case in which a business is required 
by law to submit to the Federal Government the consumer's Social 
Security number. 

I ask our panel whether there are any other uses of Social Secu- 
rity numbers that are outlawed by this provision but, given appro- 
priate safeguards, would benefit to consumers. That perhaps is one 
thing you will need to address. I would like to know from this 
panel what types of information security practice should be imple- 
mented when Social Security numbers are exchanged. So I look for- 
ward to a frank discussion on this bill at this hearing. 

We have a distinguished panel of experts to educate us about 
this identity theft, privacy in general and importance of the integ- 
rity of Social Security numbers. I thank the witness from the Fed- 
eral Trade Commission, and I thank GAO and EPIC for their par- 
ticipation today. 
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With that, I welcome the opening statement of the ranking mem- 
ber, the gentlelady, Ms. Schakowsky. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Thank you, Chairman Stearns, and thank you 
for holding today's hearing on H.R. 2971, the Social Security Num- 
ber Privacy and Identity Theft Protection Act. This bill, which 
would restrict what both the public and private sectors can do with 
Social Security numbers, is an important tool in the fight against 
identity theft. 

Identity theft, as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, is one of the 
fastest-growing financial crimes in the United States, with the 
number of victims doubling each year over the past 3 years. As the 
Federal Trade Commission reports, in 2003, there were nearly 10 
million Americans victimized by this crime. Over the past 5 years, 
there have been 27 million victims. Both of our States, Chairman 
Stearns, rank in the top ten for identity theft occurrences. Florida 
is fifth, and Illinois is ninth. 

Although nearly half of the victims do not know how their per- 
sonal information was stolen, we do know that Social Security 
numbers are one of the most important means that identity thieves 
use to financially establish themselves as someone else. When we 
consider what the financial door of Social Security numbers can 
unlock and the pervasiveness of the use of these numbers, then the 
rising number of occurrences of identity theft should come as no 
surprise. 

As we have all personally experienced, everyone wants our Social 
Security number. It is not just when we open a bank account or 
apply for a credit card or even when we accept a new job. Our So- 
cial Security number is requested when we get an insurance policy, 
open a new phone account, or sign a lease. 

So many times when we establish a business relationship, the 
other party wants our number, whether there is a legitimate need 
for it or not. Most times, consumers provide it. We feel we have to 
do so. But we are so used to being asked for our Social Security 
number that we may not give enough thought to what the other 
party might do with it. That company may sell them. The numbers 
may be transmitted over the Internet for legitimate purposes but 
may not be protected in those transmissions. Our new accounts 
may be linked to our Social Security numbers. The numbers may 
be displayed on forms or files that are not adequately protected. 

These possibilities should give everyone pause. If we can limit 
how other parties, public and private, use our numbers, then we 
can establish a good framework to prevent the misuse of the key 
to our personal financial information. 

We know that identity theft is financially and emotionally dev- 
astating. It can take years to discover that one has been victimized 
or even longer to repair that damage. That is why I am very 
pleased we are considering H.R. 2971 today. 

Again, it is truly an important start. However, I also believe that 
we can and need to do more. We, as government officials, need to 
make sure there are adequate resources for consumers both to pre- 
vent them from becoming victims and to help them if they are vic- 
timized. We need to make sure we are also helping consumers pro- 
tect themselves by giving them the information they need to do so. 
We need to make sure everyone knows how to check their credit 



reports regularly. That is how most people find out that they were 
victimized. We need to make sure that there is help available for 
victims to recover their losses and to clean up their credit reports 
with as little hassle and frustration as possible. We need to be as 
proactive and responsive as we can. 

I look forward to continuing the conversation about what we 
need to do; and, although we have a small panel of witnesses be- 
fore our subcommittee, I am pleased you could join us today. I look 
forward to hearing from you. 

[Additional statements submitted for the record follow:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE RADANOVICH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding this important hearing today 
on the privacy of consumers' social security numbers. 

The social security number was created to identify each U.S. citizen for the sole 
purpose of tracking employment and benefits however, over time our social security 
number has been used Dy both public and private entities for purposes both related 
and unrelated to the social security program. The usage of this unique identifier has 
benefited both businesses and consumers, but unfortunately it has led to misuse and 
most importantly identity theft. 

The FTC has reported that over 10 million people were victims of identity theft 
in one year and they estimate that this translates into upwards of a $48 billion loss 
for businesses and $5 billion loss for consumers, but a price tag can not be put on 
the loss of one's identity. 

I look forward to hearing our witness' testimony today. Hopefully this will help 
us determine if our current laws are adequate enough to protect the integrity of our 
social security numbers and if not, what we need to do to protect them. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SULLIVAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. 
This is an important issue for the First district of Oklahoma. Oklahomans have 

a firm appreciation for, and dedication to, the concept of individual liberty. While 
we conform to our nation's laws, we demand that the federal government respects 
our liberties and privacy. And this includes first and foremost, our social security 
number. 

The social security number (SSN) was first introduced as a device for keeping ac- 
count of contributions to the Social Security system. Through the years, however, 
the government and the private sector have expanded the use of this identifying 
number. In the view of some, including many of my constituents, a person's SSN 
has essentially attained the status of a national identification number. SSN's can 
be required to obtain a driver's license, apply for public assistance, donate blood, 
take out a loan, access insurance records, track down student loan defaulters, or 
compile direct marketing mailing lists. Private sector use of the social security num- 
ber is widespread, and continues to be unregulated by the federal government. This 
is unacceptable. 

H.R. 2971, Social Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 
2003, prohibits Federal, State, and local governments from requiring the display of 
SSNs to the general public, displaying SSNs on checks, driver's licenses, and motor 
vehicle registrations. It would prohibit from employing prisoners in jobs that provide 
them with access to SSNs. Requiring the transmission of SSNs over the Internet 
without encryption or other security measures would also become illegal. 

Additionally, the private sector could not sell, purchase, or display a SSN to the 
general public. Businesses would be discouraged from denying services to individ- 
uals who refuse to provide their SSNs, unless required by law, by subjecting them 
to penalties under Federal law. It would create new criminal and civil penalties for 
violations of this law. 

I strongly support H.R. 2971 and the spirit of liberty it upholds. The people of 
my district, and of all of Oklahoma, commend the gentleman Mr. Shaw for his hard 
work on this bill. I encourage all members of this Committee to look at this issue 
very closely, and to support this legislation in order to protect your constituent's pri- 
vacy. 



Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOE BARTON, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY 
AND COMMERCE 

Thank you Mr. Chairman for holding this hearing on H.R. 2971, the Social Secu- 
rity Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2003. The Committee received a 
referral on the bill and we intend to give this issue a fair hearing. 

Identity theft is a burgeoning problem for consumers and businesses. Approxi- 
mately 3.23 million consumers were victims of identity theft in 2003. Losses to busi- 
ness were estimated at $48 billion and losses to individuals were estimated at $5 
billion. It is estimated that in 2003, identity theft victims spent 297 million hours 
trying to clear up the problems and their reputation. Unfortunately, the one unique 
number than can be used to verify an individual can create hazardous results when 
it is in the hands of the wrong people. 

This Committee has a deep bench of experts in the areas of identity theft and pri- 
vacy. Over the past three years, Chairman Stearns has held numerous hearings 
parsing through important issues surrounding information privacy. I too have a very 
strong interest in information privacy. 

Representative Shadegg was the author of an important public law, the Identity 
Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998. That Act has provided significant 
tools for enforcement against identity theft. It also directed the Federal Trade Com- 
mission to set up an identity theft consumer resource center. That center has been 
a success as it has gathered important information regarding identity theft, acted 
as a central repository for complaints, and provided important consumer education. 

We have also worked hard at this Committee to shut down new electronic means 
to identity theft. The anti-spyware bill sponsored by Representatives Bono and 
Towns provides the Federal Trade Commission with powerful tools against spyware 
programs, in particular keystroke logging programs, used to steal personally identi- 
fiable information, including a social security number. The bill also includes a prohi- 
bition against Phishing, the practice of inducing a consumer to provide personally 
identifiable information by misrepresenting the identity of the person seeking the 
information. 

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today on this important topic. Thank 
you and I yield back. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GENE GREEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM 
THE STATE OF TEXAS 

I'd like to thank Chairman Stearns and Ranking member Schakowsky for their 
leadership on this issue. 

I have been a long time supporter of protecting our citizens from identity theft. 
In fact, every year we hold a "How to Prevent Identity Theft" workshop for senior 
citizens in our district. This has become one of our more popular community events 
with senior citizens. 

Today's seniors did not grow up in the digital age and new technologies can often 
be confusing. This is why I'm glad to be holding this hearing to ensure we protect 
senior citizens and the rest of us from identity theft. Advances in technology have 
led to advances in identity theft and many of the seniors in our district feel 
vulverable. 

Our social security numbers are widely used in both the public and private sec- 
tors. Our medical histories and credit records are often tiea to our social security 
number. Given this fact, it is important for both the government and the private 
sector to maintain the highest degree of security surrounding these numbers. 

I support limiting the sale of social security numbers to the general public. How- 
ever, I also support each of our ability to access those numbers when it comes to 
checking our own records regarding our personal financial histories or medical his- 
tories. 

I hope we examine the need to strengthen privacy restrictions pertaining to our 
social security numbers as we move forward with this legislation. 

We will hear testimony today that billions of dollars are lost on identity theft each 
year. Both business ana consumers lose out when identity thieves open bogus ac- 
counts and spend money that isn't theirs. 

We need to make sure it's as difficult as possible for people to take our money 
and destroy our credit history. 

I look forward to hearing what we can do to make our social security numbers 
more secure and I thank our panel for coming here today to testify. 
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Thank you and I yield the balace of my time. 

Mr. STEARNS. With that, we will move to our panel, if you will 
come to the table here. 

We have the Honorable Thomas Leary, Commissioner of the Fed- 
eral Trade Commission; and we have Barbara Bovbjerg, Director of 
Education, Workforce and Income Security, Government Account- 
ability Office; and Chris J. Hoofnagle, Associate Director of Elec- 
tronic Privacy Information Center. We welcome your opening state- 
ment. 

Commissioner, we will start with you. Thank you for your time, 
and the floor is yours. 

STATEMENTS OF THOMAS B. LEARY, COMMISSIONER, FED- 
ERAL TRADE COMMISSION; BARBARA D. BOVBJERG, DIREC- 
TOR, EDUCATION, WORKFORCE AND INCOME SECURITY, 
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE; AND CHRIS JAY 
HOOFNAGLE, ASSOCIATE DDIECTOR, ELECTRONIC PRIVACY 
INFORMATION CENTER 
Mr. LEARY. Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to 

be here. 
My written statement has been submitted for the record, and 

that reflects the views collectively of the Commission. My oral re- 
sponses to you are my own. 

As you mentioned in your opening statement•and I won't repeat 
the numbers•identity theft is a significant problem, and our data 
indicate that it is a problem which is growing. However, we are 
heartened somewhat by the fact that most of the recent increase 
seems to involve misuse of existing accounts rather than opening 
new credit lines, which is an activity that is somewhat less harmful 
and somewhat easier for consumers to rectify. We also anticipate 
that the recently enacted Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions 
Act of 2003, FACTA, will make inroads into the identity theft prob- 
lem, but it is much too early to see the results. 

We have, as you probably know, a complex rulemaking task 
under that statute. Notice and comment rulemaking is necessarily 
a somewhat lengthy process, and we are still in the process. I have 
a chart that shows the progress of our rulemaking thus far. That 
process is still under way. And of course, once the rules are in 
place, it takes some time for business to adjust to a new regime. 

So it is too early to tell now whether or not that statute will do 
what it is intended to do. However, the survey results that we have 
up to now demonstrate the need for a concerted effort between the 
public and the private sectors to reduce identity theft. 

A second point. If we focus specifically on Social Security num- 
bers, we have to recognize that the effects of their disclosure can 
be beneficial as well as harmful, as you pointed out in your opening 
statement, Mr. Chairman. There is no question that identity 
thieves use the Social Security number as the key to access other 
peoples' financial resources. ID theft will be we reduced to the ex- 
tent we make it hard for thieves to get these numbers. 

On the other hand, Social Security numbers are essential for the 
operation of our financial system. Instant access to credit, which 
we all use for both large and small transactions, would be com- 



promised if Social Security numbers could not be used to match 
consumers to their financial information. 

We must find, as you pointed out, the proper balance between 
the need to keep Social Security numbers out of the hands of iden- 
tity thieves and the need for businesses to have sufficient informa- 
tion to catch fraud and to match financial records with the right 
person. Achievement of this goal depends not only on Congress and 
government agencies but on private business initiatives and pru- 
dent actions by consumers themselves. 

Three, Congress created important new protections in FACTA. 
Many of the provisions of the Fair and Accurate Credit Trans- 
actions Act of 2003 aim to prevent ID theft and facilitate early de- 
tection by the victims: 

A, free annual file disclosures. The law requires that consumers 
be given free access to their credit reports annually. This will en- 
hance their ability to discover and correct errors and detect identity 
theft early. 

B, National Fraud Alert System. The National Fraud Alert Sys- 
tem created by this statute will put potential creditors on notice 
that they must proceed with caution when granting credit in a con- 
sumer's name. 

C, the so-called "red-flag" rulemaking, which will require finan- 
cial institutions to analyze identity theft patterns. 

And, D, the disposal rule. Rules on the disposal of consumer re- 
port information and records will help to ensure that sensitive con- 
sumer information, including Social Security numbers, is not sim- 
ply thrown out with the trash. 

When fully implemented, these provisions should help to reduce 
the incidence of identity theft and help victims recover when prob- 
lems do occur. 

Point four, the role of the Federal Trade Commission. The Com- 
mission's law enforcement role in this area is limited. We do not 
have criminal authority; and criminal sanctions, are, of course, the 
principal deterrent to crimes such as these. Our primary role today 
is to maintain a central repository of ID theft complaints for the 
benefit of other law enforcement agencies. We also work with busi- 
nesses on developing better ways to protect valuable consumer in- 
formation. We have a kit available on-line which provides guidance 
for businesses on this subject. The Commission is also required by 
FACTA to study how credit reporting agencies use identifying in- 
formation to match consumers to their credit reports before releas- 
ing them. 

And finally, and perhaps most important, are education and as- 
sistance for consumers. We have published booklets with basic in- 
formation and specific guidelines for actual victims in both English 
and in Spanish. I have brought some samples of these booklets 
today. These have been distributed in the millions. I don't have the 
exact figure, but it is in the millions. 

Mr. STEARNS. We will have the staff bring them up so the rank- 
ing member and I can look at them. 

Mr. LEARY. In this area, as in other areas, the consumers are 
better informed; and more wary consumers are always the first line 
of defense. 
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In conclusion, let me just say there is no magic bullet that will 
eliminate identity theft. The basic problem is that the dissemina- 
tion of personal identifiers is essential for maintaining our finan- 
cial system that runs on credit, but that same information in the 
wrong hands can cause immense harm. An appropriate balance of 
public and private efforts will help to contain the problem, and we 
in the Commission are determined to do our part. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of Thomas B. Leary follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS B. LEARY, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL TRADE 
COMMISSION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I am Commissioner Thomas 
B. Leary of the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "Commission").1 I appreciate 
the opportunity to present the Commission's views on identity theft and Social Secu- 
rity numbers. The Federal Trade Commission has a broad mandate to protect con- 
sumers, and controlling identity theft is an important issue of concern to all con- 
sumers. Through this testimony, the Commission will describe the results of a re- 
cent survey on the prevalence and impact of identity theft, the ways in which Social 
Security numbers are collected and used, new protections for consumers and iden- 
tity theft victims, and the Commission's identity theft program. 

II. UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF IDENTITY THEFT 

On November 1, 1999, the Commission began collecting identity theft complaints 
from consumers in its national database, the Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse (the 
"Clearinghouse").- Every year since has seen an increase in complaints.' The Clear- 
inghouse now contains over 666,000 identity theft complaints taken from victims 
across the country. By itself, though, these self-reported data do not allow the FTC 
to draw any firm conclusions about the incidence of identity theft in the general 
population. To address this important issue, the FTC commissioned a survey last 
year to gain a better picture of the incidence of identity theft and the impact of the 
crime on its victims.4 The results were startling. The data showed that within the 
12 months preceding the survey, 3.23 million persons discovered that an identity 
thief opened new accounts in their names. An additional 6.6 million consumers 
learned of the misuse of an existing account.'' Overall, nearly 10 million people• 
or 4.6 percent of the adult population•discovered that they were victims of some 
form of identity theft. These numbers translate to nearly $48 billion in losses to 
businesses, nearly $5 billion in losses to individual victims, and almost 300 million 
hours spent by victims trying to resolve their problems. 

Moreover, identity theft is a growing crime. The survey indicated a significant in- 
crease in the previous 2-3 years•nearly a doubling from one year to the next, al- 
though the research showed that this increase has recently slowed. Notably, this re- 

1 The views expressed in this statement represent the views of the Commission. My oral pres- 
entation and responses to questions are my own and do not necessarily represent the views of 
the Commission or any other Commissioner 

-See infra Section V for a discussion of the Commission's mandate to maintain an identity 
theft complaint database pursuant to the 1998 Identity Theft Assumption and Deterrence Act 

'Charts    that    summarize    data    from    the    Clearinghouse    can    be    found    at    http 
www.consumer.gov/idtheft/stats.html and http://www.consumer.gov/sentinel/index.htmt 

•'The research took place during March and April 2003. It was conducted by Synovate, a pri- 
vate research firm, and involved a random sample telephone survey of over 4,000 U.S. adults. 
The full report of the survey can be found at http://www.consumer.gov/idtheft/stat8.html. 

s These 6.6 million victims include 5.1 million victims who experienced only the unauthorized 
use of their existing credit card accounts, and 1.5 million who reported the misuse of other exist- 
ing accounts, such as their checking or telecommunications accounts. Of the cases involving only 
the misuse of existing credit cards. 26<# of the victims (which represents 4.6'J of all identity 
theft victims) reported that the suspect was a family member Some in the financial services 
industry do not consider unauthorized use of existing credit card accounts "identity theft" unless 
accompanied by an "account takeover," meaning that the thief has impersonated the victim to 
the credit card issuer and has taken actions such as changing the victim's billing address, hav- 
ing a replacement or additional credit card sent out, or changing the victim's password Federal 
criminal law, however, defines identity theft to include the misuse of existing accounts. 18 
U.S.C. § 1028(a)(7). Of the 5.1 million victims reporting only the unauthorized use of an existing 
credit card account. 16% reported account takeover. 
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cent increase primarily involved the misuse of an existing account, which tends to 
cause less economic injury to victims and is generally easier for them to identify and 
fix. Overall, the 2003 survey analysis puts the incidence rates of identity theft into 
sharper focus, and demonstrates the need for a concerted effort between the public 
and private sectors to act aggressively to reduce identity theft. 

III. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER USES AND IDENTITY THEFT 

Social Security numbers play a pivotal role in identity theft. Identity thieves use 
the Social Security number as a Key to access the financial benefits available to 
their victims. Preventing identity thieves from obtaining Social Security numbers 
will help to protect consumers from this pernicious crime. The potential for misuse 
arises because Social Security numbers are crucial to the proper functioning of our 
financial system. Social Security numbers are used to match consumers to their 
credit and other financial information. Without them, information may be attributed 
to the wrong consumer, and the accuracy of credit reports may be degraded. Ena- 
bling Social Security numbers to be used appropriately will help to ensure that con- 
sumers continue to enjoy the benefits of our current credit system. The Commission 
is studying "the efficacy of increasing the number of points of identifying informa- 
tion that a credit reporting agency is required to match to ensure that a consumer 
is the correct individual to whom a consumer report relates before releasing a con- 
sumer report to a user" as required by the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions 
Act of 2003/' This study, to be completed by December, 2004, should greatly in- 
crease our knowledge of the importance of Social Security numbers in the matching 
process. The Commission looks forward to reporting its findings to Congress. 

Social Security numbers are collected by public and private entities for various 
purposes, and several federal and state laws restrict the use or disclosure of Social 
Security numbers, depending on the source.7 The nationwide credit bureaus are pri- 
mary private sources of Social Security numbers, collecting information from finan- 
cial institutions for credit reporting purposes. This information typically includes a 
consumer's identifying information•such as name, address, and Social Security 
number•as well as information related to the consumer's credit accounts. The iden- 
tifying information collected by the credit bureaus is one of the most reliable and 
comprehensive sources of this information, because individuals tend to provide their 
financial institutions with accurate and up-to-date identifying information and the 
credit bureau databases contain information for over 200 million consumers.8 

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLBA")'' imposes certain restrictions on the reuse 
and redisclosure of the identifying information•including Social Security num- 
bers•that is collected by credit bureaus from financial institutions.10 As a general 
matter, the GLBA prohibits financial institutions from disclosing nonpublic personal 
information (INPK) to nonaffiliated third parties without first providing consumers 
with notice and the opportunity to opt out of such disclosure. This general restric- 
tion, however, is subject to certain exceptions. The information may flow from finan- 
cial institutions to others for certain purposes specified in the statute and rule, in- 
cluding, for example, to process transactions or to report consumer information to 

"Pub. L. No. 108-159, §318(2003). 
7 As GAO has reported, government and commercial entities use Social Security numbers for 

a number of different purposes, including to verify the eligibility of applicants, manage records, 
and conduct research. U.S. General Accounting Office, Social Security: Government and Com- 
mercial Use of the Social Security Number is Widespread, GAO/HEHS-99-28 (Washington, DC: 
Feb 16, 1999) and Social Security Numbers: Government Benefits from SSN Use but Could Pro- 
vide Better Safeguards, GAO-02-352 (Washington, DC: May 31, 2002). As examined in GAO's 
most recent report of January 2004, information resellers, consumer reporting agencies, and 
health care organizations obtain social security numbers both directly from consumers and other 
businesses, and the entities use them for various purposes, including identification and to match 
the consumer to information stored in the consumer's credit report. See U.S. General Accounting 
Office, Social Security Numbers: Private Sector Entities Routinely Obtain and Use SSNs ana 
Laws Limit the Discfosure of This Information, GAO-04-11 (Washington, D.C.: Jan. 22. 2004). 

'See Consumer Data Industry Association's Web site, available at http://www.cdiaonline.org/ 
about.cftn. 

"15U.SC §6801c«seo\ 
'"The GLBA applies to any "nonpublic personal information" ("NPD that a financial institu- 

tion collects about an individual in connection with providing a financial product or service to 
an individual, unless that information is otherwise publicly available. This includes basic identi- 
fying information about individuals, such as name. Social Security number, address, telephone 
number, mother's maiden name, and prior addresses. See, e.g., 65 Fed. Reg 33,646, 33680 (May 
24, 2000) (the FTC's Privacy Rule). This identifying information generally is not covered by the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act. See FTC v. Trans Union, Dkt. 9255, Op. of the Commission at pp. 
30-31 (Mar. 1, 2000) (holding that consumer name. Social Security number, address, telephone 
number, and mother's maiden name do not constitute a consumer report under the FCRA). 
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credit bureaus.'' When information is disclosed under these GLBA exceptions, the 
recipient may not use or disclose that NPI except (in the ordinary course of business 
to carry out the activity covered by the exception under which... the information 
[was received].) i: 

IV. NEW PROTECTIONS FOR IDENTITY THEFT VICTIMS 

On December 4, 2003, the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003 
("FACTA") was enacted." Many of the provisions amend the Fair Credit Reporting 
Act ("FCRA"),'4 and provide new and important measures to prevent identity theft 
and facilitate identity theft victims' recovery. Some of these measures will take ef- 
fect this year.'5 They will codify many of the voluntary measures initiated by the 
private sector and improve other recovery procedures already in place. 

One prominent benefit of these amendments to the FCRA is the greater access 
to free consumer reports."1 Previously under the FCRA, consumers were entitled to 
a free consumer report only under limited circumstances.17 Beginning in December 
of this year with a regional rollout, nationwide and nationwide specialty consumer 
reporting agencies ls must provide free credit reports to consumers once annually, 
upon request.1" Free reports will enhance consumers' ability to discover and correct 
errors, thereby improving the accuracy of the system, and also enable consumers to 
detect identity theft early. 

Other measures that act to prevent identity theft include: 
• National fraud alert system:20 Consumers who reasonably suspect they have been 

or may be victimized by identity theft, or who are military personnel on active 
duty away from home,21 can place an alert on their credit files. The alert will 
put potential creditors on notice that they must proceed with caution when 
granting credit in the consumer's name. The provision also codified and stand- 
ardized the "joint fraud alert" initiative administered by the three major credit 
reporting agencies. After receiving a request from an identity theft victim for 
the placement of a fraud alert on his or her consumer report and for a copy of 
that report, each credit reporting agency now shares that request with the other 
two nationwide credit reporting agencies, thereby eliminating the need for the 
victim to contact each of the three agencies separately. 

• Truncation of credit and debit card receipts:" In some instances, identity theft 
results from thieves obtaining access to account numbers on credit card re- 
ceipts. FACTA seeks to reduce this source of fraud by requiring merchants to 
truncate the full card number on electronic receipts. The use of truncation tech- 

11 These exceptions are found in § 502(e) of the GLBA, and in §§313.14 and 313 15 of the FTC's 
privacy rule. The other GLBA privacy rules contain substantially similar provisions The 
§313,14 exceptions relate to the processing and servicing of transactions at the consumer's re- 
quest, and the §313.15 exceptions contain a broad range of unrelated exceptions, such as pre- 
venting fraud, assisting law enforcement, complying with subpoenas, and reporting to credit bu- 
reaus Section 313.13 also contains an exception to the notice and opt out requirement, but that 
section is not relevant here because it relates to contractual arrangements with service pro- 
viders and joint marketers. 

'•16 C.F.R. 313.11(aXlKiii), <cH3) (2000). 
"Pub. L. No. 108-159 (2003) (codified at 15 U.S.C, § 1681 et seq.h 
IJ15 U.S.C. § 1681 et eeq. 
'''The statute set effective dates for certain sections and required the Commission and the 

Federal Reserve Board jointly to set effective dates for the remaining sections. See Effective 
Dates for the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003, 16 C.F.R. §602.1 (2004). 

"Pub. L. No. 108-159, §211 (2003). 
"Previously, free reports were available only pursuant to the FCRA when the consumer suf- 

fered adverse action, believed that fraudulent information may be in his or her credit file, was 
unemployed, or was on welfare. Absent one of these exceptions, consumers had to pay a statu- 
tory "reasonable charge" for a file disclosure; this fee is set each year by the Commission and 
is currently $9. See 15 U.S.C. § 1681j. In addition, a small number of states required the CRAs 
to provide free annual reports to consumers at their request. 

"Section 603(w) of the FCRA defines a "nationwide specialty consumer reporting agency" as 
a consumer reporting agency that compiles and maintains files on consumers relating to medical 
records or payments, residential or tenant history, check writing history, employment history, 
or insurance claims, on a nationwide basis. 15 U.S.C. § 1681a(w). 

"'See Free Annual File Disclosures, 16 C.F.R. §§610.1 and 698 1 (2004). 
-'"Pub. L. No. 108-159, § 112 (2003). 
-'The Commission is developing a rule on the duration of this active duty alert. See Related 

Identity Theft Definitions, Duration of Active Duty Alerts, and Appropriate Proof of Identity 
Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 69 Fed. Reg 23370, 23372 (April 28, 2004) (to be codified 
at 16 C.F.R. pt. 613). 

;;Pub L. No. 108-159, § 113 (2003). 
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nology is becoming widespread, and some card issuers already require mer- 
chants to truncate.3' 

• "Red flag" indicators of identity theft:24 The banking regulators and the FTC will 
jointly develop a rule to identify and maintain a list of "red flag" indicators of 
identity theft. The goal of this provision is for financial institutions and credi- 
tors to analyze identity theft patterns and practices so that they can take appro- 
priate action to prevent this crime. 

• Disposal of Consumer Report Information and Records:M The banking regulators 
and the FTC are coordinating a rulemaking to require proper disposal of con- 
sumer information derived from consumer reports.2'' This requirement will help 
to ensure that sensitive consumer information, including Social Security num- 
bers, is not simply left in a trash dumpster, for instance, once a business no 
longer needs the information.27 

FACTA also includes measures that will assist victims with their recovery. These 
provisions include: 
• Identity theft account blocking:2li This provision requires credit reporting agencies 

immediately to cease reporting, or block, allegedly fraudulent account informa- 
tion on consumer reports when the consumer submits an identity theft report,2'' 
unless there is reason to believe the report is false. Blocking would mitigate the 
harm to consumers' credit records that can result from identity theft. Credit re- 
porting agencies must also notify information furnishers who must then cease 
furnishing the fraudulent information and may not sell, transfer, or place for 
collection the debt resulting from the identity theft. 

• Information available to victims: "J A creditor or other business must give victims 
copies of applications and business records relating to the theft of their identity 
at the victim's request. This information can assist victims in proving that they 
are, in fact, victims. For example, they may be better able to prove that the sig- 
nature on the application is not their signature. 

• Prevention of re-reporting fraudulent information:*' Consumers can provide iden- 
tity theft reports directly to creditors or other information furnishers to prevent 
them from continuing to furnish fraudulent information resulting from identity 
theft to the credit reporting agencies. 

When fully implemented, these provisions should help to reduce the incidence of 
identity theft, and help victims recover when the problem does occur. 

V. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIONS ROLE IN COMBATING IDENTITY THEFT 

The FTC's role in combating identity theft derives from the 1998 Identity Theft 
Assumption and Deterrence Act ("the Identity Theft Act" or "the Act").'2 The Iden- 
tity Theft Act strengthened the criminal laws governing identity theft '' and focused 
on consumers as victims.14 The Act directed the Federal Trade Commission to estab- 
lish the federal government's central repository for identity theft complaints, to 
make available and to refer these complaints to law enforcement for their investiga- 
tions, and to provide victim assistance and consumer education. Thus, the FTC's 

"FACTA creates a phase-in period to allow for the replacement of existing equipment. 
21 Pub L. No. 108-159. § 114 (2003). 
-••Id. §216. 
•""Disposal of Consumer Report Information and Records, 69 Fed. Reg. 21388 (April 20. 2004) 

(to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pt. 682). 
27 In its outreach materials, the FTC also advises consumers to shred any sensitive informa- 

tion before disposing of it. 
-•"Pub. L. No. 108-159, §152 (2003). 
2"The Commission is developing a rule to define the term "identity theft report." See Related 

Identity Theft Definitions, Duration of Active Duty Alerts, and Appropriate Proof of Identity 
Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 69 Fed. Reg. 23370, 23371 (April 28, 2004) (to be codified 
at 16 C.F.R. pt. 603). 

"'Pub. L. No. 108-159. §151 (2003). 
"Id. §154. 
12 Pub. L. No. 105-318, 112Stat. 3007 (1998) (codified at 18 U.S.C. §1028). 
"18 U.S.C. § 1028(a)(7) made identity theft a crime by focusing on the unlawful use of an 

individual's "means of identification." which broadly includes "any name or number that may 
be used, alone or in conjunction with any other information, to identify a specific individual." 
including, among other things, name, address. Social Security number, driver's license number, 
biometric data, access devices (i.e., credit cards), electronic identification number or muting code, 
and telecommunication identifying information. 

14 Because individual consumers' financial liability is often limited, prior to the passage of the 
Act, financial institutions, rather than individuals, tended to be viewed as the primary victims 
of identity theft. Setting up an assistance process for consumer victims is consistent with one 
of the Act's stated goals: to recognize the individual victims of identity theft. See S Rep. No. 
105-274, at 4 (1998). 
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role under the Act is primarily one of facilitating information sharing among public 
and private entities.15 

To fulfill the Act's mandate, the Commission implemented a program that focuses 
on three principal components: (1) collecting complaints and providing victim assist- 
ance through a telephone hotline and a dedicated website, (2) maintaining and pro- 
moting the Clearinghouse, a centralized database of victim complaints that serves 
as an investigative tool for law enforcement, and (3) outreach and education to con- 
sumers, law enforcement, and private industry. 

A. Assisting Identity Theft Victims 
The Commission takes complaints from victims through a toll-free hotline, 1-877- 

ID THEFT (438-4338),16 and a secure online complaint form on its website, 
www.consumer.gov/idtheft. In addition, the FTC provides advice on recovery from 
identity theft. Callers to the hotline receive telephone counseling from specially 
trained personnel who provide general information about identity theft and help 
guide victims through the steps needed to resolve the problems resulting from the 
misuse of their identities.17 Victims are currently advised to:38 (1) obtain copies of 
their credit reports from the three national consumer reporting agencies and have 
a fraud alert placed on their credit reports;,g (2) contact each of the creditors or 
service providers where the identity thief has established or accessed an account, 
to request that the account be closed and to dispute any associated charges; and (3) 
report the identity theft to the police and get a police report, which is very helpful 
in demonstrating to would-be creditors and debt collectors that the consumers are 
genuine victims of identity theft. 

Counselors also advise victims having particular problems about their rights 
under relevant consumer credit laws including the FCRA,40 the Fair Credit Billing 
Act,41 the Truth in Lending Act,42 and the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.41 u 
another federal agency can assist victims because the nature of the victims' identity 
theft falls within such agency's jurisdiction, callers also are referred to those agen- 
cies. 

The FTC's identity theft website, located at www.consumer.gov/idtheft, provides 
equivalent service for those who prefer the immediacy of an onfine interaction. The 
site contains a secure complaint form, which allows victims to enter their identity 
theft information into the Clearinghouse. Victims also immediately can read and 
download all of the resources necessary for reclaiming their credit record and good 
name, including the FTC's tremendously successful consumer education booklet, 
Identity Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name.** The 26-page book- 
let, now in its fourth edition, comprehensively covers a range of topics, including the 
first steps to take for victims and how to correct more intensive credit-related prob- 
lems that may result from identity theft. It also describes other federal and state 

"Most identity theft cases are best addressed through criminal prosecution. The FTC itself 
has no direct criminal law enforcement authority. Under its civil law enforcement authority pro- 
vided by Section 5 of the FTC Act, the Commission may, in appropriate cases, bring actions to 
stop practices that involve or facilitate identity theft. See, e.g., FTC v. Corporate Marketing Solu- 
tions, Inc., CrV-02 1256 PHX RCB (D. Ariz Feb. 3, 2003) (final order) (defendants "pretexted" 
personal information from consumers and engaged in unauthorized billing of consumers' credit 
cards); FTC v. C.J., CTV-03 5275 GHK (RZx) (C!u. Cal. July 24, 2003) (final order); FTC v. Hill, 
CV-H-03-5537 (S.D. Tex. Dec. 3, 2003) (final order); and FTC v. MM., CV-04-2086 (E.D.N Y. 
May 18, 2004) (final order) (defendants sent "phishinjsf spam purporting to come from AOL or 
Paypal and created look-alike websites to obtain credit card numbers and other financial data 
from consumers that defendants used for unauthorized online purchases). In addition, the FTC 
brought six complaints against marketers for purporting to sell international driver's permits 
that could be used to facilitate identity theft. Press Release. Federal Trade Commission, FTC 
Targets Sellers Who Deceptively Marketed International Driver's Permits over the Internet and 
via Spam (Jan. 16, 2003) (at http://www.ftc gov/opa/2003/01/idpfinal html. 

"The Commission has a separate toll-free line (877-FTC-HELP) to serve those with general 
consumer protection complaints. 

"Spanish speaking counselors are available for callers who select the Spanish-language op- 
tion on the toll-free line. 

"As the relevant provisions of FACTA become effective, the Commission will update its ad- 
vice to victims on their new rights and procedures for recovery. 

'"These fraud alerts indicate that the consumer is to be contacted before new credit is issued 
in that consumer's name. 

•"'15U.S.C. § 1681 ct sco. 
J'Id. § 1666. The Fair Credit Billing Act generally applies to "open end" credit accounts, such 

as credit cards, revolving charge accounts, and overdraft checking accounts. It does not cover 
installment contracts, such as loans or extensions of credit that are repaid on a fixed schedule. 

J:ld. §1601 et seq. 
4'Id. S1692 et sea. 
"Identity Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name and the secure complaint form 

are available in Spanish. 
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resources that are available to victims who may be having particular problems as 
a result of the identity theft. The FTC alone has distributed more than 1.4 million 
copies of the booklet since its release in February 2000, and recorded over 1.6 mil- 
lion visits to the Web version.4* 

B. The Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse 
One of the primary purposes of the Identity Theft Act was to enable criminal law 

enforcement agencies to use a single database of victim complaints to support their 
investigations. To ensure that the database operates as a national clearinghouse for 
complaints, the FTC accepts complaints from external sources such as other state 
or federal agencies as well as directly from consumers through its call center and 
online complaint form. For example, in February 2001, the Social Security Adminis- 
tration Office of Inspector General (SSA-OIG) began providing the FTC with com- 
plaints from its fraud hotline, significantly enriching the FTC's database. 

The Clearinghouse provides a picture of the nature, prevalence, and trends of the 
identity theft victims who submit complaints. The Commission publishes annual 
charts showing the prevalence of identity theft complaints by states and by cities.46 

Law enforcement and policy makers at all levels of government use these reports 
to better understand the challenges identity theft presents. 

Since the inception of the Clearinghouse in July of 2000, more than 1042 law en- 
forcement agencies, from the federal to the local level, have signed up for secure on- 
line access to the database. Individual investigators within those agencies have the 
ability to access the system from their desktop computers 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 

The Commission actively encourages even greater use of the Clearinghouse. Be- 
ginning in 2002, in an effort to further expand the use of the Clearinghouse among 
law enforcement, the FTC, in cooperation with the Department of Justice, the 
United States Postal Inspection Service, and the United States Secret Service, initi- 
ated full day identity theft training seminars for state and local law enforcement 
officers. To date, seminars have been held in Washington, D.C., Des Moines, Chi- 
cago, San Francisco, Las Vegas, Dallas, Phoenix, New York City, Seattle, San Anto- 
nio, Orlando, Raleigh, Rochester, and Denver. The FTC also helped the Kansas and 
Missouri offices of the U.S. Attorney and State Attorney General conduct a training 
seminar in Kansas City. More than 1800 officers have attended these seminars, rep- 
resenting more than 680 different agencies. Future seminars are being planned for 
additional cities. 

The FTC staff also developed an identity theft case referral program.-17 The staff 
creates preliminary investigative reports by examining significant patterns of iden- 
tity theft activity in the Clearinghouse and refining the data through the use of ad- 
ditional investigative resources. Then the staff refers the investigative reports to ap- 
propriate Financial Crimes Task Forces and other law enforcers throughout the 
country for further investigation and potential prosecution. The FTC is aided in this 
work by its federal law enforcement partners, including the United States Secret 
Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United States Postal Inspec- 
tion Service. Recently, an FBI analyst has worked intensively with the Clearing- 
house complaints, using sophisticated analytical software to find related complaints 
and combine the information with other data sources available to the FBI. 

C. Outreach and Education 
The Identity Theft Act also directed the FTC to educate consumers about identity 

theft. Recognizing that law enforcement and private industry each play an impor- 
tant role in helping consumers both to minimize their risk and to recover from iden- 
tity theft, the FTC expanded its outreach and education mission to include these 
sectors. 

(1) Consumers: The FTC has taken the lead in the development and dissemination 
of comprehensive consumer education materials for victims of identity theft and 
those concerned with preventing this crime. The FTC's extensive consumer and 
business education campaign includes print and online materials, media mailings, 
and radio and television interviews. The FTC also maintains the identity theft 
website, www.consumer.gov/idtheft, which includes the publications and links to tes- 

" Other government agencies, including the Social Security Administration, the SEC. and the 
FDIC, also have printed and distributed copies of Identity Theft: When Bad Things Happen to 
Your Good Name. 

•""Charts that summarize data from the Clearinghouse can be found at http:// 
www.consumer.gov/idtheft/stats.html and http://www.consumer gov/sentinel/index.html. 

47 The referral program complements the regular use of the database by all law enforcers from 
their desktop computers. 
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timony,  reports,  press  releases,  identity  theft-related  state laws,  and other re- 
sources. 

To increase awareness for the average consumer and provide tips for minimizing 
the risk of identity theft, the FTC developed a new primer on identity theft, ID 
Theft: What's It All About?.4" Taken together with the detailed victim recovery 
guide, Identity Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name, the two publi- 
cations help to educate consumers. 

(2) Law Enforcement: Because law enforcement at the state and local level can 
provide significant practical assistance to victims, the FTC places a premium on out- 
reach to such agencies. In addition to the training described previously (see infra 
Section V.B), the staff joined with North Carolina's Attorney General Roy Cooper 
to send letters to every other Attorney General about the FTC's identity theft pro- 
gram and how each Attorney General could use the resources of the program to bet- 
ter assist residents of his or her state. Other outreach initiatives include: (i) partici- 
pation in a "Roll Call" video produced by the Secret Service, which has been sent 
to thousands of law enforcement departments across the country to instruct officers 
on identity theft, investigative resources, and assisting victims; and (ii) the redesign 
of the FTC's website to include a section for law enforcement with tips on how to 
help victims as well as resources for investigations. 

(3) Industry: The private sector can help with the problem of identity theft in sev- 
eral ways. From prevention through better security and authentication, to helping 
victims recover, businesses play a key role in reducing the impact of identity theft. 

(a) Information Security Breaches: The FTC works with institutions that maintain 
personal information to identify ways to help keep that information safe from iden- 
tity theft.-" In 2002, the FTC invited representatives from financial institutions, 
credit issuers, universities, and retailers to an informal roundtable discussion of 
how to prevent unauthorized access to personal information in employee and cus- 
tomer records. 

As awareness of the FTC's role in identity theft has grown, businesses and organi- 
zations that have suffered compromises of personal information have begun to con- 
tact the FTC for assistance. * To provide standardized assistance in these types of 
cases, the FTC developed a kit. Information Compromise and the Risk of Identity 
Theft: Guidance for Your Business, that is available on the identity theft website. 
The kit provides advice on contacting consumers, law enforcement agencies, busi- 
ness contact information for the three major credit reporting agencies, information 
about contacting the FTC for assistance, and a detailed explanation of what infor- 
mation individuals need to know to protect themselves from identity theft. 

(b) Victim Assistance: Identity theft victims may spend substantial time and effort 
restoring their good names and financial records. As a result, the FTC devotes sub- 
stantial resources to conducting outreach with the private sector on ways to improve 
victim assistance procedures. One such initiative arose from the burdensome re- 
quirement that victims complete a different fraud affidavit for each different cred- 
itor with whom the identity thief had opened an account.""1 To reduce that burden, 
the FTC worked with industry and consumer advocates to create a standard form 
for victims to use in resolving identity theft debts. From its release in August 2001 

'"Since its release in May 2003. the FTC has distributed more than 972.000 paper copies and 
over 119,300 web versions, and developed a Spanish version. 

•'''The Commission also has law enforcement authority relating to information security. In ad- 
dition to developing the Disposal Rule pursuant to FACTA, see supra Section IV, the Commis- 
sion also is responsible for enforcing its GLBA Safeguards Rule, which requires financial institu- 
tions under the FTC's jurisdiction to develop and implement appropriate physical, technical, and 
procedural safeguards to protect customer information. FTC Safeguards Rule. 16 C F.R. §314.1 
(2002). In brief, the Safeguards Rule requires financial institutions to develop a written informa- 
tion security plan that includes certain elements that are basic to security. 

In the past few years, the FTC has also brought enforcement actions against four companies 
that the Commission alleged made false promises about securing sensitive consumer informa- 
tion, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. 15 U.S.C. § 45(a) These actions resulted in settle- 
ments with those companies that collected sensitive information from consumers while malting 
such promises. Those actions arose out of the Commission's finding that these companies' secu- 
rity measures were inadequate and their information security claims therefore were deceptive. 
See, e.g., In re Microsoft Corp., FTC Dkt. C-4069, Final Decision and Order available at http/ 
/www.ac.gov/os/2002/12/micro8oRdecision.pdf at (Dec. 20, 2002). 

"•"See, e.g., the incidents involving TriWest (Adam Clymer, Officials Say Troops Risk Identity 
Theft After Burglary. NY. TIMES, Jan. 12, 2003. SI (Late Edition), at 12) and Ford/Experiah 
iKathv M. Kristof and John J. Goldman, 3 Charged in Identity Theft Case, LA TIMES. NOV. 6, 
2002, Main News, Part 1 (Home Edition), at 1). 

* 'See ID Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name: Hearing Before the Subcomm. 
on Technology, Terrorism and Government Information of the Senate Judiciary Comm. 106th 
Cong. (2000) (statement of Mrs Maureen Mitchell, Identity Theft Victim). 
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through April 2004, the FTC has distributed more than 293,000 print copies of the 
ID Theft Affidavit. There have also been more than 643,000 hits to the Web version. 
The affidavit is available in both English and Spanish. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Identity theft places substantial costs on individuals and businesses. The Commis- 
sion looks forward to working with businesses on better ways for them to protect 
the valuable information of consumers with which they are entrusted as well as 
other means of preventing identity theft. The Commission anticipates that as the 
new provisions of FACTA take effect, they will further help to reduce identity theft 
as well as its impact on victims. 

Mr. STEARNS. Thank you, Commissioner. 
Ms. Bovbjerg. 

STATEMENT OF BARBARA D. BOVBJERG 
Ms. BOVBJERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ms. Schakowsky. I am 

pleased to be here today to discuss issues associated with the use 
and misuse of the Social Security number. 

Although the SSN was originally created as a means to track 
workers' earnings and eligibility for Social Security benefits, today 
the numbers are used for many non-Social Security purposes in 
both the public and the private sectors. This wide use of SSNs 
cause us concern because these numbers are among the personal 
identifiers most sought by identity thieves. 

Today, I will present results of our work on a variety of issues 
associated with the SSN. I would like to focus mainly on private 
sector use of the SSN and the protections that private companies 
apply and then more briefly on public sector uses and protections. 
My testimony is based on reports we have prepared over the last 
several years on this topic. 

First, the SSN and the private sector. We reported last January 
that consumer reporting agencies, health care organizations and in- 
formation resellers use the SSN for a variety of purposes, only 
some of which are restricted by law, and virtually all of these enti- 
ties have come to rely on the SSN as an identifier. Some businesses 
use the SSN to facilitate activities by assessing credit risk, locating 
bankruptcy assets or tracking patient care. For example, consumer 
reporting agencies, or CRAs, build and maintain credit histories 
around individuals' names, addresses, and SSNs. CRAs obtain 
SSNs from individuals who seek credit and from information re- 
sellers and public records. The SSNs are combined with informa- 
tion about a consumer's financial transactions such as charges, 
loans and credit repayments to ensure the consumer account data 
are matched correctly. 

Some businesses that function as information resellers aggregate 
information, including SSNs, from various public and private 
sources for resale. They obtain data from public records like bank- 
ruptcy proceedings, tax liens and voter registration rolls and from 
private compilations like phone books. These businesses resell this 
information to a variety of customers. 

Those we contacted told us that, to comply with current law, they 
limit their services to customers who establish accounts with them 
and with whom they have contracts that restrict the extent to 
which the data purchased can be redisclosed. Many say they trun- 
cate the SSN if they provide it all. 
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Indeed, Federal and State laws have helped to control access to 
and distribution of personal information like the SSN. At the Fed- 
eral level, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, Gramm-Leach-Bliley and 
HIPAA, among others, have restricted use, distribution and display 
of the SSN in specific industries. Several States, most notably Cali- 
fornia, have enacted laws restricting display and use of SSNs; and 
although these are limited to a particular State, such restrictions 
have caused some private companies to alter their policies nation- 
wide. No law, however, restricts use and display of the SSN in all 
industries in all locations, leaving the potential for misuse when 
protections are inadequate. 

Let me turn now to the public sector. As we have reported pre- 
viously, Federal, State and county government agencies rely exten- 
sively on the SSN to maintain records with unique identifiers and 
maintain program integrity. Although government agencies told us 
of the various steps they take to safeguard the SSNs they use, we 
found the key protections are not uniformly in place. For example, 
some Federal agencies and many of the State and county agencies 
maintain public records that contain SSNs. 

Public records are documents routinely made available to the 
public for inspection, such as marriage licenses and property trans- 
actions, and represent a primary source of data for information re- 
sellers. GAO has expressed concern that such records create oppor- 
tunities for identity thieves and has called on government at all 
levels to consider better protections. 

In conclusion, although SSNs are used for many beneficial pur- 
poses, the widespread use and retention of SSNs in both the public 
and private sectors creates opportunities for identity theft. Al- 
though both government and private companies have strengthened 
their protections of personal data and have reduced display of this 
information, these actions are far from uniform and leave troubling 
gaps. Nonetheless, restrictions on SSN use and the protections that 
would ensue must be weighed against the effect of such measures 
on governments and businesses now reliant on the SSN. 

I welcome this committee's interest on this important policy area 
and look forward to helping to provide information and analysis 
needed to assure that America's personal information is safe and 
secure. I thank you for your attention, and I would be happy to an- 
swer any questions you have. 

[The prepared statement of Barbara D. Bovbjerg follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA D. BOVBJERG, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION, WORK- 
FORCE, AND INCOME SECURITY ISSUES, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT- 
ABILITY OFFICE 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to be here today 
to discuss private and public sector entities' use of Social Security numbers (SSNs). 
Although the Social Security Administration (SSA) originally created SSNs as a 
means to track workers' earnings and eligibility for Social Security benefits, over 
time the SSN has come to be used for a myriad of purposes; individuals are fre- 
quently asked to supply personal information, including their SSNs, to both public 
and private sector entities. In addition, individuals' SSNs can be found in a number 
of public sources such as records displayed to the public. Given the uniqueness and 
broad applicability of the SSN, many private and public sector entities rely exten- 
sively on the SSN sometimes as a way to accumulate and identify information for 
their databases, sometimes to comply with federal regulations, and other times for 
various business purposes. The potential for misuse of the SSN has raised questions 
about how private and public sector entities obtain, use, and protect SSNs. 
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Although Congress has passed a number of laws to protect the security of per- 
sonal information, the continued use of and reliance on SSNs by both private and 
public sector entities underscores the importance of determining if appropriate safe- 
guards are in place to protect individuals' private information or if enhanced protec- 
tion of individuals' personal information is needed. Accordingly, you asked us to talk 
about how certain types of private and public sector entities obtain SSNs and what 
protections, if any, exist to govern their use. My remarks today will focus on describ- 
ing (1) how private sector entities obtain, use, and protect SSNs and (2) public sec- 
tor uses and protections. 

To determine how private sector entities obtain, use, and protect SSNs, we relied 
on our previous work that looked at how private sector entities obtain and use SSNs 
and the laws that limit disclosure of this use.' To determine how the public sector 
uses and protects SSNs, we also relied on our previous work that looked at the gov- 
ernment's use and protection of SSNs.- In addition, we are conducting structured 
interviews of federal agencies concerning the display of SSNs. 

In summary, entities such as information resellers, consumer reporting agencies 
(CRAs), and health care organizations routinely obtain SSNs from their business cli- 
ents and from public sources, such as marriage licenses, paternity determinations, 
and professional licenses. Businesses use SSNs for various purposes, such as to 
build databases, verify individuals' identities, or match existing records.' Given the 
various types of services these companies offer, we found that all of these entities 
have come to rely on the SSN as an identifier, which they say helps them determine 
a person's identity for the purpose of providing the services they offer. However, cer- 
tain federal laws have helped to limit the disclosures of personal information these 
private sector entities are allowed to make to their customers. Private sector entities 
are either subject to the laws directly, given the nature of their business, or indi- 
rectly, through their business clients who are subject to these laws. Some states 
have also enacted laws to restrict the private sector's use of SSNs. However, such 
restrictions vary by state. 

Public sector entities also rely extensively on SSNs. These agencies often obtain 
SSNs for compliance with federal laws and regulations and for their own agencies' 
purposes. We found that federal, state, and county government agencies rely exten- 
sively on the SSN to manage records, verify benefit eligibility, collect outstanding 
debt, conduct research and program evaluations, and verify information provided to 
state drivers' licensing agencies.4 Given that SSNs are often the identifier of choice 
among individuals seeking to create false identities, these agencies are taking steps 
to safeguard SSNs. Yet despite these actions, SSNs appear in records displayed to 
the public such as documents that record financial transactions or court documents. 
In a previous report, we proposed that Congress consider developing a unified ap- 
proach to safeguarding SSNs used in all levels of government and particularly those 
displayed in public records, and we continue to believe that this approach has 
merit.5 

BACKGROUND 

The Social Security Act of 1935 authorized SSA to establish a record-keeping sys- 
tem to help manage the Social Security program, and this resulted in the creation 
of the SSN. Through a process known as enumeration, unique numbers are created 
for every person as a work and retirement benefit record for the Social Security pro- 
gram. SSA generally issues SSNs to most U.S. citizens, and SSNs are also available 
to noncitizens lawfully admitted to the United States with permission to work. SSA 
estimates that approximately 277 million individuals currently have SSNs. The SSN 
has become the identifier of choice for government agencies and private businesses, 
and thus it is used for a myriad of non-Social Security purposes. 

The growth in the use of SSNs is important to individual SSN holders because 
these numbers, along with names and birth certificates, are among the three per- 
sonal identifiers most often sought by identity thieves.6 In addition, SSNs are used 
as breeder information to create additional false identification documents, such as 
drivers' licenses. Recent statistics collected by federal agencies and CRAs indicate 

1GAO, Social Security Numbers: Private Sector Entities Routinely Obtain and Use SSNs, and 
Laws Limit the Disclosure of This Information. GAO-04-11 (Washington DC: January 22, 2004). 

:Sec GAO, Social Security Numbers: Government Benefits from SSN Use but Could Provide 
Better Safeguards, GAO-02-352 (Washington, DC: May 31, 2002). 

'GAO-04-11 (Washington DC: January 2004). 
J GAO-02-352 (Washington DC: May 2002). 
,GAO-02-352 (Washington DC: May 2002). 
6 United States Sentencing Commission. Identity Theft Final Alert (Washington. DC. Dec. 15, 

1999). 
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that the incidence of identity theft appears to be growing.7 The Federal Trade Com- 
mission (FTC), the agency responsible for tracking identity theft, reported that con- 
sumer fraud and identity theft complaints grew from 404,000 in 2002 to 516,740 in 
2003. In 2003, consumers also reported losses from fraud of more than $437 million, 
up from $343 million in 2002. In addition, identity crimes account for over 80 per- 
cent of SSN misuse allegations according to the SSA Also, officials from two of the 
three national CRAs report an increase in the number of 7-year fraud alerts placed 
on consumer credit files, which they consider to be reliable indicators of the inci- 
dence of identity theft." Law enforcement entities report that identity theft is almost 
always a component of other crimes, such as bank fraud or credit card fraud, and 
may be prosecuted under the statutes covering those crimes. 

PRIVATE SECTOR ENTITIES ROUTINELY OBTAIN AND USE SSNS, AND CERTAIN LAWS 
AFFECT THE DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION 

Private sector entities such as information resellers, CRAs, and health care orga- 
nizations routinely obtain and use SSNs.1' Such entities obtain the SSNs from var- 
ious public sources and their business clients wishing to use their services. We 
found that these entities usually use SSNs for various purposes, such as to build 
tools that verify an individual's identity or match existing records. Certain federal 
laws have limited the disclosures private sector entities are allowed to make to their 
customers, and some states have also enacted laws to restrict the private sector's 
use of SSNs. 

Private Sector Entities Obtain SSNs from Public and Private Sources and Use SSNs 
for Various Purposes 

Private sector entities such as information resellers, CRAs, and health care orga- 
nizations generally obtain SSNs from various public and private sources and use 
SSNs to help identify individuals. Of the various public sources available, large in- 
formation resellers told us they obtain SSNs from various records displayed to the 
public such as records of bankruptcies, tax liens, civil judgments, criminal histories, 
deaths, real estate ownership, driving histories, voter registrations, and professional 
licenses. Large information resellers said that they try to obtain SSNs from public 
sources where possible, and to the extent public record information is provided on 
the Internet, they are likely to obtain it from such sources. Some of these officials 
also told us that they have people that go to courthouses or other repositories to 
obtain hard copies of public records. Additionally, they obtain batch files of elec- 
tronic copies of all public records from some jurisdictions. 

Given the varied nature of SSN data found in public records, some reseller offi- 
cials said they are more likely to rely on receiving SSNs from their business clients 
than they are from obtaining SSNs from public records. These entities obtain SSNs 
from their business clients, who provide SSNs in order to obtain a reseller's services 
or products, such as background checks, employee screening, determining criminal 
histories, or searching for individuals. Large information resellers also obtain SSN 
information from private sources. In many cases such information was obtained 
through review of data where a customer has voluntarily supplied information re- 
sellers with information about himself or herself. In addition, large reseller officials 
said they also use their clients' records in instances where the client has provided 
them with information. 

We also found that Internet-based resellers rely extensively on public sources and 
records displayed to the public. These resellers listed on their Web sites public infor- 
mation sources, such as newspapers, and various kinds of public record sources at 
the county, state, and national levels. During our investigation, we determined that 
once Internet-based resellers obtained an individual's SSN they relied on informa- 
tion in public records to help verify the individual's identity and amass information 
around the individual's SSN. 

7GAO, Identity Theft: Prevalence and Cost Appear to be Growing, GAO-02-363 (Washington. 
DC: Mar. 1. 2002). 

"A fraud alert is a warning that someone may be using the consumer's personal information 
to fraudulently obtain credit. When a fraud alert is placed on a consumer's credit card file, it 
advises credit grantors to conduct additional identity verification before granting credit. The 
three consumer reporting agencies offers fraud alerts that can vary from 2 to 7 years at the 
discretion of the individual. 

' Information resellers, sometimes referred to as information brokers, are businesses that spe- 
cialize in amassing consumer information that includes SSNs for informational services. CRAs, 
also known as credit bureaus, arc agencies that collect and sell information about the credit- 
worthiness of individuals. Health care organizations generally deliver their services through a 
coordinated system that includes health care providers and health plans, also referred to as 
health care insurers. 
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Like information resellers, CRAs also obtain SSNs from public and private 
sources as well as from their customers or the businesses that furnish data to them. 
CRA officials said that they obtain SSNs from public sources, such as bankruptcy 
records, a fact that is especially important in terms of determining that the correct 
individual has declared bankruptcy. CRA officials also told us that they obtain SSNs 
from other information resellers, especially those that specialize in obtaining infor- 
mation from public records. However, SSNs are more likely to be obtained from 
businesses that subscribe to their services, such as banks, insurance companies, 
mortgage companies, debt collection agencies, child support enforcement agencies, 
credit grantors, and employment screening companies. Individuals provide these 
businesses with their SSNs for reasons such as applying for credit, and these busi- 
nesses voluntarily report consumers' charge and payment transactions, accompanied 
by SSNs, to CRAs. 

We found that health care organizations were less likely to rely on public sources 
for SSN data. Health care organizations obtain SSNs from individuals themselves 
and from companies that offer health care plans. For example, subscribers or policy- 
holders provide health care plans with their SSNs through their company or em- 
ployer group when they enroll in health care plans. In addition to health care plans, 
health care organizations include health care providers, such as hospitals. Such en- 
tities often collect SSNs as part of the process of obtaining information on insured 
people. However, health care officials said that, particularly with hospitals, the med- 
ical record number rather than the SSN is the primary identifier. 

Information resellers, CRAs, and health care organization officials all said that 
they use SSNs to verify an individual's identity. Most of the officials we spoke to 
said that the SSN is the single most important identifier available, mainly because 
it is truly unique to an individual, unlike an individual's name and address, which 
can often change over an individual's lifetime. Large information resellers said that 
they generally use the SSN as an identity verification tool. Some of these entities 
have incorporated SSNs into their information technology, while others have incor- 
porated SSNs into their clients' databases used for identity verification. For exam- 
ple, one large information reseller that specializes in information technology solu- 
tions has developed a customer verification data model that aids financial institu- 
tions in their compliance with some federal laws regarding "knowing your cus- 
tomer." We also found that Internet-based information resellers use the SSN as a 
factor in determining an individual's identity. We found these types of resellers to 
be more dependent on SSNs than the large information resellers, primarily because 
their focus is more related to providing investigative or background-type services to 
anyone willing to pay a fee. Most of the large information resellers officials we spoke 
to said that although they obtain the SSN from their business clients, the informa- 
tion they provide back to their customers rarely contains the SSN. Almost all of the 
officials we spoke to said that they provide their clients with a truncated SSN, an 
example of which would be xxx-xx-6789. 

CRAs use SSNs as the primary identifier of individuals, which enables them to 
match the information they receive from their business clients with the information 
stored in their databases on individuals.10 Because these companies have various 
commercial, financial, and government agencies furnishing data to them, the SSN 
is the primary factor that ensures that incoming data is matched correctly with an 
individual's information on file. For example, CRA officials said they use several fac- 
tors to match incoming data with existing data, such as name, address, and finan- 
cial account information. If all of the incoming data, except the SSN, match with 
existing data, then the SSN will determine the correct person's credit file. Given 
that people move, get married, and open new financial accounts, these officials said 
that it is hard to distinguish among individuals. Because the SSN is the one piece 
of information that remains constant, they said that it is the primary identifier that 
they use to match data. 

Health care organizations also use the SSN to help verify the identity of individ- 
uals. These organizations use SSNs, along with other information, such as name, 
address, and date of birth, as a factor in determining a member's identity. Health 
care officials said that health care plans, in particular, use the SSN as the primary 
identifier of an individual, and it often becomes the customer's insurance number. 
Health care officials said that they use SSNs for identification purposes, such as 
linking an individual's name to an SSN to determine if premium payments have 

luWe found that CRAs and information resellers can sometimes be the same entity, a fact 
that blurs the distinction between the two types of businesses but does not affect the use of 
SSNs by these entities. Five of the six large information resellers we spoke to said they were 
also CRAs. Some CRA officials said that information reselling constituted as much as 40 percent 
of CRAs' business. 
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been made. They also use the SSN as an online services identifier, as an alternative 
policy identifier, and for phone-in identity verification. Health care organizations 
also use SSNs to tie family members together where family coverage is used,'' to 
coordinate member benefits, and as a cross-check for pharmacy transactions. Health 
care industry association officials also said that SSNs are used for claims proc- 
essing, especially with regard to Medicare. According to these officials, under some 
Medicare programs, SSNs are how Medicare identifies benefits provided to an indi- 
vidual. 

Certain Laws Limit the Private Sectors' Disclosure of Personal Information That In- 
cludes SSNs 

Certain federal and state laws have placed restrictions on certain private sector 
entities use and disclosure of consumers' personal information that includes SSNs. 
Such laws include the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 
Act (GLBA), the Drivers Privacy Protection Act (DPPA), and the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). As shown in table 1, the laws either 
restrict the disclosures that entities such as information resellers, CRAs, and health 
care organizations are allowed to make to specific purposes or restrict whom they 
are allowed to give the information to. Moreover, as shown in table 1, these laws 
focus on limiting or restricting access to certain personal information and are not 
specifically focused on information resellers. See appendix I for more information on 
these laws. 

Table 1: Aspects of Federal Laws That Affect Private Sector Disclosure of Personal Information 

Federal Laws Restrictions 

Fair Credit Reporting Act  Limits access to credit data that includes SSNs to those who have a permis- 
sible purpose under the law. 

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act     Creates a new definition of personal information that includes SSNs and 
limits when financial institutions may disclose the information to non-af- 
filiated third parties. 

Drivers Privacy Protection Act     Prohibits obtaining and disclosing SSNs and other personal information from 
a motor vehicle record except as expressly permitted under the law. 

Health Insurance Portability and Account- Protects the privacy of health information that identifies an individual (in- 
ability Act. eluding by SSNs) and restricts health care organizations from disclosing 

such information to others without the patient's consent. 

Source GAO analysis 

We reviewed selected legislative documents of 18 states and found that at least 
6 states have enacted their own legislation to restrict either the display or use of 
SSNs by the private sector.1- Notably, in 2001, California enacted Senate Bill (SB) 
168, restricting private sector use of SSNs. Specifically, this law generally prohibits 
companies and persons from certain uses such as, posting or publicly displaying 
SSNs and printing SSNs on cards required to access the company s products or serv- 
ices. Furthermore, in 2002, shortly after the enactment of SB 168, California's Office 
of Privacy Protection published recommended practices for protecting the confiden- 
tiality of SSNs. These practices were to serve as guidelines to assist private and 
public sector organizations in handling SSNs. 

Similar to California's law, Missouri's law (2003 Mo. SB 61), which is not effective 
until July 1, 2006, bars companies from requiring individuals to transmit SSNs over 
the Internet without certain safety measures, such as encryption and passwords. 
However, while SB 61 prohibits a person or private entity from publicly posting or 
displaying an individual's SSN "in any manner," unlike California's law, it does not 
specifically prohibit printing the SSN on cards required to gain access to products 
or services. In addition, Arizona's law (2003 Ariz. Sess. Laws 137), effective January 
1, 2005, restricts the use of SSNs in ways very similar to California's law. However, 
in addition to the private sector restrictions, it adds certain restrictions for state 

1' During the enrollment process, subscribers have a number of options, one of which is de- 
cided whether they would like single or family coverage. In cases where family coverage is cho- 
sen, the SSN is the key piece of information generally allowing the family members to be linked. 

12 On the basis of our interviews with private sector businesses and organizations, contacts 
with some state offices of attorney general, and identification of state laws and legislative initia- 
tives related to the use of SSNs. we did a legislative review of 18 states that were identified 
as having laws or proposed laws governing SSN use. In the 18 states we researched, we re- 
viewed more than 40 legislative documents, including relevant laws, proposed laws, legislative 
summaries, and other related documents, such as state regulations, executive orders, and ref- 
erendums. 
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agencies and political subdivisions." For example, state agencies and political sub- 
divisions are prohibited from printing an individual's SSN on cards and certain 
mailings to the individual. Last, Texas prohibits the display of SSNs on all cards, 
while Georgia and Utah's laws are directed at health insurers and, therefore, per- 
tain primarily to insurance identification cards.14 None of these three laws contain 
the provisions mentioned above relating to Internet safety measures and mailing re- 
strictions. Table 2 lists states that have enacted legislation and related provisions. 

Table 2: Provisions Included in Enacted Legislation Reviewed 

Provision Sidles Where Provision of Restriction Enacted 

Specifically prohibits display on cardsgDAZ, CA. GA. TX. 
UT 

Requires Internet safety measures     AZ, CA, HO 
Restricts mailing of SSNs  •._    AZ. CA 

Source. GAO analysis. 

PUBLIC SECTOR ENTITIES ALSO USE SSNS AND SOME AGENCIES LIMIT THEIR USE AND 
DISPLAY 

Agencies at all levels of government frequently obtain and use SSNs. A number 
of federal laws require government agencies to obtain SSNs, and these agencies use 
SSNs to administer their programs, verify applicants' eligibility for services and 
benefits, and do research and evaluation. In addition, given the open nature of cer- 
tain government records, SSNs appear in some records displayed to the public. 
Given the potential for misuse, some government agencies are taking steps to limit 
their use and display of SSNs and prevent the proliferation of false identities. 

Public Sector Entities Are Required by Laws and Regulations to Obtain SSNs and 
Use SSNs for Various Purposes 

Government agencies obtain SSNs because a number of federal laws and regula- 
tions require certain programs and federally funded activities to use the SSN for 
administrative purposes.15 Such laws and regulations require the use of the SSN as 
an individual's identifier to facilitate automated exchanges that help administrators 
enforce compliance with federal laws, determine eligibility for benefits, or both. For 
example, the Internal Revenue Code and regulations, which govern the administra- 
tion of the federal personal income tax program, require that individuals' SSNs 
serve as taxpayer identification numbers."' A number of other federal laws require 
program administrators to use SSNs in determining applicants' eligibility for feder- 
ally funded benefits. The Social Security Act requires individuals to provide their 
SSNs in order to receive benefits under the SSI, Food Stamp, Temporary Assistance 
for Needy Families, and Medicaid programs.17 In addition, the Commercial Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1986 requires the use of SSNs to identify individuals and es- 
tablished the Commercial Driver's License Information System, a nationwide data- 
base where states may use individuals' SSNs to search the database for other state- 
issued licenses commercial drivers may hold."1 Federal law also requires the use of 
SSNs in state child support programs to help states locate noncustodial parents, es- 
tablish and enforce support orders, and recoup state welfare payments from par- 

1' Political subdivisions would include counties, cities, and towns 
"Georgia's law IO.C.GA §33-24-57 1(f)) and Utah's law (Utah Code Ann. §31-22-634) were 

both effective July 1. 2004. However, Utah's law provides certain extensions until March 1, 
2005. Texas' law (2003 Tex. Gen. Laws 341) is effective March 1, 2005. 

13 GAO, Social Security Numbers: Government and Commercial Use of the Social Security 
Number is Widespread, GAO/HEHS-99-28 (Washington D.C.: February 1999). 

This means that employers and others making payments to individuals must include the 
individuals' SSNs in reporting to IRS many of these payments. In addition, the Code and regula- 
tions require individuals filing personal income tax returns to include their SSNs as their tax- 
payer identification number, the SSNs of people whom they claim as dependents, and the SSNs 
of spouses to whom they paid alimony. 

17 Applicants give program administrators information on their income and resources, and pro- 
gram administrators use applicants' SSNs to match records with those of other organizations. 

" States may also use SSNs to search another database, the National Driver's Registry, to 
determine whether an applicant's license has been cancelled, suspended, or revoked by another 
state. In these situations, the states use SSNs to limit the possibility of inappropriately licensing 
applicants. 
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ents.''' The law also requires states to record SSNs on many other state documents, 
such as professional, occupational, and marriage licenses; divorce decrees; paternity 
determinations; and death certificates. 

Government agencies use SSNs for a variety of reasons. We found that most of 
these agencies use SSNs to administer their programs, such as to identify, retrieve, 
and update their records. In addition, many agencies also use SSNs to share infor- 
mation with other entities to bolster the integrity of the programs they administer. 
As unique identifiers, SSNs help ensure that the agency is obtaining or matching 
information on the correct person. 

Government agencies also share information containing SSNs for the purpose of 
verifying an applicant's eligibility for services or benefits, such as matching records 
with state and local correctional facilities to identify individuals for whom the agen- 
cy should terminate benefit payments. SSNs are also used to ensure program integ- 
rity. Agencies use SSNs to collect delinquent debts and even share information for 
this purpose. In addition, SSNs are used for statistics, research, and evaluation. 
Agencies responsible for collecting and maintaining data for statistical programs 
that are required by statute, make use of SSNs. In some cases, these data are com- 
piled using information provided for another purpose. For example, the Bureau of 
the Census prepares annual population estimates for states and counties using indi- 
vidual income tax return data linked over time by SSN to determine immigration 
rates between localities.20 SSNs also provide government agencies and others with 
an effective mechanism for linking data on program participation with data from 
other sources to help evaluate the outcomes or effectiveness of government pro- 
grams. In some cases, records containing SSNs are sometimes matched across mul- 
tiple agency or program databases.-' 

Government agencies also use employees' SSNs to fulfill some of their responsibil- 
ities as employers. For example, personnel departments of these agencies use SSNs 
to help them maintain internal records and provide employee benefits. In addition, 
employers are required by law to use employees' SSNs when reporting wages. 
Wages are reported to SSA, and the agency uses this information to update earnings 
records it maintains for each individual. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) also 
uses SSNs to match the employer wage reports with amounts individuals report on 
personal income tax returns. Federal law also requires that states maintain employ- 
ers' reports of newly hired employees, identified by SSNs. States must forward this 
information to a national database that is used by state child support agencies to 
locate parents who are delinquent in child support payments. 

Finally, SSNs appear in some government records that are open to the public. For 
example, SSNs may already be a part of a document that is submitted to a recorder 
for official preservation, such as veterans' discharge papers. Documents that record 
financial transactions, such as tax liens and property settlements, also contain SSNs 
to help identify the correct individual. Government officials are also required by law 
to collect SSNs in numerous instances, and some state laws allow government enti- 
ties to collect SSNs on voter registries to help avoid duplicate registrations. In addi- 
tion, courts at all three levels of government also collect and maintain records that 
are routinely made available to the public. SSNs appear in court documents for a 
variety of reasons such as on documents that government officials create like crimi- 
nal summonses, and in many cases, SSNs are already a part of documents that are 
submitted by attorneys or individuals as part of the evidence for a proceeding or 
a petition for an action. In some cases, federal law requires that SSNs be placed 
in certain records that courts maintain, such as child support orders. 

Government Agencies Are Taking Steps to Limit the Use and Display of SSNs 
Despite the widespread use of SSNs at all levels of government, not all agencies 

use SSNs. We found that some agencies do not obtain, receive, or use SSNs of pro- 
gram participants, service recipients, or individual members of the public.2- More- 
over, not all agencies use the SSN as their primary identification number for record- 

'•'Thc law requires states to maintain records that include (1) SSNs for individuals who owe 
or arc owed support for cases in which the state has ordered child support payments to be made, 
the state is providing support, or both, and (2) employers' records of new hires identified by 
SSN. 

-"The Bureau of the Census is authorized by statute to collect a variety of information, and 
the Bureau is also prohibited from making it available, except in certain circumstances. 

-"' The statistical and research communities refer to the process of matching records containing 
SSNs for statistical or research purposes as "record linkage." See U.S. General Accounting Of- 
fice, Record Linkage and Privacy: Issues in Creating New Federal Research and Statistical Infor- 
mation, GAO-01-126SP (Washington, DC: Apr. 2001). 

"GAO-02-352 (Washington DC: May 2002). 
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keeping purposes. These agencies maintain an alternative number that is used in 
addition to or in lieu of SSNs for certain activities. 

Some agencies are also taking steps to limit SSNs displayed on documents that 
may be viewed by others who may not have a need to view this personal informa- 
tion. For example, the Social Security Administration has truncated individuals' 
SSNs that appear on the approximately 120 million benefits statements it mails 
each year. Some states have also passed laws prohibiting the use of SSNs as a stu- 
dent identification number. Almost all states have modified their policies on placing 
SSNs on state drivers' licenses. 

At the federal level, SSA has taken steps in its enumeration process and 
verification service to help prevent SSNs from being used to proliferate false identi- 
ties. SSA has formed a task force to address weaknesses in its enumeration process 
and has (1) increased document verifications and developed new initiatives to pre- 
vent the inappropriate assignment of SSNs to noncitizens, and (2) undertaken ini- 
tiatives to shift the burden of processing noncitizen applications from its field of- 
fices.-' SSA also helps prevent the proliferation of false identities through its 
verification service, which allows state driver licensing agencies to verify the SSN, 
name, and date of birth of customers with SSA's master file of Social Security 
records.-4 Finally, SSA has also acted to correct deficiencies in its information sys- 
tems' internal controls. These changes were made in response to the findings of an 
independent audit that found that SSA's systems were exposed to both internal and 
external intrusion, increasing the possibility that sensitive information such as 
SSNs could be subject to unauthorized access, modification, and disclosure, as well 
as the risk of fraud. 

With regard to the courts, in a prior report we suggested that Congress consider 
addressing SSN security and display issues in state and local government and in 
public records, including those maintained by the judicial branch of government at 
all levels.-"1 We proposed that Congress convene a representative group of officials 
from all levels of government to develop a unified approach to safeguard SSNs used 
in all levels of government and particularly those displayed in public records. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Public and private entities use SSNs for many legitimate and publicly beneficial 
fiurposes. However, the more frequently SSNs are obtained and used, the more like- 
y they are to be misused. Individuals may voluntarily provide their SSNs to the 
private and public sectors to obtain services, but they should be able to be confident 
that their personal information is safe and secure. As we continue to learn more 
about the entities that obtain SSNs and the purposes for which they obtain them, 
policy makers will be able to determine if there are ways to limit access to this valu- 
able piece of information and prevent it from being misused. However, restrictions 
on access or use may make it more difficult for businesses and government agencies 
to verify an individual's identity. Accordingly, policy makers will have to balance the 
potential benefits of restrictions on the use of SSNs on the one hand with the impact 
on legitimate needs for the use of SSNs on the other. 

We are continuing our work on protecting the privacy of SSNs in the private and 
public sectors, and we are pleased that this Subcommittee is considering this impor- 
tant policy issue. That concludes my testimony, and I would be pleased to respond 
to any questions the subcommittee has. 

Contacts and Acknowledgments 
For further information regarding this testimony, please contact Barbara D. 

Bovbjerg, Director or Tamara Cross, Assistant Director at (202) 512-7215. 

APPENDIX I: FEDERAL LAWS AFFECTING INFORMATION RESELLERS, CRAS, AND 
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS: 

GRAMM-LEACH-BL1LEY ACT (GLBA): 

GLBA requires companies to give consumers privacy notices that explain the in- 
stitutions' information-sharing practices. In turn, consumers have the right to limit 
some, but not all, sharing of their nonpublic personal information. Financial institu- 

-'See GAO, Social Security Administration: Actions Taken to Strengthen Procedures for 
Issuing Social Security Numbers to Noncitizens but Some Weakness Remain, GAO-04-12 (Wash- 
ington DC: October 15. 2003). Sec GAO, Social Security Numbers: Improved SSN Verification 
and Exchange of States' Driver Records Would Enhance Identity Verification, GAO-03-920 
(Washington DC: September 15, 2003). 

-'GAO-03-920 (Washington DC: September 2003). 
^GAO-02-352 (Washington DC: May 2002) 
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tions are permitted to disclose consumers' nonpublic personal information without 
offering them an opt-out right in the following circumstances: 
• to effect a transaction requested by the consumer in connection with a financial 

product or service requested by the consumer; maintaining or servicing the con- 
sumer's account with the financial institution or another entity as part of a pri- 
vate label credit card program or other extension of credit; or a proposed or ac- 
tual securitization, secondary market sale, or similar transaction; 

• with the consent or at the direction of the consumer; 
• to protect the confidentiality or security of the consumer's records; to prevent ac- 

tual or potential fraud, for required institutional risk control or for resolving 
customer disputes or inquiries, to persons holding a legal or beneficial interest 
relating to the consumer, or to the consumer's fiduciary; 

• to provide information to insurance rate advisory organizations, guaranty funds 
or agencies, rating agencies, industry standards agencies, and the institution's 
attorneys, accountants, and auditors; 

• to the extent specifically permitted or required under other provisions of law and 
in accordance with the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978, to law enforce- 
ment agencies, self-regulatory organizations, or for an investigation on a matter 
related to public safety; 

• to a consumer reporting agency in accordance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act 
or from a consumer report reported by a consumer reporting agency; 

• in connection with a proposed or actual sale, merger, transfer, or exchange of all 
or a portion of a business if the disclosure concerns solely consumers of such 
business; 

• to comply with federal, state, or local laws; an investigation or subpoena; or to 
respond to judicial process or government regulatory authorities. 

Financial institutions are required by GLBA to disclose to consumers at the initi- 
ation of a customer relationship, and annually thereafter, their privacy policies, in- 
cluding their policies with respect to sharing information with affiliates and non- 
affiliated third; parties. 

Provisions under GLBA place limitations on financial institutions disclosure of 
customer data, thus affecting some CRAs and information resellers. We found that 
some CRAs consider themselves to be financial institutions under GLBA.:" These 
entities are therefore directly governed by GLBA's restrictions on disclosing non- 
public personal information to non-affiliated third parties. We also found that some 
of the information resellers we spoke to did not consider their companies to be fi- 
nancial institutions under GLBA. However, because they have financial institutions 
as their business clients, they complied with GLBA's provisions in order to better 
serve their clients and ensure that their clients are in accordance with GLBA. For 
example, if information resellers received information from financial institutions, 
they could resell the information only to the extent that they were consistent with 
the privacy policy of the originating financial institution. 

Information resellers and CRAs also said that they protect the use of non-public 
personal information and do not provide such information to individuals or unau- 
thorized third parties. In addition to imposing obligations with respect to the disclo- 
sures of personal information, GLBA also requires federal agencies responsible for 
financial institutions to adopt appropriate standards for financial institutions relat- 
ing to safeguarding customer records and information. Information resellers and 
CRA officials said that they adhere to GLBA's standards in order to secure financial 
institutions' information. 

DRIVERS PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT (DPPAi: 

The DPPA specifies a list of exceptions when personal information contained in 
a state motor vehicle record may be obtained and used (18 U.S.C. § 2721(b)). These 
permissible uses include: 
• for use by any government agency in carrying out its functions; 
• for use in connection with matters of motor vehicle or driver safety and theft; 

motor vehicle emissions; motor vehicle product alterations, recalls, or advisories; 
motor vehicle market research activities, including survey research; 

• for use in the normal course of business by a legitimate business, but only to 
verify the accuracy of personal information submitted by the individual to the 
business and, if such information is not correct, to obtain the correct informa- 

M Under GLBA, the term financial institution is defined as "any institution the business of 
which is engaging in financial activities as described in section 4<k) of the Bank Holding Com- 
pany Act of 1956," which goes into more detail about what are "activities that are financial in 
nature." These generally include banking, insurance, and investment industries. 
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tion but only for purposes of preventing fraud by pursuing legal  remedies 
against, or recovering on a debt or security interest against, the individual; 

• for use in connection with any civil, criminal, administrative, or arbitral pro- 
ceeding in any federal, state, or local court or agency; 

• for use in research activities; 
• for use by any insurer or insurance support organization in connection with 

claims investigation activities; 
• for use in providing notice to the owners of towed or impounded vehicles; 
• for use by a private investigative agency for any purpose permitted under the 

DPPA; 
• for use by an employer or its agent or insurer to obtain information relating to 

the holder of a commercial driver's license; 
• for use in connection with the operation of private toll transportation facilities; 
• for any other use, if the state has obtained the express consent of the person to 

whom a request for personal information pertains; 
• for bulk distribution of surveys, marketing, or solicitations, if the state has ob- 

tained the express consent of the person to whom such personal information 
pertains; 

• for use by any requester, if the requester demonstrates that it has obtained the 
written consent of the individual to whom the information pertains; 

• for any other use specifically authorized under a state law, if such use is related 
to the operation of a motor vehicle or public safety. 

As a result of DPPA, information resellers said they were restricted in their abil- 
ity to obtain SSNs and other driver license information from state motor vehicle of- 
fices unless they were doing so for a permissible purpose under the law. These offi- 
cials also said that information obtained from a consumer's motor vehicle record has 
to be in compliance with DPPA's permissible purposes, thereby restricting their abil- 
ity to resell motor vehicle information to individuals or entities not allowed to re- 
ceive such information under the law. Furthermore, because DPPA restricts state 
motor vehicle offices' ability to disclose driver license information, which includes 
SSN data, information resellers said they no longer try to obtain SSNs from state 
motor vehicle offices, except for permissible purposes. 

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT < HIPAA): 

The HIPAA privacy rule also defines some rights and obligations for both covered 
entities and individual patients and health plan members. Some of the highlights 
are: 
• Individuals must give specific authorization before health care providers can use 

or disclose protected information in most nonroutine circumstances, such as re- 
leasing information to an employer or for use in marketing activities. 

• Covered entities will need to provide individuals with written notice of their pri- 
vacy practices and patients' privacy rights. The notice will contain information 
that could be useful to individuals choosing a health plan, doctor, or other serv- 
ice provided. Patients will be generally asked to sign or otherwise acknowledge 
receipt of the privacy notice. 

Covered entities must obtain an individual's specific authorization before sending 
them marketing materials. 

Health care organizations, including health care providers and health plan insur- 
ers, are subject to HIPAA's requirements. In addition to providing individuals with 
privacy practices and notices, health care organizations are also restricted from dis- 
closing a patient's health information without the patient's consent, except for pur- 
poses of treatment, payment, or other health care operations. Information resellers 
and CRAs did not consider themselves to be "covered entities" under HIPAA, al- 
though some information resellers said that their customers are considered to be 
business associates under HIPAA. As a result, they said they are obligated to oper- 
ate under HIPAA's standards for privacy protection, and therefore could not resell 
medical information without having made sure HIPAA's privacy standards were 
met. 

FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT (FCRAC 

Congress has limited the use of consumer reports to protect consumers' privacy. 
All users must have a permissible purpose under the FCRA to obtain a consumer 
report (15 USC 1681b). These permissible purposes are: 
• as ordered by a court or a federal grand jury subpoena; 
• as instructed by the consumer in writing; 
• for the extension of credit as a result of an application from a consumer or the 

review or collection of a consumer's account; 
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• for employment purposes, including hiring and promotion decisions, where the 
consumer has given written permission; 

• for the underwriting of insurance as a result of an application from a consumer; 
• when there is a legitimate business need, in connection with a business trans- 

action that is initiated by the consumer; 
• to review a consumer's account to determine whether the consumer continues to 

meet the terms of the account; 
• to determine a consumer's eligibility for a license or other benefit granted by a 

governmental instrumentality required by law to consider an applicant's finan- 
cial responsibility or status; 

• for use by a potential investor or servicer or current insurer in a valuation or as- 
sessment of the credit or prepayment risks associated with an existing credit 
obligation; and 

• for use by state and local officials in connection with the determination of child 
support payments, or modifications and enforcement thereof. 

Under FCRA, Congress has limited the use of consumer reports27 to protect con- 
sumers' privacy and limits access to credit data to those who nave a legally permis- 
sible purpose for using the data, such as the extension of credit, employment pur- 
poses, or underwriting insurance. However, these limits are not specific to SSNs. All 
of the CRAs that we spoke to said that they are considered consumer reporting 
agencies under FCRA. In addition, some of the information resellers we spoke to 
who handle or maintain consumer reports are classified as CRAs under FCRA. Both 
CRAs and information resellers said that as a result of FCRAs restrictions they are 
limited to providing credit data to their customers that have a permissible purpose 
under FCRA. Consequently, they are restricted by law from providing such informa- 
tion to the general public. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank you. 
Mr. Hoofhagle. 

STATEMENT OF CHRIS JAY HOOFNAGLE 
Mr. HOOFNAGLE. Thank you, Chairman Stearns and Ranking 

Member Schakowsky, for this opportunity today to speak about the 
privacy of Social Security numbers. 

My name is Chris Hoofhagle, and I am Associate Director with 
the Electronic Privacy Information Center here in Washington, 
D.C. We were established in 1994 to protect privacy, the first 
amendment and constitutional values. Since our founding in 1994, 
we have been active in trying to protect the Social Security num- 
ber. 

As you are well aware, today the Social Security number plays 
an unparalleled role in the identification, authentication and track- 
ing of Americans. This widespread use exacerbates several privacy 
problems. Since it is used as both an identifier and an authen- 
ticated that is, some businesses use it as a record locator or a way 
to amass personal information about individuals, other businesses 
use it as a password, and that creates many of the problems that 
we are experiencing today in identity theft and privacy more gen- 
erally. 

Serious security problems are raised in any system where a sin- 
gle device is used as both identifier and password. Just imagine if 
your bank account assigned you an account number and a PIN that 
were the same. Anyone who was able to recover a cashed check or 
one of your account statements could very easily plunder your ac- 
count or in a similar situation when it comes to the SSN. Because 
the SSN is used in this way so prevalently in the public and pri- 
vate sector, it is so relied upon by business, it has become the iden- 

-7Thc FTC has determined that certain types of information, including SSNs, do not con- 
stitute as consumer report under FCRA because they are not factors in determining credit eligi- 
bility. 
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tifier that criminals use when they want to commit fraud and iden- 
tity theft. 

There is now a rich history in identity theft litigation showing 
that the crime is exacerbated by creditors who issue new accounts 
based on an SSN match alone. Creditors are ignoring incorrect in- 
formation on credit applications and granting credit even where the 
SSN matches but other critical pieces of information such as name, 
date of birth and address do not match. 

In May, the Salt Lake Tribune reported that businesses granting 
credit did little to ensure that Social Security numbers and names 
match. The same newspaper argued there are credit bureaus that 
allow perpetrators to establish credit files using other people's So- 
cial Security numbers. That article also reports on an inspector 
general from the Social Security Administration, who then at the 
time stated that SSN-only fraud makes up the majority of cases of 
identity theft in Utah and the surrounding region. We think this 
is further evidence that there needs to be less reliance on the So- 
cial Security number and more care in credit transactions in par- 
ticular. 

But let me be clear about this. This in no way threatens instant 
credit or access to services. All we are arguing is that greater care 
needs to be made available so that individuals are not able to be 
victimized so easily. Congress' goal in addressing identity theft and 
privacy issues should seek to limit the availability of the SSN gen- 
erally and induce businesses to rely upon alternative identifiers. 

Several provisions of H.R. 2971 are very important and should 
be included in any legislation considered by this committee, for in- 
stance, a prohibition on coercive disclosure. That is the practice 
where a business denies a service or access to a product based on 
a customer's withholding of the SSN. We think it is very important 
to address that practice. 

Any Social Security number bill should also include a provision 
that moves the identifier below the line on a credit report. That is, 
a company should not be able to sell the Social Security number 
unless they have a valid, permissible purpose under the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act. H.R. 2971 does enact that protection. 

I wish to highlight two important changes that should be made 
to the bill as amended. 

First, our reading of the bill shows that Social Security numbers 
are only protected when the government requires their disclosure 
and actually states that their disclosure is mandatory. This is key 
to protection in a privacy act that requires the government and 
States to tell people whether or not disclosure of their SSN is man- 
datory. A lot of States are not complying with the privacy act and 
not telling people that they don't need to provide their SSN and, 
as a result, they wouldn't have protections under the bill. 

We think it is important to strengthen the standards that the At- 
torney General will use in determining whether or not businesses 
should be able to use their Social Security number in the private 
sector. In the public sector, the SSN would be able to be disclosed 
where there was a compelling interest that could not be served by 
alternative means. 
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However, in the private sector, the standard is much looser. We 
really think that the private sector should be held to a similar 
standard to induce it to use alternative identifiers. 

We also think that any exception that is made that allows disclo- 
sure of the SSN should be limited in time. Because if you create 
an exception that exists forever, businesses will solidify their use 
of the SSN, and they will continue to use it. 

Let me conclude by thanking you for holding this hearing and 
continuing to develop a legislative history on the privacy of the So- 
cial Security number. 

[The prepared statement of Chris Jay Hoofnagle follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRIS JAY HOOFNAGLE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ELECTRONIC 
PRIVACY INFORMATION CENTER 

Chairman Stearns, Ranking Member Schakowsky, and Members of the Sub- 
committee, thank you for extending the opportunity to testify on protecting Social 
Security Numbers. 

My name is Chris Hoofnagle and I am associate director with the Electronic Pri- 
vacy Information Center (EPIC), a not-for-profit research organization based in 
Washington, D.C. Founded in 1994, EPIC has participated in cases involving the 
privacy of the Social Security Number (SSN) before federal courts and, most re- 
cently, before the Supreme Court of New Hampshire.' EPIC has also taken a lead- 
ing role in campaigns against the use of globally unique identifiers (GUIDs) involv- 
ing the Intel Processor Serial Number and the Microsoft Corporation's Passport 
identification and authentication system. EPIC maintains an archive of information 
about the SSN online at http://www.epic.org/privacy/ssri/. 

In previous testimony to Congress, EPIC has recommended a strong framework 
of Fair Information Practices to create rights and responsibilities for individuals and 
collectors of the SSN. In 2001, EPIC Executive Director Marc Rotenberg traced the 
history of the SSN as an identifier, highlighted the use of the SSN in the financial 
services sector, and raised privacy issues associated with the Social Security Admin- 
istration's Death Master File.2 In 2002, EPIC testified that the problem of identity 
theft had grown worse, that the states were acting to limit collection and disclosure 
of the SSN, and that 107 H.R. 2036, the Social Security Number Privacy and Iden- 
tity Theft Protection Act of 2001 could limit misuse of the SSN.1 In 2003, EPIC ap- 
peared again to testify in favor of privacy protections, highlighting recent abuses, 
the continuing unnecessary use of the SSN as an identifier by both private and pub- 
lic sector entities, and the developing trends of state legislation crafted to limit col- 
lection and use of the identifier.4 In June 2004, EPIC provided an overview and rec- 
ommendations for 108 H.R. 2971, the Social Security Number Privacy and Identity 
Theft Prevention Act of 2003.' We testified that the bill was a good start, but could 
use improvement. 

In today's testimony, we highlight a substitute version of 108 H.R. 2971. We make 
recommendations to strengthen the bill. We then cite examples of state SSN regula- 

' Estate of Helen Rcmsburg i>. Docusearch, Inc., et al, C-00-211-B (N.H. 2002). In Rcmsburg, 
the "Amy Boyer" case, Liam Youens was able to locate and eventually murder Amy Boyer 
through hiring private investigators who tracked her by her date of birth. Social Security Num- 
ber, and by pretexting. EPIC maintains information about the Amy Boyer case online at http:/ 
/www.cpic.org/privacy/boyer/. 

-Social Security Numbers and Identity Theft, Joint Hearing Before the House Financial Serv- 
ices Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations and the House Ways and Means Sub- 
committee on Social Security, Nov. 8, 2001 {testimony of Marc Rotenberg, Executive Director, 
EPIC), available at http://www.cpic.org/privacy/ssn/testimony•11•08•2001 html. 

'Hearing on Preserving the Integrity of Social Security Numbers and Preventing Their Misuse 
by Terrorists and Identity Thieves, Joint Hearing Before the House Ways and Means Sub- 
committee on Social Security and the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Border Se- 
curity, and Claims, Sept. 19. 2002 (testimony of Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Legislative Counsel, 
EPIC), available at http://www.epic.org/privacy/ssn/ssntestimony9 19.02 html 

4 Hearing on Use and Misuse of the Social Security Number, Hearing Before the House Ways 
and Means Subcommittee on Social Security, July 10, 2003 (testimony of Chris Jay Hoofnagle. 
Deputy Counsel, EPIC), available at http://www.epic.org/privacy/ssn/testimony7.10 03.html. 

^•Hearing on Enhancing Social Security Number Privacy, Before the House Ways and Means 
Subcomm. on Social Security, 108th Cong. (2004) (statement of Chris Hay Hoofnagle. associate 
director, Electronic Privacy Information Center), available at http://www.epic.org/privacy/ssn/ 
ssntestimony6.15.04.html 
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tion that could be adopted at the federal level to provide an umbrella of protections 
for the SSN. 

I. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 108 H.R. 2971, THE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER PRIVACY AND 
IDENTITY THEFT PREVENTION ACT OF 2003 

Introduced in July 2003, H.R. 2971 is the latest of a series of bills designed to 
enhance protections for the SSN and to promote the integrity of the identifier. It 
enjoys bipartisan support in the House of Representatives. The substitute measure 
contains many of the protections we recommended in our June 2004 testimony. 
However, some sections have been changed to the detriment of privacy. We high- 
light those sections below. 

Title I of the bill sets forth limitations on government disclosure of SSNs. Broadly 
put, this title would prohibit executive, legislative, or judicial entities from dis- 
closing the SSN, subject to certain exceptions. 

We think it critical to make several changes to section 101. First, the legislation 
amends 42 U.S.C. §405(c)(2)(C) to protects SSNs where the identifier has been 
given to an agency "pursuant to the assertion by such agency... that disclosure of 
such number is mandatory." This is a serious weakness in the bill that is keyed 
upon a requirement in the Privacy Act that government entities disclose whether 
SSN collection is mandatory or voluntary. Many state entities, in particular, do not 
comply with this disclosure requirement in the Privacy Act. As a result, individuals 
do not always understand whether SSN collection is mandatory or voluntary. Oddly, 
the legislation as drafted would reward agencies that didn't comply with the Privacy 
Act's voluntary/mandatory notice requirements by also immunizing them from pro- 
hibitions on SSN disclosure. We recommend striking this language. 

We recommend removal of exemption VI in section 101, which gives credit report- 
ing agencies wholesale access to SSNs in the hands of the government. It is not the 
role of government to collect SSNs from citizens, who are often under legal compul- 
sion to provide the identifier, and then release the SSNs to the private sector for 
the purpose of compiling dossiers. Professor Daniel Solove has fully articulated how 
this model of information flow is unfair to individuals and privacy invasive: 

Imagine that the government had the power to compel individuals to reveal 
a vast amount of personal information about themselves•where they live, their 
phone numbers, their physical description, their photograph, their age, their 
medical problems, all of their legal transgressions throughout their lifetimes 
whether serious crimes or minor infractions, the names of their parents, chil- 
dren, and spouses, their political party affiliations, where they work and what 
they do, the property that they own and its value, and sometimes even their 
psychotherapists' notes, doctors' records, and financial information. 

Then imagine that the government routinely poured this information into the 
public domain•by posting it on the Internet where it could be accessed from 
all over the world, by giving it away to any individual or company that asked 
for it, or even by providing entire databases of personal information upon re- 
quest. In an increasingly "wired" society, with technology such as sophisticated 
computers to store, transfer, search, and sort through all this information, 
imagine the way that the information could be combined or used to obtain even 
more personal information.6 

In section 101, we recommend harmonizing the definition of "sale" (to be codified 
at 42 U.S.C. §405(cK2KCXxXLX)) with other references to the term that appear in 
the legislation. The definition appearing in section 108, which defines sell as "to ob- 
tain, directly or indirectly, anything of value in exchange for such number," is more 
appropriate. 

In section 101, we recommend removal of language that would allow continued 
disclosure of just the last four digits of the SSN, even with the six-year sunset. 
These last four digits are the unique portion of the SSN, and the legislation's protec- 
tions are significantly weakened if this portion can sill be displayed. 

Section 102 specifies the authority of the Attorney General to create exemptions 
to the general prohibition on government disclosure of the SSN. We agree with the 
standard set forth by the legislation•that SSNs should not be disclosed absent a 
compelling interest that cannot be served through the employment of alternative 
measures. This same standard should apply to sale of the SSN to the general public. 
Currently, the substitute measure would require the Attorney General to engage in 

"Professor Daniel Solove describes this problem in Access and Aggregation: Public Records, 
Privacy, and the Constitution, 86 Minnesota Law Review 1137 (2002), available at http://pa- 
pers.sarn.com/sol3/paper8. cfm'.'abstract   id=283924. 
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a balancing test of the benefits and harms associated with the sale of the SSN to 
the private sector. 

We think that exceptions to the general prohibition should be limited in duration. 
A time limit will encourage users of the SSN to transition to alternative identifiers. 
Exceptions that are not time limited will ensure that SSN users never transition 
to alternative measures. 

Section 103 would codify an important safeguard•a prohibition of printing SSNs 
on checks issued by governments. This is a common sense protection against iden- 
tity theft. It is necessary because a standard check with a SSN contains all the per- 
sonal information necessary for commission of identity theft. 

Section 104 would prohibit states from displaying the SSN on driver's licenses. 
Again, this is a common sense approach to preventing identity theft. Indeed, many 
states already incorporate a ban on printing the SSN on driver's licenses.7 Such a 
prohibition makes it more likely that the SSN will not appear in the wallet of indi- 
viduals, thus reducing the risk that a lost or stolen wallet will provide the personal 
information necessary to commit identity theft. 

Section 106 would prohibit government entities from allowing prisoners to have 
access to the SSN. We think that this too is a common sense protection, in light 
of the Metromail case, where a company employed prisoners to enter personal infor- 
mation from surveys into computers. This resulted in a stalking case where a pris- 
oner harassed a woman based on information she submitted on a survey. The 
woman received mail from a convicted rapist and burglar who knew everything 
about her•including her preferences for bath soap and magazines. The woman sued 
and as a result of a class-action suit, Metromail may no longer use prisoners to proc- 
ess personal information.8 Nevertheless, a general prohibition on inmate access to 
SSNs is appropriate, and California and Kentucky already have passed legislation 
to keep SSNs out of the hands of prisoners.9 

Section 108 generally prohibits disclosure of the SSN in the private sector, subject 
to exceptions. We think it important to limit exceptions to the general prohibition 
in order to curb private sector use of the SSN. First, the exception for public health 
purposes should be limited to "emergency public health purposes." In its current ar- 
ticulation, this exception could allow medical providers and insurance companies to 
continue to rely upon the SSN in normal operations. Limiting the exception will en- 
courage the industry to shift away from the identifier. We note that Empire Blue 
Cross is transitioning its 4.8 million customers away from the SSN as an identifier, 
demonstrating that it is possible for large health care operations to use an alter- 
native identifier.10 

Section 108 contains an exception for SSNs of the deceased, meaning that they 
could be freely traded on the market. We think there are important public policy 
reasons to place some protections on SSNs of the deceased. SSNs of deceased indi- 
viduals should receive protection for the same reasons that justify protections for 
living individuals; those reasons include preventing fraud and identity theft. Addi- 
tionally, criminals are known to assume the identities of deceased individuals in 
order to engage in criminal acts and to avoid law enforcement. Some protection for 
these identifiers is justified. 

Section 109 codifies a much-needed protection for the SSN. Prior to the implemen- 
tation of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, CRAs and other entities sold SSNs in credit 
headers to individuals outside Fair Credit Reporting Act regulation. We understand 
that some businesses are still selling SSNs from credit headers that were collected 
before implementation of Gramm-Leach-Bliley. Section 108 would eliminate this un- 
regulated sale of SSNs by tying the identifier to the credit report, and thus to pro- 
tections in the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 

Section 110 contains important protections against the practice of "coercive disclo- 
sure," a practice where an entity conditions provision of a product or service based 
on disclosure of the SSN. Maine, New Mexico, and Rhode Island have established 

'See Ariz. Rev. Stat. §28-3158; C.R.S. §42-2-107; C.R.S. §42-3-302; D.C. Code Ann. §50-402; 
O.C.GA. §40-3-23; HRS §286-109; HRS §286-239; Idaho Code §49-306; Idaho Code §49-2444; 
Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 186.412; Mont. Code Ann. §61-5-lll<2Xb); Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. §483.345; 
N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. §263:40-a; N.D. Cent. Code 39-06-14; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §4501.31; Okla. 
Stat. Ann. tit. 47, §6-106 (2002); Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 1510; Tenn Code Ann. §55-50-331; Tex. 
Trans. §521.044; Va. Code Ann. §46.2-342; Wash. Rev. Code Ann. §26.23.150. 

"During litigation, Metromail claimed that they had not violated the woman's privacy, that 
they had no duty to inform individuals that prisoners were processing their personal data, and 
that the data processed was not highly intimate or embarrassing. Beverly Dennis, et at. v. 
Metromail, et at.. No. 96-04451, Travis County, Texas. 

"Cal Pen Code §4017.1, §5071; Cal Wei & Inst Code §219.5; Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §131.191. 
10 Empire Blue Cross Will End Use Of SSNs, Use Alternate Number System, PRIVACY AND SE- 

CURITY LAW REPORT (Jun. 7, 2004) at 666. 
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protections against coercive disclosure, and we think it a good idea to federalize this 
important right to enhance privacy of the SSN." 

II. STATES HAVE INNOVATED CLEVER PROTECTIONS FOR THE SSN; CONGRESS SHOULD 
CONSIDER INCORPORATING THEM IN 108 H.R. 2971 

In recent years, state legislatures have functioned in their traditional roles as 
"laboratories of democracy," creating new approaches to enhancing the privacy of 
SSNs. These privacy protections demonstrate that major government and private- 
sector entities can still operate in environments where disclosure and use of the 
SSN is limited. They also provide examples of protections that should be considered 
at the federal level. 

Some States Have Placed Broad Prohibitions on Disclosure and Use by Government 
and Private Entities 

Colorado Governor Bill Owens signed H.B. 1311, legislation that creates impor- 
tant new protections for the SSN that took effect this summer. The new law will 
limit the collection of the SSN and its incorporation in licenses, permits, passes, or 
certificates issued by the state. The law requires the establishment of policies for 
safe destruction of documents containing the SSN. Insurance companies operating 
in the state must remove the SSN from consumers' identification cards. Finally, the 
legislation creates new penalties for individuals who use others' personal informa- 
tion to injure or defraud another person. 

A law taking effect in January 2005 in Arizona prohibits the disclosure of the 
SSN to the general public, the printing of the identifier on government and private- 
sector identification cards, and establishes technical protection requirements for on- 
line transmission of SSNs.12 The new law also prohibits printing the SSN on mate- 
rials mailed to residents of Arizona. Exceptions to the new protections are limited• 
companies that wish to continue to use the SSN must do so continuously, must dis- 
close the use of the SSN annually to consumers, and must afford consumers a right 
to opt-out of continued employment of the SSN. Arizona's new law is based on Cali- 
fornia Civil Code § 1798.85. 

Special Protections Have Been Crafted for Students 
A number of states have passed legislation limiting colleges and universities from 

employing the SSN as a student identifier. Limiting use of the SSN in this context 
reduces the risk of identity theft, as databases of student information, student iden- 
tity cards, and even posting of grades sometimes contain SSNs. 

In Arizona, major universities can no longer use the SSN as the student identi- 
fier.13 In Colorado, as of July 2003, public and private postsecondary institutions 
were required to establish protections for the SSN and discontinue its use as the 
primary student identifier.14 New York and West Virginia prohibit all public and 
private schools from using the SSN as a primary identifier.15 Kentucky law allows 
students to opt-out of use of the SSN as student identifier.16 

Protections Crafted for Public, Vital, and Death Records 
Commercial data brokers obtain SSNs from a number of sources, including public 

records that individuals are required to file in order to enjoy important rights and 
privileges offered by society. For instance, marriage licenses have been a source for 
SSNs and a number of states, including Arizona, California, Indiana, Iowa, Ken- 
tucky, Louisiana, Maine, Montana, Ohio, and Michigan, have enacted legislative 
protections to prevent their disclosure.17 

Birth and death records are rich in personal information, and states have acted 
to shield SSNs collected in these life events against disclosures. Arizona, California, 
Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, 
New Hampshire, and other states limit the appearance of the parents' SSN on birth 

11 2003 Me. ALS 512; N.M. Stat. Ann. §57-12B-3; R.I. Gen Laws §6-13-17. 
"Ariz. Rev. Stat. 544-1373. 
"Ariz. Rev. Stat. §15-1823. Rhode Island and Wisconsin have similar protections. R.I. Gen. 

Laws § 16-38-5.1; Wis. Stat. Ann. §36.11(35). 
"•C.R.S. §23-5-127. 
"N.Y. Educ. Law §2-b; W. Va. Code Ann. § 18-2-5f. 
'•Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 156.160. See also Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 197.120. 
"Ariz. Rev. Stat. §25-121; Cal Fam Code §2024.5; Burns Ind. Code Ann. §31-11-4-4; Iowa 

Code §595.4; Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. 402.100; La. R.S. 9:224; 19-A M.R.S. §651; MCL §333.2813; 
Mont. Code Ann. §40-1-107; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §3101.05. 
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records.1* Similarly, several states restrict disclosure of the SSN in records associ- 
ated with death.19 

Protections Against Pretexting Should Be Considered 
We wish to raise one additional concern here•even legitimate collection of the 

SSN contributes to unauthorized access to the identifier. That is, we are increas- 
ingly aware of manuals for private investigators and other materials suggesting that 
SSNs can be obtained from motor vehicle departments, applications for professional 
licenses, and even tax returns.20 In these cases, the investigator probably obtains 
the identifier through a friend or contact working at the institution with a SSN. Al- 
ternatively, the manuals suggest the use of "pretexting," a practice where an inves- 
tigator requests personal information from an entity while pretending to be another 
person or while pretending to have a legitimate reason for access to the information. 
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act prohibits pretexting with respect to financial, securi- 
ties, and insurance companies, but the law doesn't apply to pretexting targeted at 
employers, utility companies, or other entities that have SSNs. The Subcommittee 
should consider whether expanding protections against pretexting would enhance 
the privacy of the SSN. 

CONCLUSION 

We think that the privacy and integrity of SSNs could be enhanced through the 
passage of federal legislation that limits the collection and approved uses of the 
identifier. We urge the Subcommittee to examine state laws that have created new, 
clever protections for the SSN. We look forward to continuing to work with the Sub- 
committee on this and other privacy matters. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
I will start with my questions first. 
Mr. Hoofnagle mentioned the possibility of an alternative to a So- 

cial Security number. Commissioner, do you think there is another 
way to do this instead of having Social Security numbers? That 
would obviate the need to show your Social Security number, and 
should Congress push that idea? 

Mr. LEARY. My problem with this, Congressman, is if we were 
writing on a clean slate and starting all over again, I suppose you 
could imagine a system where there might be some other identifier. 
And going down the road, there may be other identifiers. I mean, 
there may be technology having to do with your eye, fingerprints 
or things like this, which will be much, much more secure identi- 
fiers than what we have today. That is down in the future. But we 
have, unfortunately, a system that has been in place for a long 
time that is very, very hard to turn around. Let me give you a 
purely personal example. 

I first got my Social Security number when I turned 15 and had 
my first summer job. That was almost 60 years ago. In the interim, 
my Social Security number has been out there in innumerable em- 
ployment records, employment applications, and records of various 
kinds. I agree with Mr. Hoofnagle that business has gathered these 
records reflexively for a long period of time. We were encouraged 
to carry our Social Security card around with us at all times to use 
as identification when I was young. Now, of course, they advise just 

"See Ariz. Rev. Stat. §36-322: Cal Health & Saf Code § 102425: 410 ILCS 535/11; K.S.A. §65- 
2409a; 22 M.R.S. §2761; Md. Ann. Code §4-208; ALM GL ch. Ill, §24B; Minn. Stat. §144.215; 
Miss. Code Ann. §41-57-14; Mo. Rev. Stat, §193.075; Mo. Rev. Stat. §454.440; N.H. Rev. Stat. 
Ann. §5-C:10. 

">See Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 16-165; Cal Health & Saf Code § 102231; Idaho Code §67-3007: Burns 
Ind. Code Ann. § 16-37-3-9; La R.S. §23:1671; N.D. Cent. Code §23-02.1-28. 

20See e.g. Lee Lapin, How TO GET ANYTHING ON ANYBODY 533-543 (Intelligence Here, 3d ed. 
2003) (section titled "How to Find Anyone's Social Security Number" suggests thirty sources for 
the SSN, including driver's license applications, bankruptcy filings, court records, bank files, 
utility records, professional and recreational licenses, and employment files). 
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the opposite. We were encouraged to put the Social Security num- 
ber on the envelope when we mailed in our tax returns. Now, of 
course, they tell us just the opposite. I suspect that someone who 
wanted to get hold of my Social Security number and who knew 
where to look could get it in about 3 minutes today. There is not 
much of anything that Congress can do about that. 

All I am saying is that there is this embedded system, and 
whether there is an incremental value in attempting root and 
branch to change the way businesses do things is a very serious 
question. 

Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Hoofnagle, when I have a credit report, my So- 
cial Security is part of that credit report; and I can get a copy of 
my credit report on the Internet for $35. Do you think that con- 
sumers should put their Social Security on the Internet? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. That is a complex question. It can be trans- 
ferred over the Internet if it is done in encrypted fashion. 

Mr. STEARNS. If it is not encrypted, then•because you get these 
dialog boxes that say what you are sending is not protected. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. If those cases, the consumers should never send 
their Social Security number. They do it over the phone, and the 
credit reporting agencies will make your credit report available by 
mail if you call, but consumers should only enter that information 
if it is encrypted. 

Mr. STEARNS. I think it goes without saying, Equifax, Experian, 
TransUnion, these people are not necessarily•they have some le- 
gitimate arguments that they use this information to help the con- 
sumers and this bill, might, in fact, hurt the marketing or the dis- 
semination of information that is valuable to the consumer. So 
would you understand their point of view? Do you think they have 
a legitimate problem•this is for all three of you•that these major 
data base collectors have some reservations about restriction, both 
application of civil and criminal penalties, because they might be 
liable for something they are doing just as a service to the con- 
sumer? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. That is a legitimate concern, but I do think 
H.R. 2971 is a nuanced approach, and I think, going forward, Con- 
gress should have a nuanced approach that allows the use of Social 
Security numbers in some contexts but not in others. 

We got a call from a consumer last week who was going to rent 
a refrigerator for her home. The company wanted her Social Secu- 
rity number to check her credit, but then they were going to use 
her Social Security number as her record identifier. So she would 
start receiving mail with her Social Security number in it. All the 
employees of that company would probably have her Social Secu- 
rity number. A nuanced approach would allow the transfer of the 
SSN to check the credit but not allow it for use as a customer iden- 
tifier. 

Ms. BOVBJERG. I like to put these things into three groups. 
There are entities who have a legitimate need to use the Social 

Security number. With those, you want them to apply better pro- 
tections; and I think that is something that you are looking at in 
this bill. You want entities who don't need the number to stop col- 
lecting it, another element of this bill. You want to protect sources 
like, for example, public records in the States and counties in par- 
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ticular where people may not know that their number is floating 
around and we have been told by the businesses involved are 
sources for them in getting personal information, which includes 
the Social Security number. 

It is a nuanced approach that the entities who have a legitimate 
need, you want to allow them to continue to use it but protect it 
from being transferred to the wrong places, protect it from being 
displayed to people who don't need to see it. 

When we have talked with businesses over the years that we 
have been doing this work about what would happen if you couldn't 
use the number, which would be I think a more Draconian ap- 
Eroach than what we are discussing today, they felt that it would 
e•disruptive was the word they used. They would have to con- 

sider what they could find to track that would be both unique and 
that the person would keep for their lifetime that wouldn't change 
and something they might be able to exchange with other entities 
but that, ultimately, they would adjust. 

Mr. STEARNS. Commissioner? 
Mr. LEARY. I think we all agree that a nuanced approach is nec- 

essary. The question is whether or not some of the provisions in 
the bill are not nuanced. Let me pick one for example. 

That is the notion that, somehow or other, a consumer can refuse 
to give a Social Security number to a business that requires it as 
a condition of doing business. Now you can understand why that 
right would make sense if, as Mr. Hoofnagle points out and I think 
rightly so, a lot of businesses have just gotten in the habit of using 
it as an identifier. But, it seems to me that that right of refusal 
would make no sense whatever if you are asking the business to 
extend credit to you or to give you merchandise on some kind of 
a payment plan where they need that Social Security number to ac- 
cess your credit history. If these businesses can't access your credit 
history readily, our financial system as we know it is going to be 
seriously impaired. 

So writing a statute and then subsequently enacting regulations 
that distinguish between the legitimate request for Social Security 
number and one that goes too far is no easy task. 

Mr. STEARNS. I am going to conclude, and I am going to say that 
the question would be then that the three large data base compa- 
nies, in your opinions, should not fear this bill? Is that what the 
three of you are saying? You all agree with that? That Equifax, 
Experian and TransUnion, there is nothing in this bill that would 
make it difficult for them? 

Mr. LEARY. There is some language in the bill that might even 
make it difficult for them, and I would like to submit something 
to the committee. Our written statement doesn't have a paragraph 
by paragraph analysis of the bill; and, with your indulgence, I 
would like to submit that. 

Mr. STEARNS. YOU are saying you think the bill does have some 
reservations and you think it should be improved to better allow 
these people to communicate with consumers? 

Mr. LEARY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. STEARNS. MS. Bovbjerg, is your opinion the same? Just yes 

or no. These people are the big players here, and I want to see if 
you think the bill would work for them or not. 
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Ms. BOVBJERG. What we have heard out in the business world 
is that it is not impossible to do business without the Social Secu- 
rity number. But if use of the Social Security number were restruc- 
tured, there could be a period of disruption, and there could be a 
period where people don't get the services that they have become 
accustomed to. 

Mr. STEARNS. YOU are saying the bill as it stands right now in 
your opinion would not affect these three companies? 

Ms. BOVBJERG. I can't answer that question. 
Mr. STEARNS. This is a subjective opinion. The Commissioner is 

saying, yes, I think it could, but some parts of it should be 
changed. Should some of this be changed, you are an expert here, 
so these folks can communicate with the consumers or not? 

Ms. BOVBJERG. I can't say from their perspective. I don't have 
the information to do that. I can say that I think the bill would go 
a long way toward filling in the gaps. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. I wish to echo those comments. I cannot evalu- 
ate it from the perspective of the credit reporting agencies. But I 
would point out major companies like Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of New York have switched away from the Social Security number. 
That is a company with 4.8 million subscribers. 

Mr. STEARNS. Seems you could use the license number on your 
driving permit would be a possibility or just eliminate the Social 
Security except for the last four digits and use that as a tool, ex- 
cept in very select cases. 

My time is expired and, with that, the ranking member. 
Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Mr. Hoofnagle, I am•I bank on-line, and my 

password is my Social Security number. Are you saying that there 
is danger in that? And also that there is not any particular good 
reason for that to be my PIN number to log in? Actually, they give 
a PIN number, but my first identifier, though, is my Social Secu- 
rity number. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. It is not a good idea to use the Social Security 
number as the main identifier for your account. It is not necessary 
for the company to do so. The general problem is that your Social 
Security number might be available in other contexts. It might be 
in public records. It might be in the business records of companies 
without good security, and access to the number could provide 
someone an opportunity to interfere with your accounts. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. Does that mean each time I call for help, the 
help line, that the individual who is looking at my account is also 
looking at that screen that has my Social Security number and has 
complete access to that? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. It depends on the company. Some companies 
have layered access to personal information and essentially condi- 
tion access on the need for it. Some companies do not. So it is en- 
tirely up to whether or not the company has good internal security 
protocols. 

But the risk you are articulating here is the primary identity 
theft risk, and there is very little consumers can do about identity 
theft because so much of the crime that occurs is a result of insider 
access. 
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Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. This is a financial institution. This isn't a 
small bank. What is the indication of encryption or other security? 
How do I know that the number I give is encrypted? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. Consumers have very little insight into security 
practices. One of the core ideas behind privacy is so-called fair in- 
formation practices. It is the idea that you have access to your per- 
sonal information, that you can audit access to your information 
and that there is real security safeguards. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. IS there an icon or anything that tells me? 
Normally, I never looked for that, and I have never noticed it. Is 
there something that says it is encrypted in some way? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. In a standard browser, a little lock icon should 
appear at the bottom of the browser. But the consumer, in addition 
to seeing that little lock, should click on the lock to make sure that 
the certificate that is being issued by the Web site matches the 
bank's Web address. That extra step of matching the certificate is 
beyond most consumers. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. The issue of restitution for consumers seems 
to be one that has not been particularly addressed. I know that, in 
looking through your testimony, Mr. Leary, that you get a lot of 
complaints and those are shared, I guess, with law enforcement. 
But what we hear in terms of constituent complaints is that it is 
just a hassle beyond tolerance to try and get any restitution or re- 
lief or even getting it corrected, much less even getting•I wonder 
if any of you could comment on that and what kinds of things we 
could be doing to help once the theft has already occurred. 

Mr. LEARY. Well, there is an irony here, too, as well. As you 
know, the Federal Trade Commission does administer some restitu- 
tion programs and in a very limited way. And by that, I don't mean 
that our remedies are limited, but our resources are limited. So our 
efforts are necessarily selective, exemplary and usually aimed at 
covering as large a group of consumers as we can in a particular 
complaint against a particular company. In other words, we are not 
equipped to deal with the individual constituent complaints that 
you have and which I know are a serious problem. 

One of the great ironies here, in the world we live in today, is 
that Social Security numbers are a very quick and ready way to 
find people who might otherwise not be able to be located for the 
purpose of administering redress programs to wide numbers of peo- 
ple who have been injured. I wish I could tell you that there is 
some way that we, the Federal Trade Commission, can help you 
with these individual consumer complaints, but I am afraid that we 
have to deal only with things that have a much larger impact. 

I get consumer complaints mailed in to me as well, and one of 
the sad and frustrating things is that we simply don't have the re- 
sources to deal with these individual things. We can give people ad- 
vice. We have advice in the booklets as to whom you can go, steps 
you can take to repair your credit, at least to cutoff the damage. 
But when it comes to actually getting redress from the wrongdoers, 
that is a real tough job. 

Ms. BOVBJERG. I don't have a lot to say about redress, but I did 
want to say that I think things have been getting a little better 
with regard to law enforcement coordination and that does help 
people. But it is very frustrating and disheartening for individuals 
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where the crime doesn't meet a threshold that a Federal law en- 
forcement agency will investigate. The victims have to go to State 
and local enforcement, and the coordination may or may not be 
there, depending on where the crime occurred, and where the per- 
son lives. It is terribly frustrating for them, and you can under- 
stand why they would like restitution, but, even then, I don't know 
that it can compensate for their time, and for the damage that such 
a crime has done to this person's life. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. A number of victims have attempted to sue 
companies that have improperly granted credit to imposters, and 
those lawsuits have generally failed, unfortunately from our view. 
We think a great protection moving forward would be the ability 
of a victim to actually pursue a credit-issuing bank or credit- 
issuing retailer that negligently extends credit to an imposter. 
There are amazing examples of this behavior where an imposter 
applies for credit and only the Social Security number matches and 
nothing else matches and the creditor still issues the account, and 
we think that needs to be reined in. 

Ms. SCHAKOWSKY. There are legal impediments to pursuing that 
in the courts. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. There are four cases that have been litigated in 
the Federal Courts on that issue, and all four have failed. The most 
recent was before the Supreme Court of South Carolina, where that 
court said that there was no duty between the credit issuer and the 
victim. So even though the credit was granted in the victim's name 
to an imposter, the court still would not recognize a right of action. 

Mr. STEARNS. The chairman of the full committee, Chairman 
Barton. 

Chairman BARTON. I don't have too many questions. I want to 
thank you for holding the hearing and thank our panelists for 
being here. 

My question goes to the heart of this whole issue. Social Security 
numbers were really not created to be a surrogate for a national 
identification number. They were created to help track people who 
were paying taxes into the Social Security Trust Fund, Old Age 
Survivor and Independent Beneficiary Fund, and to pay the bene- 
fits out. But they have become a surrogate national identity num- 
ber. 

I took out a loan to buy a new home this past year, and I had 
to give my Social Security number. I opened a bank account when 
I got married. It wasn't an option. You want to take this loan out, 
you give us your Social Security number. You want to take this 
loan out, you give us your Social Security number. 

My first question is, should we just begin to assume that the So- 
cial Security number is a national identity number and proceed for- 
ward or should we continue under this charade that it is really not 
a national identification number? 

Mr. LEARY. I will start, Mr. Chairman. 
We had a brief discussion of that shortly before you arrived, and 

I agree with you it has evolved in a way that probably people didn't 
foresee 65 years ago. But it has, as a practical matter, now become 
the basis on which credit decisions are made. It has been a very 
important way of identifying who someone named John Jones is, 
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and distinguishing that person from some other John Jones who 
has a terrible credit history. 

One of the reasons that you and I are able to walk into a store 
in a strange town where nobody knows us and walk away with 
fairly expensive merchandise is because there is a recognized iden- 
tifier. So that is the system we have. Now there can be•and I hope 
someday going down the road, long term, there will be•much more 
highly technical ways of ensuring that you are who you say you 
are, but for the moment this is what we are stuck with. 

Mr. Hoofnagle made a very good point, though, and that is there 
are some businesses that are very careless, and they assume that 
if you have the Social Security identifier they can take it as a given 
that you are who you say you are, notwithstanding the fact that 
a lot of other things don't match. We are working on ways, by the 
way, to see if we can't make some affirmative suggestions in that 
regard for more positive supplements to that kind of an identifier. 

Ms. BOVBJERG. Chairman Barton, I am Barbara Bovbjerg, From 
GAO, and I do a lot of work with the Social Security Administra- 
tion. I know SSA would be completely horrified at the prospect of 
using the Social Security number as a national identifier. They 
would then be responsible for enumerating everyone, not just the 
people who are born American citizens, not just the people who are 
authorized to work, but everyone. And perhaps arguably that 
might make their task easier, as they might not have to sort 
through people. But it would change the whole nature of the Social 
Security number and its relationship to the Social Security pro- 
gram. 

In thinking about that, one can argue that today it is a de facto 
national identifier, but I think that if it is our national identifier, 
we are not really protecting it very well, and that if it were to be 
a national identifier, we would have to do things very, very dif- 
ferently than we do now. 

Chairman BARTON. We have to go•to quote a poker term, we ei- 
ther withdraw or go all in. We are kind of half invested in the pot 
right now, and we haven't committed to it. As we become techno- 
logically advanced, we need to have a debate and decide, either you 
continue to use this and protect it or back away and come up with 
a real national identification number. That is what it is. 

And Mr.•the first gentleman's point•I am a frequent flyer. 
Under this test program, they have my thumbprint and eye print. 
I walk up to National Airport or Reagan Airport, and the line is 
300 people long. I go up and look in this little thing; and it says, 
that is Joe Barton, and he can go through. 

So, I mean, the technology is there if we wanted to use it. And 
so that is really the question at this hearing, what do we want to 
do. 

Mr. STEARNS. Would the gentleman yield? 
Chairman BARTON. Sure. 
Mr. STEARNS. HOW do the rest of us get that service? 
Chairman BARTON. You just have to sign up for the program. 
Mr. STEARNS. Just with the airlines itself? 
Chairman BARTON. Yeah. I am sure Mr. Green is signed up. 
Mr. GREEN. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman would yield, I 

signed up, but since I use Continental Airlines that service is only 
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good for American Airlines out of Reagan. But hopefully we will get 
some type of seamless system. 

Chairman BARTON. And that is my point. It took me about 5 
minutes to go through. I don't think they asked for my Social Secu- 
rity number when I signed up. They just asked for my driver's li- 
cense, and then they took my thumb print and my eye print and 
that was it. 

Mr. Hoofnagle, do you want to  
Mr. HOOFNAGLE. Thank you, Chairman Barton. We are con- 

cerned about the expanding use of the Social Security number. But 
I did want to remark that people frequently, when thinking about 
privacy, say that the toothpaste is out of the tube and you can't put 
it back in. 

But I don't think that is the case. And the best evidence of that 
is the telemarketing Do Not Call list that the Federal Trade Com- 
mission created with the Federal Communications Commission and 
by this Congress. And I think that is a compelling example of 
where we can take privacy back and we can establish safeguards. 

And the whole history of privacy law has followed the same 
model, where people have said it is too late, the information is al- 
ready out there, but we have passed legislation to protect personal 
information and it protects us from that point forward. 

Gramm-Leach-Bliley, too, protects Social Security numbers in 
important ways. And it might not protect you and me, but it will 
protect our children. So I think, going forward, we should be opti- 
mistic. 

Chairman BARTON. I am for that. 
You know, the conservatives•when we come to Congress, the 

conservative mantra is, no national identification number. You 
know, we don't want big brother to know all there is to know about 
us. But, de facto, if you use the modern industrial banking and 
credit system, you are going to have to give your Social Security 
number. 

And you have to have it. I don't think you can refuse to have a 
Social Security number. I think you have to have one. If you work, 
I think you have to have one. I don't think I could say, I don't want 
one, I am not going to pay Social Security taxes; or I am going to 
pay Social Security taxes, but I don't want a number. I think 
whether you get one or not, you get it. 

So I think we ought to have the debate and decide how to protect 
the Social Security number, and then decide what we want to do 
about the national ID number. 

With that, Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield back the 3 minutes 
that I have overused. 

Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
The gentleman from Texas. 
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I know, as our chair- 

man of the full committee mentioned, a lot of us have concern 
about use of our Social Security numbers; and I think we do have 
a de facto ID number. 

Now, I understand when I go and apply for a loan, a home loan, 
they want my Social Security number because sometime along the 
way I am going to deduct that interest on that loan and so that 
mortgage company is going to report that not only to myself, but 
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I assume to the IRS. There are reasons that we have a Social Secu- 
rity number for tax purposes. 

But I also know when I asked to rent a U-Haul truck, they want- 
ed my Social Security number. And I refused. I still got the truck. 
I don't know how often that would happen•simply because they 
want to check your credit rating, and I know that is our identifier. 

I guess my concern, and I appreciate our panel and the hearing, 
Mr. Chairman, is because of the three major credit bureaus we 
have; and I know under current law they are required to exchange 
the information. If I, for example, lost my credit cards, or I felt 
they were stolen, I would notify one, and all of them would be, the 
other two would be notified. 

But I do share the concern. In fact, I•being from Texas, I have 
some concern because when I did the American Airlines•even 
though I am not a frequent flier with American, it is Continental• 
they did ask for my driver's license number. But I always under- 
stood that someone can go to my driver's license number in Texas, 
it is on the Web, and find out all my information, probably includ- 
ing my Social Security number. 

Is that correct, that States will provide that information, and 
they don't•State governments really don't guard the information, 
particularly a Social Security number? 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. Representative Green, since 1998 the Driver's 
Privacy and Protection has set in, opt-in, meaning affirmative con- 
sent protections for your information at the motor vehicle associa- 
tion. The problem is that not all States have implemented the Driv- 
er's Privacy and Protection Act. Florida, for instance, failed to im- 
plement it, and they will not come into compliance with the law 
until October 1 of this year. And, as a result, there is a lot of infor- 
mation out there that is not available in other States. But Federal 
law should protect that data. 

Mr. GREEN. Well, I would be interested if you could provide to 
the committee other States, other than Florida, that maybe are not 
in compliance with the law from 1998. 

Mr. HOOFNAGLE. I would be happy to do so. 
Mr. GREEN. One of the other concerns is, when credit bureaus 

flag reports once there is fraudulent activity, is there a specific 
time by which credit bureaus must respond to continue to flag that 
particular account? Because I know oftentimes with stolen identi- 
ties, it may not happen within 30 days or 6 months, but can hap- 
pen later. Is there any kind of timeframe that you know of that 
most of the credit reporting agencies have? 

Mr. LEARY. I can't answer that question, Congressman. We will 
get an answer for you. 

I will just tell you a personal experience. I lost a driver's license 
about 2 years ago, and reported it, simply out of an excess of cau- 
tion, to the credit agencies. And 2 years later, they still have a flag 
on my accounts, and it is extremely difficult to this day for me to 
get a new line of credit or something like that. They ask for all 
kinds of additional information. And I am glad to provide it under 
the circumstances because I feel safer. 

Mr. GREEN. And I agree. That is why I would rather those flags 
not drop off, because once that number is available on that, the 
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folks who want to use it for illegal purposes, it could used again 
30 days or 6 months or, like you said, maybe even a year later. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. STEARNS. I thank the gentleman. 
As customary, when we have completed the members of the sub- 

committee, we certainly welcome the opportunity for others to par- 
ticipate. And we are fortunate to have the author of the bill, Con- 
gressman Shaw. So he has been kind enough to come here, and I 
welcome his comments and anything he would like to put in the 
record. 

Mr. SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I do have a statement 
that I would ask unanimous consent to be placed in the record. 

Mr. STEARNS. By unanimous consent, so ordered. 
Mr. SHAW. And just to make a few observations•and I shall not 

take the full 5 minutes•in listening to the questioning from the 
members and, of course, the replies from the panel of witnesses, 
many of whom have appeared before my Social Security Sub- 
committee, I think you are getting the full thrust of what we are 
doing and what we are trying to accomplish. 

Clearly, the Social Security number was never, never intended to 
be an identifier, it never was. We need to do a lot to protect this 
number. This particular portion of the bill that this committee has 
jurisdiction over is of particular importance because it stops the 
widespread use•or requirement for the wide spread use•of Social 
Security numbers just simply to open accounts and just simply to 
do business with particular individuals. 

You will find that the utilities ask for it, the phone company asks 
for it. If you go try to open an account at a video store, the chances 
are they are going to want it. Opening up credit at a department 
store, at Burdines Department Store in Florida, which is part of 
the Burdines-Macy's group, they had, I recall, a sale where you get 
20 percent off, and I was buying my wife's Christmas present•20 
percent off if I would open an account. And I said, Well, that is a 
good idea, and I offered to open the account. And the first thing 
they wanted to know is my Social Security number; and I ended 
up having to pay 20 percent more because I wasn't going to give 
it, and they weren't about to give me credit. 

But these are very important things. The use of it as a serial 
number in the military is of great concern. We have had testimony 
before our committee of the tremendous problems that people go 
through and the problems that they have once their credit has been 
stolen, once their identity has been stolen. And the Social Security 
number is the key to it. 

There is actual commerce in Social Security numbers that is 
going on quite legally in this country. I think if you are computer 
literate, you can probably go to a computer and find my Social Se- 
curity number. 

That is not right. We need to stop this practice. We need to stop 
the wide spread use of Social Security numbers for things that they 
were never intended for. That Social Security number is the prop- 
erty of the government and the person to whom it was issued, pe- 
riod, and it shouldn't be used for any other purposes other than 
governmental purposes. 
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We must address the openness of documents, government docu- 
ments, because you can go to court files and find the Social Secu- 
rity number. 

These things have to be dealt with. And again, Mr. Chairman, 
I applaud you for moving this legislation forward. I am hopeful 
that we can get this bill. If we can't in the few days left in this 
particular session, maybe we can come back and use this as the 
groundwork necessary to speed this bill through. We need this par- 
ticular portion of it to stop the spread of this crime. 

And with that, I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement of E. Clay Shaw, Jr. follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. E. CLAY SHAW, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

Social Security numbers, also known as SSNs, are integral to Americans' every- 
day lives. The government requires us to have an SSN for employment, paying 
taxes, and numerous other transactions. And even though it is not required by law, 
many businesses ask for individual's SSNs to provide goods and services. 

Because the SSN is involved in so many transactions and is the key to our per- 
sonal and financial information, it is one of the pieces of personal information most 
desired by identity thieves, and plays a pivotal role in identity theft. That is why 
I applaud the Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Commerce, 
Trade, and Consumer Protection for holding this important hearing. Congress must 
act to help consumers protect their SSNs, which is a vital step toward identity theft 
prevention. 

Identity theft is a vast and growing problem. Overall, nearly 10 million people• 
or 4.6 percent of the adult population•discovered that they were victims of some 
form of identity theft in the year prior to a 2003 Federal Trade Commission-spon- 
sored survey. The crime resulted in nearly $48 billion in losses to businesses, nearly 
$5 billion in losses to individual victims, and almost 300 million hours spent by vic- 
tims trying to resolve their problems. 

Although Congress has enacted laws in recent years, such as the "Gramm-Leach- 
Bliley Act" (P.L. 106-102), and the "Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 
2003" (P.L. 108-159) to help protect personal information and prevent identity theft, 
we do not yet have a law that provides broad-based and consistent protection for 
SSNs, especially regarding its collection and use in the private sector. 

To close the gap in SSN privacy protection identified through reports by the Gov- 
ernment Accountability Office, testimony, and other research, I introduced the "So- 
cial Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2003" (H.R. 
2971). This bipartisan bill, which was unanimously approved by the Committee on 
Ways and Means on July 21, 2004, would restrict the sale and public display of 
SSNs, close an existing credit header loophole that allows widespread dissemination 
of SSNs, tighten procedures for issuing new SSNs, and establish penalties for viola- 
tions. H.R. 2971 has been referred to the Committee on Energy and Commerce to 
consider a provision that makes it more difficult for businesses to deny services if 
a customer refuses to provide his or her SSN. 

Providing for uses of SSNs that benefit the public, while protecting these numbers 
from being used by criminals, or even terrorists, is a complex balancing act. While 
there are powerful consumer benefits from business use of SSNs as a common iden- 
tifier, the Committee on Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security, which 
I chair, has heard testimony on how identity theft rings may use an employee of 
a business to obtain names, SSNs, and other personal information in large batches. 

For this reason, the Federal Trade Commission and others advise Americans to 
avoid giving out their SSN unless it is absolutely necessary, and my bill puts that 
advice into law. Consumers should have the option to refuse providing their SSNs 
without being denied goods and services, unless the SSN is required by law. While 
necessary uses of SSNs must be, and are preserved in my legislation, widespread 
collection and use of SSNs simply for convenience's sake must stop in order stem 
the growing tide of identity theft. 

Again, I thank the Committee for holding this hearing and look forward to work- 
ing with my colleagues to act quickly to help protect SSN privacy and prevent iden- 
tity theft. 
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Mr. STEARNS. I thank my colleague, and I appreciate his attend- 
ance here. I think it has helped our hearing. We have finished our 
questions. I would conclude by saying that, as Mr. Shaw men- 
tioned, the Ways and Means Committee had a hearing, marked it 
up. So we try to encourage our committee to look at this bill and 
look at it carefully. And perhaps, Commissioner, if you have any 
changes or suggestions you think should be done on the bill, as you 
alluded to, we would like to see those. 

All of us know that the Fair Credit Reporting Act had an amend- 
ment so that when I go to a restaurant now, I don't get a full 
MasterCard number back; they truncate it, so I only get the last 
four numbers. And that was a great step forward. 

And so these are the types of things, if you move incrementally, 
you get improvements that will help out to protect people's iden- 
tity. 

So anything we can do•I think, based upon the facts that I gave 
in my opening statement, with as much as $5 billion a year lost 
to individuals and $48 billion a year lost to businesses•which is 
really the Federal Trade Commission's statistic•this is a formi- 
dable problem; and certainly we can't let this continue. 

And as also pointed out, I think, by the committee and the wit- 
nesses, this is on the rise, too, so that this is something that we 
should work for and look for solutions. 

With that, the subcommittee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ACA INTERNATIONAL 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER PRIVACY AND IDENTITY THEFT PREVENTION ACT (H.R. 2971) 

ACA International (ACA), on behalf of the credit and collection industry, strongly 
opposes the Social Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act (H.R. 
2971), which would undermine the practices voluntarily instituted by private indus- 
try, many of which have subsequently been required by federal law, to protect the 
privacy of consumers' personal identifying information. 

RATIONALE 

ACA shares Congress' concern about the increase in the incidence of identity 
theft. We applaud legislative proposals that would serve to deter identity thieves 
and levy harsh punishment against those who obtain or use personal identifying in- 
formation for an unlawful or illegal purpose. However, these well-intentioned efforts 
should not pose an unreasonable burden upon businesses which must use Social Se- 
curity numbers (SSNs) to positively identify a particular person. Therefore, ACA 
must oppose H.R. 2971, as currently drafted, as it does not specify that the pur- 
chase, sale or display of an individual's SSN for purposes of enforcing a credit obli- 
gation or collecting a debt would be legal should H.R. 2971 become law. 

Furthermore, as the legislation would provide broad powers to the federal govern- 
ment for access, use and display of an individual's SSN, ACA is concerned that H.R. 
2971 would not make adequate remedy available to an individual whose identity is 
stolen through the negligent actions of a government agency. Unlike other statutes, 
in which a private cause of action can be brought by an individual whose identity 
is stolen, and credit history and consumer credit report damaged, the doctrine of 
governmental immunity would likely prevent such recourse to an aggrieved indi- 
vidual under H.R. 2971. 

PROTECTIONS ALREADY IN PLACE 

As the nation's premier trade association representing credit and collection profes- 
sionals, ACA places great emphasis upon the education of its members, to encourage 
the highest standards of business ethics and full compliance with the myriad of fed- 
eral and state laws that currently govern the industry. Many of these laws mandate 
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specific requirements to protect the security and privacy of consumers' personal in- 
formation, including their SSN. 

ACA's creditor and collector members are subject to the Fair Debt Collection Prac- 
tices Act, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, the 
Truth-in-Lending Act, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act recently reauthorized by the Fair and Accurate Credit 
Transactions (FACT) Act, which all contain provisions related to consumerprivacy. 
The FACT Act included several new safeguards to combat identify theft. The Fed- 
eral Trade Commission is currently writing regulations to carry out the significant 
legislative requirements of the FACT Act related to new duties for data furnishers 
and others to prevent and fight identify theft. 

Layered with these federal requirements are state laws that govern the practices 
of creditors and third-party collectors and address consumer privacy protections. 
H.R. 2971's sweeping provisions could prohibit businesses in the consumer credit 
and collection industries, which are vital to our nation's economy, from obtaining 
and using SSNs to accurately locate consumers and collect owed child support, and 
other important financial obligations. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 2971 

To be clear, ACA opposes the passage of H.R. 2971. However, if the bill does move 
forward in the legislative process, we respectfully submit the following amendment 
to address the concerns of the credit and collection industry. ACA proposes that lan- 
guage similar to that which currently exists under the Fair Credit Reporting Act 
be added to H.R. 2971, clarifying that the sale, purchase, or display of an individ- 
ual's Social Security account would be permissible for purposes of enforcing a credit 
obligation. 

Specifically, under the title "Prohibition of the Sale, Purchase, or Display to the 
General Public of the Social Security Account Number in the Private Sector in Sec- 
tion 208 (c) Exceptions, ACA would propose that another exception be added as fol- 
lows: 

"(H) to the extent necessary in the enforcement of a credit obligation or the col- 
lection of a debt." 

CONCLUSION 

As credit and collection professionals, ACA members take the responsibility of 
safeguarding the security of sensitive consumer data, including SSNs very seriously. 
The member companies of ACA, representing over 100,000 credit and collection em- 
ployees nationwide, comply with the existing framework of federal and state laws 
designed to protect consumers. ACA commends Congress for leading the fight 
against identity theft. The FACT Act passed last year and the recently passed Iden- 
tity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act (H.R. 1731) were well-designed pieces of legis- 
lation intended to provide real relief for ID theft victims and deter would-be crimi- 
nals. H.R. 2971, however, is a misguided and unnecessary bill that will do more 
harm than good. 

ACA INTERNATIONAL 

ACA International, formerly known as the American Collectors Association, is the 
association of credit and collection professionals. Founded in 1939, ACA Inter- 
national has approximately 5,300 members, including third-party collection agen- 
cies, attorneys, credit grantors and vendor affiliates. Headquartered in Minneapolis, 
ACA International serves members in the United States, Canada and 58 other coun- 
tries worldwide. For more information on ACA International visit httpV/ 
www.acainternational.org. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES COORDINATING COUNCIL 

This Statement for the Record is being submitted on behalf of the Financial Serv- 
ices Coordinating Council•or "FSCC"•whose members are the American Bankers 
Association, American Council of Life Insurers, American Insurance Association, 
and Securities Industry Association. The FSCC represents the largest and most di- 
verse group of financial institutions in the country, consisting of thousands of large 
and small banks, insurance companies, investment companies, and securities firms. 
Together, these financial institutions provide financial services to virtually every 
household in the United States. 

The FSCC very much appreciates the opportunity to submit this statement to the 
subcommittee on the use and misuse of social security numbers (or "SSNs"). Our 
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comments focus on the integral role of social security numbers in United States 
commerce; the many consumer benefits that result from financial institutions' use 
of these numbers; and the potentially negative effects that could occur if undue re- 
strictions are imposed on such use. While the FSCC recognizes that there have been 
misuses of social security numbers, we strongly urge that any legislation intended 
to address this problem be carefully targeted to specifically-identified abuses, such 
as measures to stop identity theft. We believe it is imperative to avoid restrictions 
on legitimate and beneficial uses of SSNs. 

We would urge the subcommittee to exercise caution in its deliberations on any 
legislation in this area, including consideration of H.R. 2971, the "Social Security 
Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2004", given the significant 
unintended consequences that such legislation could engender. 

Our testimony today makes three fundamental points: 
• First, following the lead of the U.S. Government for the last 65 years, businesses' 

legitimate use of social security numbers as unique identifiers of individuals is 
now woven into the fabric of commercial transactions throughout the country. 
The use of these numbers has produced real benefits for American consumers 
and taxpayers, and has become critically important for a wide range of govern- 
ment agencies, financial institutions, hospitals, blood banks, and many other 
businesses, both large and small. 

• Second, broad restrictions on the use of social security numbers could have seri- 
ous unintended consequences, including higher credit costs; increased fraud and 
identity theft; fundamental and costly changes to internal business operating 
systems; decreased consumer service; and costly delays in consumer trans- 
actions. 

• Third, Congress has recently enacted comprehensive privacy protections under 
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act that, among other things, place stringent restric- 
tions on financial institutions' use and transfer of social security numbers. In 
light of these provisions, the FSCC strongly believes that further legislative re- 
strictions on financial institutions' use and transfer of social security numbers 
are unnecessary. 

Our statement also discusses the potentially negative impact of social security 
number restrictions on financial institutions' legitimate use of public records. 

FSCC POSITION ON H.R. 2971 

As a preliminary matter, the FSCC would like to express its serious concerns with 
H.R. 2917 as adopted by the House Ways & Means Committee. At its core, the legis- 
lation seeks to restrict the availability of social security numbers to the general pub- 
lic. It does so by limiting the sale, purchase and display of such numbers. It imposes 
limits on the ability of commercial entities to collect these numbers when offering 
a product or service. It also imposes unclear limits on disclosures of social security 
numbers to government agencies and the maintenance of social security numbers 
in ordinary business records. Unfortunately, we believe that the bill may have the 
unintended consequence of restricting a wide variety of legitimate business activi- 
ties that pose no danger of the public display of social security numbers. Ironically, 
we remain concerned that H.R. 2971 will have the effect of actually limiting our 
ability to combat identity theft and fraud, and to otherwise serve our customers. It 
is our collective associations' view that, with respect to financial institutions, exist- 
ing law already provides consumers with significant protections regarding the mis- 
use of social security numbers, making additional restrictions unnecessary and po- 
tentially counterproductive. 

As the Subcommittee is aware, in 1999 Congress enacted historic privacy protec- 
tions as part of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA). The GLBA subjects the finan- 
cial services industry to a comprehensive privacy framework that requires annual 
disclosure of the company's privacy policies, allows customers to direct the company 
not to share their nonpublic personal information with nonaffiliated third parties, 
contains significant prohibitions on the disclosure of detailed account information, 
and establishes regulatory standards to protect the security and confidentiality of 
nonpublic personal information. Importantly, under GLBA, social security numbers 
are considered "nonpublic personal information" and thus are already subject to sig- 
nificant restrictions on the transfer of, and the ability of others to reuse, such infor- 
mation. Moreover, Congress just last year enacted comprehensive legislation ad- 
dressing concerns over identity theft aspart of its passage of the "Fair and Accurate 
Credit Transactions Act of 2003 (FACT Act)". Taken together, these two congres- 
sional initiatives go straight to the heart of congressional concerns over identity 
theft and the efforts of financial institutions to combat this growing problem. 
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The proposed bill, however, would create an entirely new regulatory structure for 
social security numbers and add it on top of a GLBA structure. For example, finan- 
cial services companies regularly sell, for a price, assets between themselves and 
with secondary market institutions (e.g., home mortgages), such assets having social 
security numbers embedded in the files. Technically, these would be "sales" prohib- 
ited under the bill. (These would unlikely be a "trade or business" sale exempted 
under the bill). In addition, institutions regularly transfer information within their 
corporate families, either through central databases or otherwise, often in exchange 
for some compensation. Again, this could be prohibited under the proposed bill, not- 
withstanding the fact that such transfers of information help financial institutions 
efficiently service customer accounts. Moreover, financial institutions regularly use 
third party databases that purchase data from public databases and other sources 
that institutions check against to uncover fraud, identity theft and credit risk. These 
data compilers are not "consumer reporting agencies" under the Fair Credit Report- 
ing Act (FCRA), and thus would be subject to the bill's limitations on purchase and 
sale. Ironically, each of these legitimate transfers of information benefit consumers 
and often facilitate our members' ability to better serve customers needs, combat 
fraud and root out identity theft, yet could be restricted under the bill. These are 
just some examples of legitimate, customer-beneficial activities that are called into 
question. There are undoubtedly others. 

The bill does provide the Attorney General of the United States with the ability 
to exempt other transactions from these prohibitions. As a practical matter, the AG 
is not familiar with the operations of financial institutions and would be ill-suited 
to craft appropriate exceptions that protect legitimate business activities. The Jus- 
tice Department would certainly not be able to respond quickly to questions that 
would arise over the implementation of this exception. Moreover, delegating that au- 
thority to financial services regulators (as the bill permits), while potentially help- 
ful, creates a great deal of regulatory uncertainty, inserting levels of regulatory bu- 
reaucracy in an area already adequately dealt with under federal law. As noted be- 
fore, GLBA already establishes broad restrictions on the disclosure of nonpublic per- 
sonal information, while specifically enumerating focused exemptions for legitimate 
business activities. Congress vigorously debated these GLBA rules and exemptions, 
which various State and Federal regulators have since implemented after extensive 
notice and comment periods (e.g., Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of Thrift Supervision, Fed- 
eral Trade Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission, and state insurance 
commissioners have all engaged in such reviews). Further action in this area, as it 
applies to financial institutions, is not necessary. 

As a practical matter, we do not believe that the financial services community is 
really the subject of the concern that this legislation is attempting to combat. We 
use social security numbers, as well as other personal financial information, to as- 
sist us in making sound credit decisions, underwriting applications for insurance 
coverage and performing other ordinary insurance business functions, combating 
fraud, rooting out identity theft, and uncovering financial support for terrorism. We 
do not make these numbers accessible to the general public. As a result, we believe 
that this legislation should be targeted at those entities at the heart of the problem, 
be they unregulated information brokers, those engaged in illegal pretext-calling, or 
the like. 

INTEGRAL ROLE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS IN U.S. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES 

To assist the subcommittee in its deliberations, it may be helpful to review the 
important role that social security numbers play in U.S. commercial activities. 

As the GAO noted in its February 1999 report,' the Social Security Administra- 
tion created social security numbers 65 years ago as a means to maintain individual 
earnings records for the purposes of that program. But Congress soon realized the 
tremendous value to society of a unique identifier that is common to nearly every 
American. As a result, it began to require federal government use of the SSN as 
a common unique identifier for a broad range of wholly unrelated purposes. For ex- 
ample, "a number of federal laws and regulations require the use of the SSN as an 
individual's identifier to facilitate automated exchanges that help administrators en- 
force compliance with federal laws, determine eligibility for benefits, or both."-' 
These include federal laws applicable to tax reporting, food stamps, Medicaid, Sup- 
plemental Security Income, and Child Support Enforcement, among others. More- 

1 "Social Security•Government and Commercial Use of the Social Security Number is Wide- 
spread." February 1999, GAO/HEHS-99-28. 

2 Id. at p.4. 
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over, as the GAO acknowledged, it has repeatedly recommended in numerous re- 
ports that the federal government use SSNs as a unique identifier to reduce fraud 
and abuse in federal benefits programs.' 

Following the federal government's lead, American businesses not only complied 
with federal requirements to use SSNs as identifiers for federal laws unrelated to 
social security, such as income tax reporting. They also realized the powerful con- 
sumer benefits to be derived from comparable business use of SSNs as a common 
unique identifier. Thus, businesses began to use SSNs in a manner similar to the 
federal government, e.g., to match records with other organizations to carry out data 
exchanges for such legitimate business purposes as transferring and locating assets, 
tracking patient care among multiple health care providers, and preventing fraud 
and identity theft. Many businesses also use SSNs as an efficient unique identifier 
for such internal activities as identifying income tax filers. 

Similarly, the financial services industry has used the SSN for many decades as 
a unique identifier for a broad range of responsible purposes that benefit consumers 
and the economy. For example, our nation's remarkably efficient credit reporting 
system•which has helped make America's affordable and accessible credit the envy 
of the world•relies fundamentally on the SSN as a common identifier to compile 
disparate information from many different sources into a single, reliable credit re- 
port for a given individual. And as set forth in considerably more detail in Attach- 
ment A to this testimony, the banking, insurance, and securities industries each use 
SSNs as unique identifiers for a variety of important regulatory and business trans- 
actions, primarily to ensure that the person with whom a financial institution is 
dealing really is that person. Set forth below is a very incomplete sample of the 
many financial institution uses of SSNs that are listed in Attachment A: 
• To combat fraud and identity theft; 
• To accurately assess underwriting risk; 
• To assist in internal benefits tracking; 
• To identify money laundering activities; 
• To comply with securities law reporting requirements; 
• To transfer assets and accounts to third parties; 
• To comply with "deadbeat dad" laws; 
• To verify appropriate Department of Motor Vehicle records when underwriting 

auto insurance; 
• To obtain verifiable medical information to underwrite life, disability income, and 

long term care insurance; 
• To locate policyholders to pay insurance proceeds; 
• To facilitate a multitude of administrative functions. 

As noted in the GAO report, "[s]imply stated, the uniqueness and broad applica- 
bility of the SSN have made it the identifier of choice for government agencies and 
private businesses, both for compliance with federal requirements and for the agen- 
cies' and businesses' own purposes."4 Put another way, the use of SSNs as common 
unique identifiers is now woven into the very fabric of both governmental and com- 
mercial transactions in this country, and has been so for decades. 

In short, the federal government began the use of SSNs for unrelated identifica- 
tion purposes; it required businesses to do the same under certain federal laws; and 
its use served as an example for businesses, including financial institutions, for over 
half a century. These uses have produced tremendous efficiencies and benefits for 
all Americans. The FSCC strongly urges members of Congress to keep such legiti- 
mate uses and benefits, including those financial institution uses listed in Attach- 
ment A, in the forefront when considering proposals to restrict the use of SSNs. 

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF BROAD RESTRICTIONS ON USE OK SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBERS 

As a result of the widespread use of social security numbers for legitimate pur- 
poses, the FSCC remains fundamentally concerned about the unintended con- 
sequences of legislation that is intended to restrict the abuse of these numbers. Fail- 
ure to carefully target legislation to avoid these unintended consequences risks seri- 
ous harm to consumers and the smooth operation of the U.S. economy. Let me pro- 
vide some specific examples: 
• Potential Harm to Consumers. Financial institutions' use of social security num- 

bers makes it possible for them to provide a level of service to customers that 
would otherwise not be possible. By using such numbers to verify individual 
identities, credit bureaus and others can quickly provide financial institutions 

'Id., p2. 
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with accurate credit histories and verification information on people seeking 
loans, insurance, securities, and other financial products. This in turn permits 
a financial institution to act swiftly and efficiently on applications or requests 
related to these products. Use of social security numbers also enables financial 
institutions to provide more seamless administrative service, e.g., by allowing 
a life insurer to more easily verify the identity of an individual seeking to 
change a beneficiary under a life insurance policy. The FSCC's concern is that 
a broad restriction on the sale or use of social security numbers, however well- 
intended, could seriously impede the delivery of such important services by driv- 
ing up processing costs and impairing decision-making. 

• Increased Risk of Fraud and Identity Theft. Social security numbers are critical 
for fraud detection. Banks, insurance companies, and securities firms rely on in- 
formation available from both public and private sources•with embedded social 
security numbers to ensure correct identification•to check for "inconsistencies" 
that may suggest the occurrence of fraud or identity theft. The use of these 
numbers also helps financial institutions verify credit and make sound under- 
writing decisions that minimize losses. The sophisticated processes used for 
these purposes rely fundamentally on social security numbers as the common 
unique identifier to assemble accurate and verifiable information for a given in- 
dividual. Put another way, without a unique common identifier such as a social 
security number, we believe it would be easier, not harder, for an individual's 
identity to be stolen. Thus, to reiterate, we believe that Congress should exer- 
cise great caution in restricting the use of social security numbers so as not to 
risk an increase in consumer fraud or identity theft•a result that would be 
squarely at odds with the intended purpose of such restrictions.5 

• Market Disruption. A prohibition on the sale of social security numbers could be 
construed to restrict such activities as the sale of assets among financial institu- 
tions. This is so because financial institution assets (e.g., mortgage servicing ac- 
counts, credit card accounts, and traditional bank accounts) often use social se- 
curity numbers as the basis for account identification. When it sells such an 
asset, a financial institution could be viewed as technically "selling" the embed- 
ded social security number as well. Thus, legislative efforts that "directly or in- 
directly" limit the transfer of social security numbers could effectively preclude 
such plainly legitimate transactions. To address this problem, businesses would 
need to rework their internal systems completely to eliminate the reliance on 
such numbers•a massive and needless expense. Accordingly, we believe that 
any legislative proposal must be crafted to avoid such a significant unintended 
consequence. 

THE PROTECTIONS OF THE GRAMM-LEACH-BLILEY ACT 

The FSCC believes there is no need to further restrict the use of social security 
numbers by financial institutions in light of the strong social security number re- 
strictions that apply to such institutions under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLB 
Act"). The GLB Act and its implementing regulations treat a financial institution 
consumer's social security number as protected "nonpublic personal information."'' 
As a result, each financial institution consumer has the right to block a financial 
institution from selling or transferring his or her social security number to a non- 
affiliated third party or the general public. 

There are exceptions to this general rule for legitimate transfers of social security 
numbers, such as ones that are necessary to carry out a transaction requested by 
the consumer; to protect against fraud; to provide necessary identifying information 
to a credit bureaus, etc. However, even with respect to such legitimate transfers of 
social security numbers, the consumer remains protected because the recipient of the 
number is prohibited by law from re-using or re-disclosing the number•it may da 
so only as necessary to carry out the purpose of the exception under which the num- 
ber was received from the financial institution. Indeed, this unprecedented restric- 
tion on the re-use and re-disclosure of consumer information, including social secu- 
rity numbers, was recently upheld by the federal district court of the District of Co- 
lumbia.7 

* Existing law already includes provisions that prohibit identity theft Stealing someone's iden- 
tity is punishable by civil and criminal penalties under 18 U.S.C. 1028. Moreover, the Gramm- 
Leach-Bliley Act bans pretext calling, which is a basic tool of identity thieves. 

''See, e.g., 12 C.F.R. §40.3(o), generally defining protected "personally identifiable financial in- 
formation" to include "any information... [t)he bank... obtains about a consumer in connection 
with providing a financial product or service to that consumers' (emphasis added). 

USRG v. FTC, C.A. No.: 00-1828 (ESH) (Dist. DC, April 30, 2001). 
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In short, as the result of the GLB Act's carefully-targeted restrictions, a financial 
institution consumer is fully protected with respect to a financial institution's trans- 
fer of social security numbers, yet legitimate and important uses of these numbers 
remain permissible. In light of these restrictions, no additional restrictions on use 
of SSNs by financial institutions are warranted. 

CONCERNS OVER RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO PUBLIC RECORDS 

Finally, some concerns have also been expressed regarding the inappropriate use 
of social security numbers available in the public record. The FSCC believes it is 
important to remember that a wide range of private sector enterprises•including 
banks, insurance companies, and securities firms•rely on such records to conduct 
a broad range of legitimate business activities. For example, financial institutions 
use public records to: 
• Uncover fraud and identity theft; 
• Make sound credit and other financial product determinations; 
• Verify identities of the customer at the account opening phase; 
• Assist in internal security operations {e.g., employee background checks); and 
• Otherwise verify identities in order to conduct a broad range of business trans- 

actions. 
Business reliance upon such records facilitates the efficient operation of the finan- 
cial and credit markets, limits mistakes, and ensures that consumers receive prompt 
and lower-cost service. It also helps protect the customer from fraud. 

More specifically, to achieve the purposes described above, financial institutions 
directly use court bankruptcy records; public records involving liens on real estate; 
criminal records and fraud detection databases; and similar types of public records. 
Financial institutions also indirectly use such records for the same purposes by rely- 
ing on databases developed by third parties that themselves rely on information 
from public records. Importantly, SSN identifiers are central to ensuring that the 
information included in these records matches the correct individual. This allows 
banks, for example, to verify the identity of a person so that a direction from a cus- 
tomer to transfer funds to a third party can be executed without mistake, as well 
as to check important credit-related characteristics of loan applicants (such as pend- 
ing bankruptcies, tax liens, or other credit problems). 

Moreover, financial institutions employ sophisticated programs that cross-check 
public information against information supplied by an applicant in order to uncover 
fraud. For example, if the age information provided by an applicant posing as an- 
other individual were inconsistent with other information known about that indi- 
vidual from public records made available through SSN identification, a "red flag" 
would be raised, which would trigger further checking to uncover the identity theft. 

Thus, overly-broad limits on access to public record information would com- 
promise a financial institution's ability to make sound business decisions and pro- 
tect its customers. Such limits could also greatly slow the decision-making process 
of U.S. businesses, to the detriment of consumers and the economy. 

Finally, even if financial institutions were exempted from restrictions on access 
to public records containing social security numbers, such restrictions could still cre- 
ate indirect problems for financial institutions and their customers. For example, if 
a social security number were stricken from a public record, it is possible that the 
ability to use that record for legitimate purposes would become impossible because 
of the expense involved in verifying the identity of the person covered by that 
record. The consequences could be delayed loan approvals, increased consumer costs 
for products and services, and limits on an institution's ability to discover identity 
theft on a timely basis. 

Even if public entities could still retain social security numbers in their internal 
nonpublic files, the cost and delays in efficiently accessing such files would be sig- 
nificant. Ultimately, the cost efficiencies and speed of delivery inherent in our cur- 
rent market system would be compromised. The effect could be the same as denying 
financial institutions access to such records. 

CONCLUSION 

The benefits to society from the legitimate and responsible use of social security 
numbers are real and substantial. As a result, the FSCC believes that policymakers 
should look carefully at the unintended consequences that could occur with any pro- 
posal that would restrict the use of these numbers. And, because of the GLB Act's 
restrictions on financial institution disclosure of social security numbers, we believe 
that no new SSN restrictions are required for the financial services industry. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

ACTIVITIES POTENTIALLY IMPAIRED BY RESTRICTIONS ON SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS 

As noted above, a wide range of legitimate activities conducted by financial insti- 
tutions would be affected by broad restrictions on the use of social security numbers. 
Set forth below are examples of such activities, grouped by the respective industries 
represented by the FSCC. 

I. Banking Industry Uses 

A. General Uses of Social Security Numbers 
• To assist in account administration and better respond to customer requests. Fi- 

nancial institutions must use shared information to create central databases 
that then permit institutions to better respond to customer requests or needs 
(e.g., provide account balances, correct inaccuracies, process loan requests, etc.). 
To do this, many institutions use social security numbers as a unique identifier 
to ensure more accurate records. 

• To combat fraud and identity theft. Financial institutions rely on third-party data- 
bases to investigate claims of fraud and identity theft. These third-party data- 
bases in turn rely on social security numbers as the common unique identifier 
that is used by a variety of data sources. Without such common unique identi- 
fiers, there would be no way to ensure that particular information is associated 
with a particular individual, and not with someone posing as that individual. 
Thus, SSNs are integral mechanisms for accumulating and processing authentic 
information for both law enforcement officials and financial institutions. 

• To accurately assess risk. Everyday, financial institutions make judgments regard- 
ing financial risks. Institutions must rely on information databases to make 
such judgments, whether they are decisions on loans, insurance products, or 
other financial services. Social security numbers, when used by internal and 
third-party data providers as a means of compiling accurate information on an 
individual, help institutions make prudent decisions on product offerings. 

• To verify the identity of the customer•in person, over the phone, by mail, or over 
the internet•in the account opening stage. A financial institution uses a social 
security number as the unique individual identifier when verifying information 
of a person with whom the institution has had no previous contact. 

• To identify potential terrorist funding and money laundering activities. Institu- 
tions use social security numbers as unique identifiers to comply with various 
government requirements, such as the U.S.A. Patriot Act, Office of Foreign As- 
sets Control (OFAC) verifications or the processing of certain Bank Secrecy Act- 
related documents (e.g., cash transaction reports). 

• To meet other government safety and soundness requirements. Federal and State 
bank regulators require banks and savings associations to operate in a safe and 
sound manner, and require institutions to develop sophisticated internal policies 
and procedures to that end. To do so, banks often rely on third-party databases 
that themselves rely on social security numbers to promote accuracy. As a re- 
sult, the use of social security numbers plays a significant role in bank internal 
risk activities. 

• When providing tax reporting information to the Government (e.g., Forms 1098/ 
1099), as well as to the employee (e.g., W-2s). 

• To facilitate internet banking operations. Many third-party vendors who provide 
links to such services rely on social security numbers as account identifiers. 

• To assist in internal security operations. Institutions use social security numbers 
as an employee identifier for purposes of background checks and other activi- 
ties. 

• To assist in internal benefits tracking. For example, to provide reimbursements to 
employees incurring business expenses, or to track employee participation in 
employee retirement funds (e.g., 401(k) plans). 

• To track external payments to vendors for tax reporting purposes. 
• To permit customer access to a wide range of 24-hour banking services via phone 

or internet. Many banks use social security numbers as the account identifier, 
both as a convenience to customers and to maintain consistency with other in- 
ternal processing needs, such as the maintenance of an accurate central data- 
base and the subsequent ability to use such numbers when making external 
credit checks. 

B. Type of Institutions that Benefit 
• To facilitate financial holding company operations of benefit to the company and 

its customers. Holding companies share customer information (including social 
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security numbers) within their corporate family (i.e., affiliates) for a variety of 
purposes, including: 

• Providing customers with consolidated statements reflecting the status of all of 
their financial accounts and investments. To do so, companies need to ensure 
that customer information matches the correct file•e.g., that the "John Smith" 
on the phone is the John Smith that has two checking accounts, a variable life 
insurance policy, and holds the securities of four particular companies. Using 
social security numbers•the only truly common unique identifier•to verify 
this information greatly enhances company accuracy and increases customer 
confidence. 

• Assisting each affiliate in combating identity theft by giving these affiliates nec- 
essary information on the customer so that they may protect the customer's in- 
terest. For example, having accurate, up-to-the-minute customer information al- 
lows affiliates to quickly identify inconsistencies or irregular activities in a cus- 
tomer's accounts that may reflect that identity theft is occurring. Again, reli- 
ance on social security numbers as the "common" element that permits institu- 
tions to cross-check existing customer information with new information helps 
institutions help their customers. 

• Allowing all aspects of the company to prudently manage risk. When a customer 
enters a bank, insurance company or securities firm in search of a financial 
product or service, a financial institution must quickly and accurately gauge its 
financial risks in providing that product or service. The institution must rely 
on a variety of credible internal and external databases, such as those provided 
by credit bureaus, third-party vendors and other affiliates, for accurate informa- 
tion on the credit standing and financial health of the applicant. To ensure that 
these databases are as accurate as possible, such providers must rely upon some 
form of common identifier that ensures that correct financial history informa- 
tion is associated with the right person. Social security numbers, as the most 
accurate common identifier available, help ensure the highest available level of 
accuracy in these databases. Since a financial institution can then rely on the 
accuracy of this information in assessing its risk, it can make quick, efficient 
and prudent decisions regarding the new customer. 

B. Securities Industry Uses 
• Account identification. Many securities firms' systems rely heavily on social secu- 

rity numbers for identification. In general, account relationships are maintained 
based on SSN as the sole unique identifier for an individual. 

• Tax reporting. SSNs appear on account opening documentation, primarily for tax 
reporting purposes. 

• Telephone   verification.   Firms   use   SSNs   to   verify   the   identity   of  a   client 
transacting business over the telephone•this enables firms to access an ac- 
count by keying in the SSN if the customer does not remember his/her account 
number. 

• Account searches. Firms use SSNs for account searches, thus enabling firms to 
sort all accounts for a customer under the same SSN. 

• Court Actions/Judicial Process I Subpoenas. Securities firms are often required to 
provide documents, which would reveal SSNs of a client in responding to a sub- 
poena, court order, or judicial process. Firms also use SSNs to search for ac- 
counts in response to requests from regulators and law enforcement officials. 

• Securities law reporting. Many of the reports securities firms are required to file 
with the SEC and self regulatory organizations are based on SSN searches and 
identify SSNs. For example, certain reports to stock exchanges are based on 
total positions by related party (i.e., SSN). 

• Institutional risk control/anti-fraud. Firms may use SSNs to perform anti-fraud 
background checks on potential clients in order to determine whether for exam- 
ple the person has a history of defrauding others. 

• Compliance. SSNs are used to identify certain types of activity that firms are re- 
quired to conduct surveillance for, such as excessive turnover in accounts. 

• Communications to shareholders. SSNs are used in connection with mutual fund 
mailings, including the mailing of proxy statements and prospectuses to propri- 
etary fund shareholders. SSNs are also used in connection with dissemination 
of a company's annual report, quarterly report, or interim report. 

• Escheatment I Abandoned Property. Securities firms are required to provide on an 
annual basis to individual States the name, last known address, SSN, and other 
information for purposes of complying with various State escheatment and 
abandoned property laws, and intangible property tax laws. 

• Transfers of accounts to third parties. SSNs are used to facilitate a customer re- 
quest to transfer an account to another securities firm, or to satisfy a customer 
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request that a physical stock certificate be transferred from street name into 
his or her name. 

• Insurance. SSNs may also be disclosed where a client purchases an insurance pol- 
icy through the securities firm•the securities firms would then have to disclose 
(through the client's application) information, including SSN, to the insurance 
company. 

C. Insurance Industry Uses: 

1. Property I Casualty Insurers' Use of Social Security Numbers 
• To the extent the p/c insurance industry uses SSNs, that use is confined to legiti- 

mate business practices such as underwriting policies, complying with numer- 
ous state and federal laws, and verification of identity. 

• A proposal to prohibit or limit the disclosure of SSN could restrict p/c insurers 
from obtaining necessary information for underwriting and verification pur- 
poses. 
• For example, auto insurers use motor vehicle records to assess insurance 

risks, reevaluate risks undertaken, conduct claims fraud investigations and 
pay injured victims. Motor vehicle records, which include social security num- 
bers as identifiers, are an essential source of information needed by insurers 
to comply with state consumer protection laws and existing contracts. 

• Auto insurers may use SSNs obtained from the consumer in order to verify 
the receipt of proper Department of Motor Vehicle records. 

• Undue restrictions on use of SSNs could also impair the ability of p/c insurers to 
comply with reporting requirements under current federal and state laws, such 
as those described below. 
• Federal laws require p/c insurers to report certain payments with the claim- 

ant's SSN to the IRS. 
• P/C insurers are required under the Federal Welfare Reform Act to report to 

state welfare agencies certain information, including SSNs, so that the state 
can seize settlement dollars from non-custodial parents. 

• Under state workers compensation laws, p/c insurers are required to file acci- 
dent claims (which include the claimant's SSN) with various agencies for 
those agencies' claims administration purposes. 

• States laws require p/c insurers to disclose to state-licensed advisory organi- 
zations certain information, which may include a SSN. The state-licensed ad- 
visory organizations perform a critical function in insurance pricing by using 
the information to conduct actuarial projections of anticipated losses so that 
state insurance regulators are able to perform their duties and insurance 
companies can establish rates in accordance with state-approved rating sys- 
tems. 

2. Life, Disability Income, and Long Term Care Insurers' Use of Social Security 
Numbers 

Life, disability income, and long term care insurers are strongly committed to the 
principle that individuals have a legitimate interest in the proper collection and 
handling of their personal information and that insurers have an obligation to as- 
sure individuals of the confidentiality of that information. However, in order for in- 
surers to serve their prospective and existing customers, they must use and share 
nonpublic personal information, including social security numbers, in connection 
with the origination, administration, and servicing of insurance products and serv- 
ices. These functions are essential to insurers' ability to serve and meet their con- 
tractual obligations to their existing and prospective customers. Life, disability in- 
come, and long term care insurers also believe that the use and responsible sharing 
of nonpublic personal information, including social security numbers, generally in- 
creases efficiency, reduces costs, and makes it possible to offer economies and inno- 
vative products and services to consumers that otherwise would not be available. 

a) Underwriting life, disability income, and long-term care insurance 
policies•Insurers must be able to obtain and use nonpublic personal information, 
including SSNs, in order to underwrite applications for coverage. SSNs are used in 
a number of different ways in connection with this process: 
• To obtain verifiable medical information. Insurers sometimes must use proposed 

insureds' SSNs in order to obtain medical information about them from doctors 
and hospitals which use SSNs as identification numbers. 

• To obtain  drivers' record information.   Insurers  sometimes  use  motor vehicle 
record information in underwriting. In some states, insurers are required to use 
SSNs to obtain this information from the motor vehicle department. 
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• To obtain credit report information.  Insurers sometimes use information from 
credit reporting agencies in underwriting, and SSNs are sometimes required to 
obtain information from consumer reporting agencies. 

b) Performance of Essential Insurance Business Functions•Once life, dis- 
ability income, or long term care insurance policies are issued, insurers use their 
customers' nonpublic personal information, including their social security numbers, 
to perform essential, core functions associated with insurance contracts, such as for 
claims evaluations and policy administration. The ability to use this information for 
these purposes is crucial to insurers' ability to meet their contractual obligations to 
their customers and to perform important related service and administrative func- 
tions. They use SSNs to perform a number of these core insurance business func- 
tions, which include the following: 
• To locate policyholders. SSNs are used by insurers to find missing or lost policy- 

holders to inform them that they are entitled to life insurance proceeds. 
• For customer service. SSNs are used to identify policies owned by an individual 

who does not have the account or policy number available when a service re- 
quest is made. 

• For phone call verification. Insurer call centers use SSNs as part of the data re- 
quested to authenticate customers who call with requests for service or for prod- 
uct or account information or status. 

• To transfer assets to unaffiliated financial institutions. SSNs are often needed to 
transfer assets from one financial institution to another, for example, for pur- 
poses of transfers between mutual funds or annuities and life insurance. (Since 
one financial institution generally does not know an individual's account num- 
ber at another financial institution, the SSN is needed to identify the client's 
identity for the two institutions. This reduces delay, error, and misplaced assets 
in such transfers.) 

• Pension plan administration. Insurers also use SSNs in connection with the ad- 
ministration of pension plans, as identification numbers. 

• For online services. Insurers use SSNs as PIN numbers for customers' use of on- 
line services. 

• As identification for group insurance plans. Insurers use SSNs in reporting to em- 
ployer policyholders under employee group insurance plans and in connection 
with payroll deductions under these plans. 

c) Disclosures Pursuant to Regulatory/Legal Mandates or to Achieve Cer- 
tain Public Policy Goals•In furtherance of public policy goals designed to protect 
American insurance consumers, life, disability income, and long term care insurers 
share nonpublic personal information, including SSNs, to: 
• State insurance departments to assist them in their general regulatory oversight 

of insurers, which includes regular market conduct and financial examinations 
of insurers; 

• Self-regulatory organizations, such as the Insurance Marketplace Standards Asso- 
ciation (IMSA), which impose and monitor adherence to requirements with re- 
spect to member insurers' conduct in the marketplace; and 

• State insurance guaranty funds, which seek to satisfy policyholder claims in the 
event of impairment or insolvency of an insurer or to facilitate rehabilitations 
or liquidations which typically require broad access to policyholder information. 

Any limitation on these disclosures would seem likely to operate counter to the un- 
derlying public policy reasons for which they were originally mandated•to protect 
consumers. 

Life, disability income, and long term care insurers are also required to make cer- 
tain disclosures of information by the federal government. In addition, they need to 
(and, in fact, in some states are required to) disclose personal information in order 
to protect against or to prevent actual or potential fraud. Such disclosures are made 
to law enforcement agencies and state insurance departments. Their primary pur- 
pose is to reduce the cost of insurance by helping insurers detect (and deter) at- 
tempts by insurance applicants to conceal or misrepresent facts. Any limitation on 
insurers' right to make these disclosures would seem likely to undermine the public 
policy goal of reducing fraud, the costs of which are ultimately borne by consumers. 

Life, disability income, and long term care are required to use SSNs to report to 
the IRS a variety of payments to insurance consumers, including, but not limited 
to, interest payments, certain dividends, and policy withdrawals and surrenders. At 
least one state, Rhode Island, requires that insurers match "deadbeat" parents data 
before making payments on claims. SSNs are required for that matching. 

d) Ordinary Business Transactions•In the event of a proposed or con- 
summated sale, merger, transfer, or exchange of all or a portion of an insurance 
company, it is often essential that the insurer be able to disclose company files. Nat- 
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urally, these files can contain personal information, including customers' SSNB. 
Such disclosures are often necessary to the due diligence process that takes place 
prior to consummation of the deal and are clearly necessary once the deal is com- 
pleted when the newly-created entity often must use policyholder files in order to 
conduct business. 

Insurers also frequently enter into reinsurance contracts in order to, among other 
things, increase the amount and volume of coverage they can provide. These ar- 
rangements often necessitate the disclosure of personal information, which may in- 
clude SSNs, by the primary insurer to the reinsurer. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATRICK P. O'CARROLL, ACTING INSPECTOR GENERAL, 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Good morning, Chairman Stearns, Ranking Member Schakowsky, and members 
of the Subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to provide a statement for this 
important hearing to discuss the complex problem of protecting private consumers' 
Social Security number (SSN) from misuse and the Committee's proposed legisla- 
tion, the Social Security Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2004. 

The SSN as a National Identifier 
I would like to begin my statement today with a simple declaration: The SSN is 

a national identifier. In past years, many would challenge that comment. Today, we 
live in a changed world, and the SSN^s role as a national identifier is a recognized 
fact. Unfortunately, with that knowledge, we must also accept that because the SSN 
is so heavily relied upon as an identifier, it is a valuable commodity for lawbreakers. 
Given the importance of this unique, nine-digit number and the tremendous risk as- 
sociated with its misuse, one of the most important responsibilities my office under- 
takes each day is oversight of SSN integrity. 

Today I would like to focus my testimony on how the SSN is misused to commit 
crimes, my office's role in addressing homeland security and identity theft, and what 
more needs to be done to ensure the integrity of the SSN. The protection of private 
consumers' SSNs is an important concern in fighting identity theft and safeguarding 
SSN integrity. Over the years, we have raised concerns in testimony and reports 
and have called for improved security for all databases•both public and private sec- 
tor•that contain SSNs and other sensitive data, both as a homeland security issue 
and as an identity theft issue. 

The SSN is a widely used identifier, which can be used to tie multiple records 
together about a single individual. While phone numbers, addresses, and even 
names can change, the SSN is constant throughout an individual's life. Because of 
this, many institutions, including hospitals and some banks and brokerages, use cli- 
ents' SSNs as an identity confirmation. Other institutions, notably banks, use SSNs 
as secret passwords that only the owner should know. 

While common use of the SSN as an identifier seems reasonable, it is an invita- 
tion for identity theft. For example, if someone knows the name and SSN of another 
individual, they could use this information to access accounts, transfer funds, or 
make other changes to an account, which may have serious repercussions for the 
true account holder. When SSNs appear with their owners' names on driver's li- 
censes, mailing labels, and university student ID cards, the owners of these SSNs 
become potential targets. In fact, we are currently reviewing the use of the SSN on 
student IDs in a nationwide audit that will examine such policies at approximately 
100 schools. Perhaps the most important step we can take in preventing SSN mis- 
use is to limit the SSNs easy availability on public documents, and even in elec- 
tronic forums such as the Internet. 

Our investigations in this area reveal how widespread the misuse of SSNs and 
other sensitive data from public and private sector databases has become. For exam- 
ple, we recently discovered an offer to sell up to 10,000 SSNs with matching names 
on the eBay web site. These SSNs were used by the University of North Carolina 
at Pembroke as identifiers for its staff, current students, and applicants. The sus- 
pect successfully stole these SSNs and was ultimately sentenced to 5 months' incar- 
ceration. 

Our Philadelphia Field Division participated in an investigation that found that 
a former credit card company employee provided several co-conspirators personal in- 
formation of legitimate account holders. The co-conspirators then used this informa- 
tion to open and transfer money from fraudulent accounts. The former employee 
was sentenced to 4 years probation and ordered to pay the bank restitution of over 
$132,800. 
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In another case, after a year-long identity theft investigation, our agents arrested 
a man who had more than 250 credit cards•along with identification documents 
and fraudulent Social Security cards•for aliases he used in an elaborate scheme he 
began while working as a credit manager at a local furniture store. When the com- 
pany was sold and his job was terminated, he took several credit reports with him 
and used those SSNs to get credit cards, bank loans, homes, vehicles, computers and 
cash. He was sentenced to 25 months in prison, ordered to pay $383,000 in restitu- 
tion to numerous credit card companies and banking institutions, and ordered to 
forfeit a home and a recreational vehicle. 

The range of sources from which these SSNs and other critical personal informa- 
tion were stolen is alarming•legitimate web sites, universities, credit card compa- 
nies, and a furniture store. It is not just SSA that has your number•numerous gov- 
ernment agencies, companies and individual operators such as doctors and insur- 
ance agents have them as well. In fact, it is quite possible that your number has 
been given without your knowledge to numerous organizations, businesses and indi- 
viduals. We cannot put the genie back in the bottle, but we must do more to make 
those who hold this critical information treat it with the same respect they would 
give to their own bank account numbers. 

Misuse of the SSN to Commit Crimes 
For those with an illicit motive, an SSN can be obtained in many ways: 

• Presenting false documentation to the Social Security Administration (SSA). 
• Stealing another person's SSN. 
• Purchasing an SSN on the black market. 
• Using the SSN of a deceased individual. 
• Creating a nine-digit number out of thin air. 

Although SSA may never be able to completely prevent individuals from pur- 
chasing an SSN on the black market or stealing the SSN of another, we are proud 
that our efforts are making it more difficult to do so. 

For example, based on an investigation conducted by our Atlanta Field Division, 
a St. Petersburg, Florida resident was recently sentenced to 27 months of incarcer- 
ation and ordered to make restitution to SSA for over $79,000 in survivors benefits 
she received for herself and three nonexistent children. To perpetrate this scheme, 
the individual assumed the identity of a former acquaintance by obtaining a North 
Carolina identification card in her friend's name. With this new identity, she used 
fraudulent birth certificates to apply for SSNs on behalf of two fictitious children. 
She also altered court marriage and divorce documents, falsely claiming that a 
known deceased man was her ex-husband and the fictitious children's father. She 
perpetrated this elaborate scheme so that she could apply for and receive Social Se- 
curity survivors benefits for the fictitious children•and, until caught, was success- 
ful in doing so. Further investigation revealed that she had previously committed 
a similar crime resulting in additional survivors benefits for herself and another fic- 
titious child. 

Other Federal agencies such as the Department of Housing and Urban Develop- 
ment (HUD) have also experienced a significant increase in the number of identity 
theft occurrences in their programs. Within programs administered by HUD, iden- 
tity thieves are using someone else's SSN to obtain and then default on home mort- 
gages•leaving taxpayers to pay their bills. 

Our Role in Addressing Homeland Security and Identity Theft 
Recognizing the importance of SSNs to terrorists and identity thieves, SSA and 

my office, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) take very seriously our responsi- 
bility to ensure that these numbers are only issued to those with a legal reason for 
having one. As such, we continuously seek innovative ways to prevent SSN misuse 
and create collaborative partnerships with other Federal, State, and local entities 
to address both homeland security and identity theft concerns. 

OIG Homeland Security Activities 
While financial crimes involving SSN misuse are more numerous than terrorism- 

related crimes, the potential threat to homeland security nevertheless justifies in- 
tense concern. Because SSNs allow individuals to assimilate themselves into U.S. 
society, these numbers can become valuable tools for terrorists or others who wish 
to live in the United States and operate under the "radar screen." Once an indi- 
vidual has an SSN, he has the ability to work, buy a home, and engage in a wide 
range of financial transactions including the raising and transferring of funds. 

Our active involvement in addressing homeland security began on September 11, 
2001, with our agents assisting in rescue efforts and site security at the World 
Trade Center. We immediately assigned supervisors and agents to the FBI Com- 
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mand Centers in New York City and New Jersey to process information and inves- 
tigate leads. The Inspector General ordered all Field Divisions to assist in Joint Ter- 
rorism Task Forces (JTTF) and Anti-Terrorism Task Forces (ATTF) around the 
country•in fact, we are now active participants in 63•Joint Terrorism Task Forces 
and 29 Anti-Terrorism Task Forces, as well as the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task 
Force. 

In carrying out our homeland security responsibility, we coordinate closely with 
other Federal agencies. For example, we recently met with representatives of the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to discuss methods in which we could 
work together to address the SSI^Ts role in homeland security. We welcome this op- 
portunity and believe cooperative ventures such as these are imperative to ensure 
that all of the links in the homeland security chain stay connected. Based on our 
initial discussions, we plan to work with DHS to explore possible data matching and 
cross-verification opportunities•those that are currently provided for under law and 
those for which additional legislation may be required. 

We are also coordinating with DHS and the Department of State (State) to review 
the effectiveness of the Enumeration at Entry initiative, a collaborative effort among 
the three agencies to facilitate the issuance of SSNs to legally admitted aliens whose 
immigration status permits such issuance. This initiative is designed to ensure that 
DHS and State certify the identity and immigration status of an alien before an 
SSN is assigned to that individual. Further, we have worked with the Department 
of Defense to determine whether individuals having public responsibilities and posi- 
tions, primarily active duty military personnel, have reported wages with names 
and/or SSNs that do not match SSA's records. We are concerned about both un- 
known individuals working for the military branches and potential SSN misuse by 
military employees. 
OIG Identity Theft Activities 

I am also concerned about the escalating occurrences of identity theft, which is 
the fastest-growing form of white-collar crime in the United States. In September 
2003, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) released a survey showing that 27.3 mil- 
lion Americans were victims of identity theft between 1998 and 2003•including 9.9 
million people in the study's final year. FTC also reported that during the study's 
final year, losses to businesses and financial institutions totaled nearly $48-•billion 
and consumer victims reported $5•billion in out-of-pocket expenses. Clearly, this 
is an epidemic that must be brought under control. 

Identity theft is an "enabling" crime, one that facilitates other types of crime, 
ranging from passing bad checks and defrauding credit card companies to commit- 
ting acts of terrorism. Additionally, criminals use identity theft to defraud Federal 
agencies and programs of millions of dollars. 

By law and by mission, our office has a narrow but important role in the overall 
effort to address identity theft. Much of the Federal government's responsibility for 
identity theft issues has been assigned by Congress to the FTC. State and local law 
enforcement agencies and financial institutions also have critical roles to play. 

Because our primary mission is to protect the integrity of SSA's programs and op- 
erations, in the majority of our identity theft investigations, we continue to focus 
investigative efforts on cases that affect SSN integrity. For example, our Chicago 
Field Division took part in a 3-day inter-agency undercover operation that resulted 
in the arrest of 12 suspects dealing in fraudulently obtained Social Security cards, 
State driver's licenses, and U.S. passports. Our investigators determined that the 
group's leader and 11 others took part in an elaborate document-counterfeiting 
scheme to obtain valid SSNs for non-existent children. The names belonged to un- 
documented noncitizens who paid up to $5,000 each for valid documents. Members 
of the group were sentenced to up to 2 years in prison or given immunity from pros- 
ecution for their cooperation in the undercover sting. 

To maximize our investigative resources, we dedicate agents that work on task 
forces with other law enforcement agencies nationwide to investigate identity 
crimes. We also work closely with prosecutors to bundle SSN misuse cases that, 
when presented separately, may not nave been accepted for prosecution. 

We are also continuing our efforts to identify opportunities for SSA to further 
strengthen the integrity of the SSN. One of my major concerns has been the use 
of fraudulent documents to obtain SSNs. We continue to explore and recommend 
further controls the Agency can implement to strengthen SSA's important responsi- 
bility of assigning SSNs. 
SSA Initiatives to Address SSN Integrity 

SSA has made significant progress in strengthening the defenses of the SSN, im- 
plementing important suggestions our office has made, and working with us to find 
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solutions. In November 2001, the Commissioner of Social Security established an 
Enumeration Response Team (ERT) comprised of executives from throughout the 
Agency, including representatives from trie OIG. The Commissioner charged this 
group with identifying steps the Agency could take to improve the enumeration 
process and to enhance the integrity of the SSN. Since that time, the Commissioner 
and the ERT have implemented numerous policies and procedures designed to bet- 
ter ensure that only individuals authorized to do so, receive an SSN. For example, 
the ERT recommended, and SSA adopted, more stringent circumstances under 
which an individual may obtain a non-work SSN. We are proud to serve on 
workgroups such as these and applaud the Commissioner and SSA for their strong 
commitment to improving SSN integrity. 

Prior to the ERT, the Agency implemented other initiatives such as the Com- 
prehensive Integrity Review Process (CIRP) and Enumeration at Entry process. The 
CIRP system identifies vulnerabilities in the enumeration process and issues alerts 
to SSAs field offices (FO) to develop and certify. The FO reviewer, usually a man- 
ager or supervisor, performs an enumeration integrity review of each alert. If the 
reviewer determines that there is a possibility of fraud, the alert is forwarded to 
the OIG for development and disposition. 
What Actions Still Need to Be Taken to Address SSN Misuse 

Despite the significant progress SSA and Congress have made in recent years to 
address SSN misuse, we believe SSN integrity and protection still need improve- 
ment at three stages: at issuance, during the life of the number-holder, and fol- 
lowing the number-holder's death. 

At Stage One (issuance of the SSN), my office is working closely with Congress 
and SSA to strengthen controls over the enumeration process, ensure the integrity 
of identification documents, and make it as difficult as possible to fraudulently ob- 
tain an SSN from the Federal government. Together with Congress and with SSA, 
we have made important strides in reducing enumeration vulnerabilities, and that 
effort continues. Still, to strengthen our defenses even further, we believe SSA 
should implement the following changes. 
• Continue to address identified weaknesses within the enumeration process to bet- 

ter safeguard SSNs. 
• Work with State Bureaus of Vital Statistics to incorporate additional controls in 

SSA's Enumeration-at-Birth program, such as periodically reconciling the num- 
ber of SSNs assigned through the program to the number of births reported by 
participating hospitals. 

In the last several years, we have focused significant resources to address SSN 
protection within Stages Two (during the life of the number holder) and Three (after 
the number holder's death). Specifically, we have conducted numerous audits and 
made extensive recommendations to SSA to improve the SSN misuse problem in the 
earnings reporting process, and most importantly, to improve controls over SSN 
misuse as it pertains specifically to Homeland Security. Nevertheless, to more com- 
pletely address SSN integrity during the life of the number holder and following 
that number holder's death, we believe SSA and lawmakers should examine the fea- 
sibility of the following initiatives. 
• Limiting the SSN's public availability to the greatest extent practicable, without 

unduly limiting commerce. 
• Prohibiting the sale of SSNs, prohibiting their display on public records, and lim- 

iting their use to legitimate transactions. 
• Enacting strong enforcement mechanisms and stiffer penalties to further discour- 

age SSN misuse. 
• Cross-verifying all legitimate databases that use the SSN as a key data element. 
• Review the implications of releasing information on deceased individuals. 
Limiting the SSN's Public Availability and Sale of the SSN 

Perhaps the most important step we can take in preventing SSN misuse is to 
limit the SSN's easy availability. We believe legislation designed to protect the SSN 
must strictly limit the number's availability on public documents. As long as crimi- 
nals can walk into the records room of a courthouse or local government building 
and walk out with names and SSNs culled from public records, it will be extremely 
difficult to reverse the growing trend of SSN misuse. We also believe effective legis- 
lation should also specifically prohibit the sale of SSNs•including one's own SSN• 
on the open market. In addition, as long as criminals can buy a list of names and 
SSNs through an Internet auction, we will continue to be plagued by the con- 
sequences. 

To be fully effective, we also believe legislation must limit the use of the SSN to 
appropriate and valid transactions. The financial industry relies on the SSN, and 
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no one is suggesting that we change the way legitimate business is conducted in 
the United States. But the use of the SSN as a student or patient identification 
number, as part of a car rental contract or to rent a video, must be curtailed. 

Congress enacted the Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998, P.L. 
105-318, responding to the growing epidemic of identity thefts by imposing criminal 
sanctions for those who create a false identity or misappropriate someone else's. The 
Internet False Identification Prevention Act of 2000, P.L. 106-578, closed a loophole 
left by the earlier legislation, enabling our office and other law enforcement organi- 
zations to pursue vendors who previously could sell counterfeit Social Security cards 
legally by maintaining the fiction that such cards were "novelties" rather than coun- 
terfeit documents. More legislative tools are needed, and we have worked with Con- 
gress to identify legislation necessary to protect the integrity of the SSN. For exam- 
ple, the House is now considering H.R.•2971, the Social Security Number Privacy 
and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2004, which would restrict the use of SSNs in 
the private and public sector, and criminalize the sale of SSNs. 

Penalties 
The identity theft legislation I discussed earlier provides criminal penalties, but 

those penalties were designed for identity theft crimes involving Social Security 
cards and/or SSNs, not for SSN misuse itself. We believe legislation should not only 
provide criminal penalties for those who misuse SSNs, but should also provide 
criminal penalties for those few SSA employees who betray the public trust and as- 
sist criminals in improperly obtaining SSNs. 

For example, a former SSA Service Representative was sentenced to 3 years pro- 
bation and community service after pleading guilty to a bribery charge in connection 
with issuing 100 to 200 Social Security cards to illegal aliens. She received between 
$50 and $150 for each card. We believe it is critically important to send a strong 
message to SSA employees tempted to facilitate crimes against Agency programs by 
pursuing the maximum sentence possible. 

On July 15, 2004, the President signed the Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement 
Act, P.L. 108-275, into law, establishing enhanced penalties for aggravated identity 
theft. While increased criminal penalties are a welcomed addition to the arsenal 
available for use in combating identity theft, we also believe legislation should pro- 
vide an administrative safety net in the form of Civil Monetary Penalties to allow 
for some form of relief when criminal prosecution is not available for SSN misuse 
and other Social Security-related crimes. 

Cross-verifica tion 
Additionally, we strongly support cross-verification of SSNs through both govern- 

mental and private sector systems of records to identify and address inaccuracies. 
Our experience has shown that cross-verification can combat and limit the spread 
of false identification and SSN misuse. Further, we believe all law enforcement 
agencies should be provided the same SSN cross-verification capabilities currently 
granted to employers. In doing so, the law enforcement community would use data 
already available to the Federal, State and local governments and the financial sec- 
tor. 

Potentially, the rewards of cross-verification can be great, and it would not re- 
quire major expenditures of money or the creation of new offices or agencies. We 
believe legislation is needed toexpand cross-verification of identification data be- 
tween governmental, financial and commercial holders of records and the SSA on 
a recurring basis. To offset SSA's cost for providing such services, the Agency could 
charge a modest fee to commercial and financial entities. The technology to accom- 
plish these data matches and verifications exists now. Coupled with steps already 
underway by SSA to strengthen the integrity of its enumeration business process, 
cross-verification, once initiated, would be a critical step in combating the spread 
of identity fraud. 

Let me give you an example of an identity theft case in which cross-verification 
may have prevented a crime against a Federal government program, saving tax- 
gayers $62,000. A Salt Lake City grandmother learned last year from one of my 

•enver Field Division agents that her SSN was used to purchase a $146,000 HUD 
home. This identity theft went undiscovered until the home went into foreclosure 
because the criminals used this grandmother's SSN, but another name to purchase 
the home. Had HUD been allowed to verify the accuracy of the borrower's name and 
SSN with SSA, HUD would have recognized the discrepancy and denied the loan. 
In this one case alone, the Government would have saved the thousands of program 
dollars HUD had to pay to foreclose and resell the property. Additionally, this elder- 
ly Salt Lake City grandmother would have been spared the time and expense of re- 
pairing her credit record. 
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We believe cross-verification is one of the most important tools the Government 
and private sector can employ to reduce the instances of identity theft. We under- 
stand the important issue of consumer privacy that must be considered by Congress 
and others before allowing such data integrity matches. However, our ability to pre- 
vent these egregious crimes would be enhanced by additional legislation balancing 
the need for consumer privacy with the need for accurate identifying information. 

Conclusion 
We appreciate the invitation to provide a statement to this Subcommittee and to 

assist you in the very important work you are doing to help protect consumers' 
SSNs. We are very pleased with the progress Congress and SSA have made in ad- 
dressing the issue of SSN integrity over the last several years. However, we reit- 
erate our concern that more must be done to ensure that only those individuals au- 
thorized to have an SSN receive one and that anyone who fraudulently obtains and 
misuses an SSN is adequately penalized. As such, we believe recently enacted legis- 
lation such as P.L. 108-275, the Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement Act, is a signifi- 
cant step toward holding accountable individuals who misuse SSNs to commit egre- 
gious crimes. In addition, we support legislation such as H.R. 2971, the Social Secu- 
rity Number Privacy and Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2004, which severely limits 
the sale, purchase and display of SSNs to the general public. 

We also ask that Congress consider other measures such as increased cross- 
verification among Government and private sector entities, Civil Monetary Penalties 
for SSN misuse and other Social Security-related crimes when criminal prosecution 
is not available, and stronger penalties for those few SSA employees that betray the 
public trust by selling SSNs. We will certainly continue our vigilance in addressing 
these issues and stand ready to do more to enhance the safety and well-being of 
all Americans. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
October 20, 2004 

The Honorable CLIFF STEARNS, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce 
2125 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the 
Federal Trade Commission at the September 28, 2004, hearing of the Subcommittee 
on Commerce, Trade, and Consumer Protection of the House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce, on H.R. 2971, the Social Security Number Privacy and Identity 
Theft Prevention Act of 2004. This letter responds to the Subcommittee's request 
for more specific views on the bill itself. In addition, the letter addresses Represent- 
ative Green's question at the hearing about the length of time that a fraud alert 
remains on a consumer's credit file. 

As I stated at the hearing, I believe that the goals of H.R. 2971 are laudable. It 
seeks to strike the right balance between the legitimate and permissible sale and 
display of Social Security numbers (SSNs) and those that should be eliminated. It 
is extremely difficult, however, to find the correct place to draw the lines, by rule- 
making or otherwise. Some provisions, like restrictions on access by prisoners, are 
clearly justified, but others may have unintended consequences. I believe that this 
bill, if enacted in its current form, would present significant challenges to the credit 
granting system and may ultimately harm consumers. The primary concern in this 
regard is with Sections 109 and 110. Below, I provide a brief analysis of these provi- 
sions and their potential negative impact on consumers. 

In my oral presentation, I mentioned that there are many legitimate uses of SSNs 
in commerce that provide substantial benefits to consumers. In particular, SSNs are 
used by consumer reporting agencies (e.g., credit bureaus) to organize consumer 
data files and to match individual consumers with the correct consumer file (e.g., 
credit report). In order to ensure accurate and complete results, it is important for 
consumer reporting agencies to obtain a consumers SSN from those that request 
the consumer's credit report.1 Similarly, when financial institutions report account 
information to consumer reporting agencies, the SSN is used to match that informa- 

'The FTC is required, under the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (the FACT Act), 
to study the processes by which consumer reporting agencies "match" consumer files to par- 
ticular consumers prior to releasing a consumer report to a user. Set Pub. L. No. 108-159 $318. 
That study will be completed in December 2004. It is clear, however, that the current consumer 
reporting system relies heavily on consumers' full SSNs. 
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tion to the correct consumer file. Without SSNs, consumer reporting agencies may 
be unable to accurately match individual consumers with the proper credit reports, 
and may be unable to match information from financial institution records to indi- 
vidual consumer files. This could cause inaccurate information to appear in indi- 
vidual consumer files and errors in reporting the wrong file to inquiring creditors 
and other permissible users. Thus, undue restrictions on the availability of SSNs 
to businesses could harm consumers by diminishing the accuracy of the consumer 
reporting system. 

In addition, many businesses rely on SSNs to obtain current address and other 
contact information on consumers for a number of legitimate purposes. For example, 
a business may need a consumer's current address information in order to admin- 
ister rebate, recall, or consumer redress programs; locate beneficiaries, lost heirs, or 
the holders of dormant accounts; and perform collection activities. In addition, this 
information is often used for law enforcement and public safety investigations. Con- 
sumer reporting agencies generally possess the most up-to-date consumer address 
and contact information. Because SSNs play an important role in the consumer re- 
frarting agencies' ability to match an individual consumer with the information re- 
ating to him, it would be more difficult for businesses and law enforcement without 

SSNs to obtain consumers' current address and contact information for a variety of 
legitimate purposes. 

This does not mean that consumer reporting agencies should be able to use SSNs 
without restriction. In my view, however, H.R. 2971 in its current form could elimi- 
nate or hinder legitimate uses of SSNs, to the ultimate detriment of consumers. 

Section 109 
Section 109 of H.R. 2971 would restrict consumer reporting agencies from dis- 

closing SSNs except as part of a "full consumer report" (i.e., where there is a permis- 
sible purpose under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq., (FCRA)). 
Under the FCRA, businesses may obtain from consumer reporting agencies identi- 
fying information about consumers (often referred to as "above the line" informa- 
tion), including SSNs, without having one of the permissible purposes specified in 
the statute.2 By prohibiting consumer reporting agencies from furnishing SSNs ex- 
cept as part of a full consumer report, Section 109 would cut off use of SSNs for 
many legitimate uses, such as law enforcement, public safety investigations, and in- 
surance or pension benefit distributions,' which are not permissible purposes for full 
file disclosures under the FCRA.4 

At the same time, in those situations where a business does have an FCRA per- 
missible purpose for a full file disclosure, this section could encourage the over- 
disclosure of consumer information, because a business with a need for SSNs in 
order to obtain, for example, current address information, would be forced to pur- 
chase a full consumer report containing much more sensitive information than the 
user needs. In sum, this provision could have a negative impact on the availability 
of accurate consumer identifying information for legitimate uses, in addition to over- 
disclosing sensitive consumer information in other instances. 

Section 110 
Section 110 of H.R. 2971 would make it unlawful for a business to require an indi- 

vidual to provide his SSN as a condition of doing business, and to do so would vio- 

;This identifying information generally is not covered by the FCRA. See FTC v. Trans Union, 
Dkt. 9255, Op. of the Commission at pp. 30-31 (Mar. 1. 2000) (holding that consumer name. 
SSN. address, telephone number, and mother's maiden name do not constitute a consumer re- 
port under the FCRA). 

' For example, assume that a consumer purchases life insurance In current practice, the in- 
surer generally would require the purchaser to provide his SSN, as well as those of any bene- 
ficiaries. When the policy matures and the insurer seeks to locate the beneficiaries, the insurer 
typically would use the SSNs it had collected previously to find the current address information 
for those beneficiaries through a consumer reporting agency or other commercial database. Sec- 
tion 110 would prevent the insurer from requiring the SSNs of the consumer and the bene- 
ficiaries at the time the policy is purchased. Without the SSNs, the insurer could not obtain 
current address information for the beneficiaries from a consumer reporting agency, because the 
insurer likely would not have a permissible purpose to obtain their full consumer reports. 

4 Apart from the FCRA, the disclosure of SSNs by consumer reporting agencies and other fi- 
nancial institutions is limited under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), which requires finan- 
cial institutions (with certain exceptions) to provide consumers with notice and an opt-out oppor- 
tunity before sharing personal financial information with nonaffiliated third parties. See 16 
C.F.R, Part 313. However, the exceptions to the GLBA notice and opt out requirements allow 
many legitimate business uses and disclosures of this information, including for law enforcement 
and public safety investigations. See 16 C.F.R. §§313.14-.15. The permissible purposes under the 
FCRA that would govern disclosure of SSNs under H.R. 2971 are significantly narrower than 
the GLBA exceptions. 
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late Section 5 of the FTC Act. The only exception to this provision is for cir- 
cumstances where the business is expressly required under federal law to submit 
the individual's SSN to the federal government. As you know, this exception is very 
limited and would not allow businesses to require SSNs for many legitimate uses. 
For example, Section 110 would prevent creditors, insurers, and others from requir- 
ing a consumer to provide an SSN in connection with an application for credit, in- 
surance, or other business transaction involving the consumer. As a result, this sec- 
tion would hinder the ability of businesses to obtain credit reports for legitimate 
purposes, such as risk analysis, underwriting functions, and security checks. 

In addition, similar to Section 109, this provision would prevent businesses with 
a legitimate need for consumers' current address information from obtaining that 
information, because that information is generally only accessible with an SSN! 

Thus, for the reasons described above, I believe that Section 110 could have a sig- 
nificant negative impact on consumers.' 

Fraud Alerts Under the FACT Act 
Finally, during the hearing, Representative Gene Green asked about the length 

of time that a fraud alert•that is, a notation that the consumer is a potential vic- 
tim of identity theft or fraud•remains on a consumer's credit file. At present, as 
a voluntary practice, the nationwide consumer reporting agencies have been using 
a two-step fraud alert system, placing initial and extended fraud alerts in con- 
sumers' files upon request. The first national consumer reporting agency contacted 
notifies the other two of a consumer's request for an initial fraud alert. If the con- 
sumer later seeks to have an extended alert placed in his file, he will have to con- 
tact each of the three agencies. The duration of the initial fraud alert has varied 
among the agencies from 90 days to twelve months. All three agencies have left the 
extended fraud alert in the consumer's file for seven years. 

The FACT Act codifies and expands upon these voluntary practices. The fraud 
alert provisions go into effect on December 1, 2004, and provide for a two-step fraud 
alert system.'' Upon the initial request of a consumer, a nationwide consumer re- 
porting agency must include an initial fraud alert in that consumer's file for not less 
than 90 days. If that consumer subsequently requests an extended alert and sub- 
mits an identity theft report,7 a nationwide consumer reporting agency must include 
an extended fraud alert in the consumer's file for seven years. A consumer may, 
however, request to have either type of fraud alert removed from his file prior to 
the expiration of the designated period. In addition, the nationwide consumer re- 
porting agency receiving the request for the fraud alert, whether initial or extended, 
must refer the fraud alert information to the other nationwide consumer reporting 
agencies. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to provide my views on H.R. 2971. I look 
forward to continuing to work with you on these important issues. 

Sincerely, 
THOMAS B. LEARY 

Federal Trade Commission 

Mn addition, it would be valuable in the development of any legislation on this subject to have 
the results of the "matching study" that the FTC is conducting pursuant to the FACT Act. This 
study is intended to learn more about the processes by which consumer reporting agencies 
match consumer files to particular consumers prior to releasing a consumer report to a user. 
See supra n.1. 

"Pub. L. No. 108-159 § 112; FCRA §605A; 15 U.S.C. § 168U-1. 
'Under the FACT Act, the term "identity theft report" is to be defined by Commission rule- 

making (see Related Identity Theft Definitions, Duration of Active Duty Alerts, and Appropriate 
Proof of Identity Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Re- 
quest for Comment, 69 Fed. Reg. 23370, 23372 (Apr. 28, 2004)), and means, "at a minimum, 
a report that alleges an identity theft, is a copy of an official, valid report filed by the consumer 
with an appropriate Federal, state, or local law enforcement agency... the filing of which sub- 
jects the person filing the report to criminal penalties..." Pub. L. No. 108-159 §112; FCRA 
§603(qX4); 15 U.S.C. § 1681a(qX4). 
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